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In Relational database management
systems,
nlanageme~~t
systems, views supplement basic query constructs tto
o cope
with the demand for
lVloreover, in traditional
traditional query optimization, anfor "higher-lever'
"higher-level" views of data. h?oreover!
swering a query
e t of existing materialized views can yield a more efficient query execution
query using a sset
plan. Due to
data
a t a stream management systems.
t o their effectiveness,
effectiveness, views are attractive to d
In order to
management system should employ a
stl.eams: aa. data
data. stream ~nanagement
t o support views over streams,
query language that
composition means the ability tto
o compose complex
t h a t allows
allows query composition - compositio~~
queries
queries from
from simpler queries. Prior work on languages tto
o express continuous queries over streams
has defined a stream as
append-only relation.
relation.
as a sequence of tuples that represents an infinite append-only
This
possible in
t h a t composition of queries, and hence supporting views, is not possible
This paper shows
shows that
the
Synchronized SQL
SQL (01(or SyncSQL)
SyncSQL)
t h e append-only stream model.
model. Then,
Then, the paper proposes the Synchronized
query language that defines
(i.e., insert, update, and
defines a stream as a sequence of modify operations (i.e.,
delete)
SyncSQL query are
delete) against a relation with a specified schema.
scl~ema.Inputs and outputs in any SyncSQL
interpreted in the same
sanie way and,
and, hence, SyncSQL
SyncSQL expressions can be composed. An important
issue in continuous
refreshed
contii~uousqueries
queries over data streams is tthe
l ~ efrequency by which the answer gets refreshed
and the
requirements are typically
t h e conditions that trigger the refresh. Coarser periodic refresh requirements
expressed
generalized
expressed as
as sliding-window queries. In this paper, the sliding-window approach is generalized
by introducing
SyncSQL with a formal mechanism tto
o
introducing the synchronization principle that empowers SyncSQL
express queries with
wit11 arbitrary refresh conditions.
conditio~~s.
After introducing the sen~antics
express
semantics and syntax, we
SyncSQL and propose a
a query matching algorithm for deciding
lay the algebraic foundation for SyncSQL
SyncSQLexpressions.
containment of SyncSQL
Efficient execution of continuous queries is a key requirement
requirement in streaming applications. Hence,
papel- introduces
introduces the Nile-SyncSQL prototype server tto
o support SyncSQL
this paper
SyncSQL queries, and hence
supports views over streams. Nile-SyncSQL
Nile-SyncSQL employs a pipelined
supports
pipelined incre~nental
incremental evaluation paradigm
paradigm
w l ~ i c lthe
t~h e query pipeline consists of aa set of differential operators. We develop a cost model
in which
in
to estimate the
l l ~ cost
e
SyncSQLquery execution pipelines. T
l ~ cost
e
model is based on eestimating
sti~nati~~g
to
of SyncSQL
The
the number of tuples that are processed by the
t h e various operators in the pipeline. The cost model
the
fro111a set of
l~e
is used to
t o choose the best execution plan from
is
of different plans for the same query (or tthe
same set of queries).
queries).
same
l ~ eperformance of
\Ve conduct an experimental study to evaluate tthe
of the proposed Nile-SyncSQL
Nile-SyncSQL
prototype server.
server. The
T l ~ eexperimental results are twofold: (1)
(1) sl~owing
showing the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of the proproNile-SyncSQL framework to support continuous
coiitinuous queries over data streams; and (2) validating
posed Nile-SyncSQL
validating
111odeland showing
sho\ving significant performance gains when views are enabled in
the proposed cost model
the
systems.
data stream management systems.

Categories and
a ~ Subject
~ d
... [Data
[ D a t a Stream
Stream M
anagement S
ystems]: .
Categories
Descriptors: ...
Management
Systems]:
Terms: Views, Language,
Language: Experimentation, Performance
General Terms:
Words and Phrases: Data Streams,
Streams: Query language:
Additional Key \Vords
language, Expression
Expression matching, Incremental evaluation
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1. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Relational database
dat.a.base management systems have been used ttoo provide efficient query
answering mechanisms
mechanisnls over stored data. Views on database tables provide a basic
query construct
constxuct to
t o cope with the demand
denland for "higher-level"
"higher-level" views over the base
data.
more efficient
data. Ivloreover,
hloreover, answering queries using materialized views can yield illore
of ddata
query execution plans. In the same
sa.me time,
time: the emergence of
a t a streaming applications calls for new data management technologies ttoo cope with the characteristics
applications include: enof continuous data
dat,a streams. Examples of data streaming a.pplications
vironmental and road traffic monitoring through sensors [Szewczyk et al. 2004; Yao
and Gehrke 2003],
a1. 20001,
2000], and on-line analysis of
of
20031, online data feeds
feeds [Chen
[Chen eett al.
2003]. Due tto
network traffic [Cranor
al. 2003; Lerner and Shasha 20031.
o their effec[Cranor et al.
management systems. In this paper,
tiveness, views are
a.re attractive to
t o data stream
strea.m nlanagement
we investigate
to
management systems by the capability
investigat'e how
110117
t,o extend data
d a t a stream inanageinent
to
d a t a streams.
t o support views over data
1.1
1.1 Views
Views over Streams
Streams

Views
Views have been widely used in database management systems. A view defines
a function
function from
from aa. set
set. of base tables ttoo a derived table. The derived table (or
the view) can
functions or queries. Views are needed
call be used as input to
t o other fuilctions
because the actual schema
schema,of the database
data.ba.seis usually normalized for various reasons
better
and queries are more
denormalized relations that better
iuore intuitive using one or more denorinalized
Then: defining a new relatioil
o be
represent the real world. Then,
relation as a view allows queries tto
[Gupta and Mumick
h,Iumick 1999].
19991. Thus, views supplement basic query
intuitively specified [Gupta
constructs to
t o cope with the demand for "higher-level" views of
constructs
of data. Materialized
Materialized
views are proposed as an extension over views. Basically, a materialized
materialized view is
1nat.erialized by storing its contents in the database. Consequently,
a view that is materialized
t o the materialized views can be much faster than recon~puting
recomputing the
query access to
access. Answering
Answeriilg a query using a set of existing materialized
view with every access.
materialized views
call yield a more efficient query execution
execut,ioil plan [Halevy
[Ha.levy 20011.
2001].
can
The emergence of data streaming applications ca.lls
calls for new data.
data management
technologies that
t h a t cope with
wit11 the characteristics of contin~uous
ata
technologies
continuous dat,a
data streams. A ddata
is defined as aa. continuous sequence of tuples. Unlike traditional snap-shot
stream is
tables; queries over
o17er data
data. streams
streains are continuous. A continuous
queries over data tables:
is issued once and may remain active for hours or days. The answer tto
o a
query is
continuous query is constructed progressively as new input stream tuples arrive.
continuous
To support views over data
data. streams
strea.ms means the a.bilitg
ability ttoo express derived streams
To
as a function of one or more input streams. The derived streams a,re
as
are then used as
inputs to
t o other continuous
cont,inuous queries. To support views is aann a.ttractive
inputs
attractive property for
managelnent for the following reasons:
data stream management

-More intuitive query expressions: Data strea.ms
-More
streams are usually received from
data. sources (e.g.,
(e.g., sensors).
sensors). A query is iriore
Inore intuitive ifif
a distributed set of data
that represents the real world better.
expressed using a derived stream (or a view) t.1la.t
funct,ion over one or more input streams. For
The view can be expressed as a function
example, a view may be as simple as tlle
the union of two input streams. On the
example,
ha.nd: for
for more powerful stream mana.gement.,
other hand,
management, more complex views should
coinplex view may include join
join or window functions over several
be supported. A complex
ACh.1 Transactions
Transactions on Database Systems.
Syst.ems. Vol. V. No. N. November 2007.
ACtvl
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base streams.
streams.
-Answering
Answering multiple
multiple (concurrent)
(concurrent) continuous queries
queries using
using views:
views: Views
can be beneficial in streaming environments that are characterized by a large
number of concurrent overlapping queries. For a set of overlapping queries,
queries, a
view can be defined to
t,o represent the overlapped part among the queries.
queries. Each
of the overlapped queries can then be reexpressed using the shared view.
view. The
shared execution of the overlapped part
beneficial in optimizing resource
pa.rt can be beneficid
consumption during query execution.
execut,ion.
-Data
privacy: An input stream may contain
Data privacy:
co~ltaiilattributes or tuples that should
not be seen by a certain
certa.in group of users. Restricted access
access to stream attributes
can be achieved by defining aa. view that projects out the private attributes. Then,
Then,
users are
a.re given access
access only to the view.
view. IVlultiple
R4ultiple views can be defined depending
on the privileges of the different user groups.
groups.
In order to
t o support vie"ws
views over streams,
strea~ns.a data stream
streain management system should
employ a closed (or
(or composable)
composable) continuous query language. A closed query language is a language in which query inputs and outputs are interpreted in the same
way,
Query composition
way, hence allowing query composition.
coi~~position.
co~npositionmeans the ability to expaper, we show
press a query in terms
terins of one or more sub-queries (or views).
views). In this paper.
that query languages in the streaming literature are not always closed, and hence
are not able to support views
vie\vs over
o v e ~streams. Then,
Then. we propose the Synchronized
SQL
SQLquery language (SyncSQL
(SyncSQLfor short):
short): a closed query language that enables supNile-SyncSQL prototype server that
Mie introduce the Nile-SyncSQL
porting views over streams. \Ve
supports SyncSQL,
\iVe evaluate the
SyncSQL,and hence supports views over data streams. We
performance of Nile-SyncSQL
Nile-SyncSQL via
perfornlance
\7ia an extensive set of experiments. The experistreanls have a tremendous effect on the
mental results illustrate that views over streams
performance of a data stream
streain management
~nailageinentsystem.
1.2
1.2

New Challenges
Challenges to Continuous
Continuous Query Languages
Languages

Query languages
1angua.gesin the streaming
strea.ining literature
1itera.ture (e.g.,
(e.g., [Arasu
[Ara.suet a1.
al. 2006; Carneyet
Carney et a1.
al.
2002;
2002; Chandrasekaran et a1.
al. 2003;
2003: Cranor et a1.
a.1. 2003;
2003; StreamSQL ; ESL ])
I) define
a stream as a sequence of tuples that represents an infinite append-only relation.
Languages based on the append-only model
nlodel are not closed,
closed, that is, the result of
a query
querg expression
expressioil is not necessarily an
a,n append-only relation. Not being closed
i.e., one
has the negative effect that query expressions cannot be freely
freely composed,
composed, i.e.,
cannot express a query
querg in terms
terins of one or more
inore sub-queries. Composition
Coinposition is a
fundamental property of query languages (e.g.,
(e.g., SQL)
SQL),1 and it requires that query
inputs and outputs be interpreted in the same
sa.me way. To support continuous query
composition,
con~position,and hence ttoo SUppOlt
support views over streams,
streams, the following
following challenges
contiiluous query languages.
need to
t o be addressed by continuous
Challenge
Challenge 11- Using streams
streams to represent
represent the output of continuous
continuous
queries
non-append-only output:
queries that produce non-append-only
output: A continuous query may
inay not
be able to produce an append-only output relation even when the input streams
represent append-only relations.
relations. For example, consider an
a.n application that monimonitor the lot's entrance and
tors a parking lot where two sensors continuously nlonitor
exit.
exit. The sensors generate two
taro streams
streanls of identifiers,
identifiers, say S1
S1 and S2,
S2, for vehicles
entering and exiting the lot, respectively. A reasonable query in this environment is
ACl\l
No. N
N.. November 2007.
A C h l Transactions on Database Systems. Vol. V,
V . No.
2007.
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PI:
parking lot".
P1: "Continuously
"Continuously keep track of
of the identifiers
iden.tifiers of
of all vehicles inside the parking
The
T, coiltains
contains the identifiers of
of
The answer to
t o PI
P1 is a view that at
a t any time point, say T,
vehicles that are inside the parking lot.
stream that inserts
S1 can be modeled as a streain
lot. SI
tuples into an append-only relation,
(SI), and similarly, S2
S2 inserts tuples into
relation, say !R
%(S1),
the append-only relation !R(S2).
materialized view
%(S2). Then,
Then: PI
PI can be regarded as a materialized
that is
!R(SI) and %(S2).
!R(S2)'
is defined by the set-difference between the two relations %(S1)
As
and the
As tuples arrive into SI
S1 and S2,
S2, the corresponding relations are modified, a.nd
relation representing the result of PI
P1 is updated to reflect the changes in the inputs.
The
The result of PI
P1 is updated by inserting
i.nsertin,g identifiers of vehicles entering the lot and
deleting identifiers
identifiers of vehicles
vehicles exiting the lot. Notice that although the input relations in PI
of Pl
PI
P1 change by only inserting
insertiilg tuples (Le.,
(i.e.: are append only), the output of
changes by both insertions and deletions.
PI'S output are due tto
deletions. The deletions in Pi's
o
the set-difference operation. PI'S
P1's output cannot be represented as an append-only
stream.
stream. In order to represent PI'S
P1's output as a stream, we should be able tto
o represent two different types of stream tuples (one t,ype
type of streain
stream tuples tto
o represent
the insertions in the output and the other type of stream tuples to represent the
deletions)
deletions)..

The
of deletions in the
The commonly used sliding-window
sliding-windo~vmodel
inodel is another source of
outputs of queries over streams [Arasu
20061. Tuples need to be deleted from
[Arasu et al. 2006].
the output of aa. sliding-window query because input tuples expire as the window
slides.
Challenge
query
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of q
u e r y iinputs
n p u t s aand
n d ooutput:
u t p u t : To
C h a l l e n g e 22 -- Similar interpretation
enable
enable query composition,
composition, query inputs and output should be interpreted in the
same
as input to another query.
same way so
so that the output of one query can be used a.s
Similar
Similar interpretation of query inputs and output is not always possible in the
append-only stream model. For example, the output of query P1
PI can be produced
either as
of a
as (1)
(1) a complete answer, or as (2)
(2) an incremental
in.crementa1 answer. In the case of
complete
of P1
PI sees a state, i.e., a
a.nswer (case
(case 1),
1): at
a.t any time point T,
T, the issuer of
complete answer
at time T. In the case of
of an
relation containing identifiers of all vehicles inside the lot a,t
(case 2),
2): the issuer of P1
incremental answer (case
PI receives a streain
stream that represents the
changes (i.e.,
(i.e., insertions and deletions) in the state.
sta.te. The output in the incremental
inputs, namely, as a streain
is interpreted in the same way as the inputs,
case is
stream tl1a.t
that represents
However, PI7s
PI'S incre1ne1lta.1
incremental answer cannot
modifications to an underlying relation. Hornlever,
con.sum.ed by a query in a language that models a strea.m
be produced or consumed
stream as an
append-only relation. Existing languages may produce output streams from P1
PI
streams are interpreted differently from the input streams. For
but the output streams
example: the output may be modeled as a stream representing a conca.tenation
concatenation of
of
example,
serializations of the complete answer (e.g.,
(e.g., RStream
RStxea.111 in CQL [Arasu et al. 20061,
serializations
2006],
mrindow queries in TelegraphCQ [Chandrasekaran et al. 20031).
and the output of window
2003]).
Alternatively, CQL divides the output into two append-only streams such that one
stream represents the insertions in the output while the second strea.111
stream represents
deletions (Le.,
(i.e., IStream
1Strea.m and
aild DStream).
DStream).
the deletions

following query,
query, P2,
P2: from the same
sa.me application: "Group the vehicles
Consider the following
th,e parking lot by type (e.g
(e.9.... t7"Ucks,
t7xcks: cars.
inside the
cars, or buses). Continuously keep track
the number
n.umber of
of vehicles in
in, each group". By analyzing the two queries, P1
of the
PI and
P2, it is
is obvious that
tha.t PP2
P2,
PI'S output. This observation
observation
2 is an aggregate query over P17s
AChI Tran'act.ions
Transactions on Database Sy,t.ems.
Systems. Vol.
Vol. V,
V. No. N:
ACM
N, Noveniber
November 2007.
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VI and then,
motivates the idea of defining PI
P1 as aa. view, say V1
then, expressing both PI
P1
and P
P22 in terms of VI.
V1. Answering P
P22 using views requires a language that
t h a t allows
query composition.
Challenge
Challenge 3 -- Expressing general refresh conditions (other than timeor tuple-based refresh conditions): Another important
iinportailt issue in data
d a t a stream
query languages is the
t h e frequency by which a query answer gets refreshed as
a s well as
the conditions that trigger the refresh. In streaming
st,rea.ming applications
applicatioils with high tuple
arrival rates, an issuer of continuous queries may not be interested in refreshing the
answer in response to
t o every tuple arriva1.
a.rriva1. Instead, coarser refresh periods may be
desired.
desired. For example, instead of reporting the count of vehicles with every change
in the parking lot,
lot, P2
P2 may be interested in updating the count of vehicles in each
group every four
four minutes. This refresh condition
coildition is temporal. However, a powerful
language should allow a user to
t o express more general refresh conditions based on
time, tuple arrival,
arrival, events, relation state,
sta.te: etc.
etc. For example,
exa.mple, P2
P2 may be interested
in updating the
t,he count of vehicles in each group whenever aa. police car enters the
parking lot. In this case, the refresh condition is event-based where the event is
defined as
as "the entrance of a police car"
car"..
Challenge
Challenge 44 - Expressing queries
queries over streams
streams that do not represent
append-only relations: A general purpose continuous
coiltiiluous query language should be
able to
tha.t follow models
illodels other than the append-only
t o express queries over streams that
model. Streams
Strea.ins from different domains may be interpreted differently by different
applications
a.pplications [Maier
[Maier et
e t al.
al. 2005].
20051. For example,
exa.mple, one sequence of tuples (or one stream)
can represent an infinite append-only relation (e.g.,
(e.g., Sj
S1 in PI)'
PI). On
011 the other hand,
another sequence of tuples may represent an update stream
streail1 in which an input tuple
is an
a n update over the previous tuple with the same key value. For example, consider
a temperature-monitoring application in which
mrhich sensors are
a.re distributed in rooms and
each sensor continuously reports the
room
temperature.
t h e rooill tenlpera.ture. A reasonable query in this
:
environment is T
"Continuously
T1I : "Contin.uously keep tmck
track of
of the
th.e moms
7.oom.s that have a tempemture
temperature
Neither
the
input
nor
the
output
streams
in TI
greater than 80".
80".
the
T1 represent appendonly relations. The
T h e input in TT1I is an update stream in which a room identifier
is considered a key and an input buple
tuple is an update over the previous tuple with
saille key value. Notice that
t h a t although
alt,hough an update stream is also represented
the same
as a sequence of tuples, tthe
h e interpretation of an update stream is different from
tuples from T
strea.m. The output
out.put t,uples
T1I represent
the interpretation of an append-only stream.
an
a n incremental
increineiltal answer that includes insertions and
aad deletions for rooms that
tha.t switch
between satisfying and
a.nd not satisfying the
t h e query predicate.
Vie
Slie can summarize the limitations of the
t.he existing
existiilg continuous query languages as
follows.

(1)
hence cannot support views, because of
(1) Cannot always compose queries,
queries, and
a.nd heilce
the
t h e different interpretation or tthe
h e division of the output
output. streams.
(2)
streains tthat
h a t do not adhere to
t o the append-only
(2) Cannot express queries over streams
relation representation.
representa.tion.
(3)
(3) Cannot produce incremental answers for queries that
t,hat do not produce an
append-only output.
(4)
(4) Refresh conditions are restricted
restrict,ed to
t o be either time- or tuple-based.
A
C h l Transactions
T r a ~ l s a c t ~ o non
o sn D
a t a b a s e Syst.ems.
Systellis. Vol. V. N
o N
ACI,,1
Database
No.
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In this section,
section, we give an example to illustrate that query composition, and hence
views, cannot be supported by a language that restricts the stream
views,
strean definition to the
append-only model. Consider the following
following query,
query, P3,
P 3 ; from
froill the same application as
P3:"Continuously
3 : L L C 0 n t i n u 0 ~ keep
~ E y track of
of the
th,e identifiers of
of all vehicles
veh,icles
that ofP
of P11 in Section 1.2. P
inside the
parking lot,
th,e parking
lot, report changes in the answer
a n s w e r every 22 minutes". In
follo~ving,we use CQL [Arasu
[Arasu et al.
al. 2006]
20061 as a representative for the class of
the following,
languages that uses the append-only model. CQL uses sliding windows to express
the coarser refresh periods where a sliding window is defined by two parameters,
parameters,
namely range and slide. Assume that the schema of the input
illput streams consists of
two attributes,
attributes, VID
V I D that represents the vehicle identifier, and VType that represents
bus, or truck).
truck). CQL can express P3 in
the vehicle type (i.e,
(i.e: car,
car, bus,
ill four different ways
as follows.
follows.
-Case
-Case 1:
1: Relational output:
SELECT R1.VID,
R1.VType
RI.VID: R1
.VType
FROM
FROM Sdrange
&[range 00
co slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R1
R l -- S2[range
S2[range 00
co slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R2
In this case the output of P
P33 is aa. relation (not a stream).
st,rea.m). The output relation
gives the complete query answer and is refreshed every 2 minutes.
minutes. The output
is not incremental,
incremental, which means that every 2 minutes, the query issuer sees all
identifiers of vehicles inside the lot.
-Case
-Case 2: Streamed relational output:
SELECT RStrearn(R1.VID,
RStream(Rl.VID, R1.VType)
Rl.V~ype)
FROM
FROM Sdrange
Sl[range 00
co slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R1
R 1 -- S2[range
S2[range 00
co slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R2
The output in this case is a stream that represents the concatenations
concatellations of Case1's
modified (i.e.,
l's output relation.
rela.tion. Basically, whenever the output relation
relatioil is inodified
(i.e.,
every 2 minutes),
relation is re-streamed. Notice that the
minutes): the whole output rela.tion
output stream, say So,
So. is interpreted differently from
from the input streams. An
input tuple in any of the input streams (i.e.,
(i.e., S1
S1 or S2)
S2) represents an
aa insertion into
the corresponding
correspondiilg relations (Le.,
(i.e., ~(S2)
%(S2) or ~(S2))'
%(S2)). However,
However, aa. tuple in So
So may
represent a repetition for a previous So
So tuple. This tuple repetition takes place
because every tuple in Case-l's
Case-1's output relation is re-produced in So
So whenever the
query answer changes. For example,
exa.n~ple,vehicles
vehicles that are
a.re inside the lot for more
inore than
2 minutes are reported several
severa.1times in So.
So. Notice that
t,ha.t although both Case 1 and
Case 2 produce a complete (non-incremental)
(non-increment,al) relation as output, the two cases
differ in the way that output relation is reported to the query issuer. Case-l's
Case-1's
output relation is stored and the query issuer needs to pull the inodified
modified query
answer from the stored relation.
hand, in Case-2, a new output
relation. On the other hand,
relation is streamed out (or pushed) to the query issuer whenever the output
relation is modified.
-Case
3: Stream of insertions to the output relation:
-Case 3:
SELECT
SELECT IStream(R1.VID,
IStream(Rl.VID, R1.VType)
Rl.V~ype)
FROM
[range 00
FROM S1
&[range
co slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R1
R 1 -- S2[range
&(range 00
cc slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R2
The IStrearn
IStream (or insert stream)
stream) operation produces aa. tuple in the output stream
strea.m
whenever a tuple is inserted in the output relation
relati011 (i.e.,
(i.e., whenever aa. vehicles enters
the lot).
lot). Notice that because of the slide parameter of length 2,
2, the inserted
tuples are accumulated and are produced in the output stream
strean every 2 minutes.
November 2007.
ACM Transactions on Database Systems.
Syst,enls. Vol. V,
V: No. N,
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Although IStreams's output stream is incremental.
incremental, it gives
partial answer
gives only a pa7-tial
informatioil about vehicles exiting the lot.
for P3
P3 because it does not include any information
C a s e 4: Stream
S t r e a m of deletions from
f r o m tthe
h e output
o u t p u t relation:
-Case
SELECT DStream(R1.VID,
DStream(Rl.VID, ~
1.vType)
SELECT
R1.VType)
F
ROM Sdrange
Sl[range 00
co slide
s l i d e 2]
21 R
S2[range 00
co slide
slide 2
FROM
R1l -- S2[range
2]1 R2
The DStream (or delete stream) operation produces a tuple in the output stream
streain
(i.e.. whenever a vehicles
vehicles exits
whenever a tuple is deleted from the relation (i.e.,
lot). Notice that because of the slide parameter of length 2,
2, the deleted
the lot).
tuples are accumulated and are produced in the output stream every 2 minutes.
DStream's output is incremental but partial
partial answer for P3
P3 because it does not
include information about vehicles entering the lot.

Notice that outputs in both Case-l
Case-1 and Case-2 give a non-incremental answer
for P3.
hand, for Case-3 and Case-4, the outputs give an incremental
P3. On the other hand,
increineiltal
but partia.1
However: CQL cannot produce a single stream
streain that
partial answer for P3.
P3 . However,
into and
represents the whole incremental answer to P
P3
3 that include both insertions int,o
deletions from the parking lot state.
state.
: L L G r ~the
ththe
u p vehicles inside
in.side the
th,e parkin.g
Consider another query P44:"Group
parking lot by type (e.g.,
trucks, cars,
of the
th.e n.um.ber
of veh.icles
in, each
trucks,
cars, or buses). Continuously keep track of
number of
vehicles in
t h e changes in
in the
t h e answer
a n s w e r every
e v e r y -44 minutes
m i n u t e s "".. Careful analysis
group, report the
P3 and P4
that: (1)
(1) P4
P4 is an aggregate over the output of PSI
(2) P4'S
P4's
of P3
P 4 shows that:
P3, and (2)
refresh time points form a subset of P
P3's
result, in a powerful
3 's refresh points. As a result:
However, none of
language, PP4
P3. However,
4 should be easily expressed over the output of P3.
P3 (i.e.,
(i.e., Cases 1 to 4) can be used as input to express
the four CQL's outputs for P3
P4
following reasons:
P4 for the following
--Case-l's
relation (not
(not a stream)
stream) and windows (of range and slide)
slide)
C a s e - 1 ' s output is a relat.ion
result,, P4:s
cannot be expressed over relations. As a result,
P4'S sliding window (that slides
every 4 minutes) cannot be expressed over Case-l's
Case-1's output relation.
-Case-2's
incremental and does not represent an append-Case-2's output stream
strean1 is not increnleiltal
only relation. However,
However, sliding-window semantics
sen~ailticsare defined for streams
streains that
represent append-only relations. As a result:
result, P4's
P4 's window cannot be expressed
over Case-2's output stream.
-Both Case--3's
Case-3's and Case-4's output
out,put streams represent pa.r-tial
-Both
pmiial answers for P3.
P3. As
a result, expressing P4
P4 over Case-3 (or Case-4)
Case-4) output stream does not give the
Pq.
correct answer for P
4.
iilcremental output stream
strea.in should include two different
T h e conclusion is that P3's
-The
P3'S incremental
However, in
types of tuples to distinguish between the insertions and deletions. However,
strean tuples are of the same type. Hence, the
the append-only stream model, all stream
append-only stream
streain model cannot represent P
P3's
3 's incremental output as a stream.

s h o ~ that
~ s the append-only stream nlodel
The discussion in this section shows
model does not
allow a language ttoo achieve query composition
coinposition due to the different interpretation
output.
or the division of the query output.
1.4
Nile-SyncSQL: Our Approach to Support Views over Data Streams
1.4 Nile-SyncSQL:
prototype server;
server; an engine to support
This paper presents the Nile-SyncSQL protot,ype
views over data streams. Nile-SyncSQL is based on the Synchronized SQL query
ACR.1
T r a r ~ s a c t i o n son D
a t a b a s e Systems,
Systems: Vol. V.
ACII,1 Transactions
Database
V, No. N:
N, No\~ember
November 2007.
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composable queries over data streams.
language; a closed language to express coinposable
streams.
Nile-SyncSQL extends the Nile data stream management system [Hammad
[Ha.mmad et al.
al.
20041
streains inside Nile. Nile [Hammad
[Hammad et al.
al. 20041
2004] to support views over data streams
2004] is
built using the Predator database management system [Seshadri
[Seshadri and Paskin 1997]
19971
and the Shore storage manager [Carey
[Carey et al. 1994].
19941. Nile-SyncSQL has the following
follo~ving
distinguishing characteristics:
--Enables
E n a b l e s query
q u e r y composition and
a n d supports
s u p p o r t s views: Views is achieved through
(SyncSQL for short);
short); a closed stream query language. In
Synchronized SQL (SyncSQL
SyncSQL defines the stream as a sequence of modify
contrast to other languages, SyncSQL
operations (i.e.,
(i.e., insert,
insert, update, and delete)
delete) against a relation with a specified
SyncSQLis semantically equivalent ttoo
Basically, a continuous query in SyncSQL
schema. Basically,
m.aten'alized view where the inputs aTe
a.re relations that are modified by streams
a materialized
of modify operations. The answer to the query is another stream of modify
operations that represent changes in the result of the view. The output stream
strea.in
of modify operations is equivalent ttoo iilcreinental
incremental maintenance of materialized
[Griffin and Libkin 1995].
19951. The unified representation of query inputs and
views [Griffin
outputs enables the composition of SyncSQL
result, gives
SyncSQL expressions,
expressions, and as a result.,
gives
streams.
the ability to express and exploit views over streams.
-Supports
-Supports generalized refresh conditions: To cope with the coarser refresh
queries, we introduce the syn.chron.ization.
requirement of continuous queries,
synchronization p~inciple.
principle.
syilchronization time points at
a t which the query
The idea is ttoo formally specify synchronization
issuer is interested in receiving an updated query answer. Input tuples that arrive
accuinulated and
a.nd are
a.rereflected
between two consecutive synchronization point,s
points are accumulated
a t the next synchronization
synchl-onization point. The synchronization
in the output at once at
principle makes
ma.kes it possible to (1)
(1) express queries with arbitrary refresh conditions,
(2) formally reason about the containment relationship among queries wit.11
and (2)
with
different refresh periods.
-Supports
wider
S u p p o r t s aa w
i d e r class of streaming
s t r e a m i n g applications: SyncSQL semantics
semailtics enables Nile-SyncSQL to support a wide class
class of streaming applications.
applications. The
SyncSQLis due to the following
followiilg concepts. (1)
(1) General stream model
generality of SyncSQL
(i.e.. as a sequence of insert,
insert, update,
(i.e.,
update, and delete) that enables modeling a wide variety of streams other than the append-only relation representation, and (2)
(2) the
SyncSQL by a mechanism
inechailisin ttoo express
synchronization principle that empowers SyncSQL
general refresh conditions.

-Uses views for shared
s h a r e d execution of continuous queries: Views can be used
-Uses
coiltinuous queries. For example,
exanlple, an existing
as a means for shared execution of continuous
( a pa.rt
of) the query.
view can be used to answer a query if the view matches (a
part of)
query.
overla.pping
Moreover, the same view can be used ttoo answer several concurrent overlapping
IVIoreover,
queries.
queries.
-Produces an
a n iincremental
n c r e m e n t a l query
q u e r y answer: The generalized stream inodel
-Produces
model
enables Nile-SyncSQL tto
o produce incremental
incremeiltal query outputs even for queries
that
t,hat do not produce append-only answer.
answer. In the incremental query answer,
answer: the
query issuer does not receive the whole query answer with every refresh. However,
However,
only modifica.tioils
modifications in the answer are produced. The inodificatioils
modifications in the answer
can include insertion,
tuples.
insertion, update, or deletion
delebion of tuples.
AC1VI Transactions
Database
V, No. N. November
November 2007.
ACI\I
Transactioris on D
a t a b a s e Systems,
Systems. Vol. V.
2007
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1.5
1.5 Contributions
Contributions
The
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
follows:
-We
'Ve illustrate and give examples
-We motivate
inotivate the need for views over streams.
streams. We
to
models a strean1
stream as
t o show
show that views cannot be supported by a language that inodels
aa. representation
representatioil for
for an append-only relation.
-'iVe
stream query laaguage
language that
-1Ve propose the
t,he SyncSQL
SyncSQLquery language; a closed streain
enables
concise semantics, synt,ax,
syntax, data types,
We define
define coilcise
enables views over streams. 'iVe
operators, algebra,
SyncSQL.
algebra, and transformation rules for SyncSQL.
--'iVe
containment relationships
-1Ve propose a query matching algorithm to deduce containn~eilt
among SyncSQL
matching algorithin
algorithm is based on the
SyncSQL expressions. The query inatclling
algebraic
algebraic foundation of SyncSQL
SyncSQLand is used to answer queries using views.
'iVe give
SyncSQL execution
--\hie
give an
aa analytical cost model to estimate the cost of a given SyncSQL
pipeline. The cost model is based on estimating t,he
the number of
of tuples that are
processed by the various operators in the pipeline. The cost nlodel
model can be used
to
t o choose
choose the
tlle best execution
executioil plan from a set of possible execution pipelines for a
given
given query.
query. The proposed cost model is validated via experiments.
--We
'iVe design
design and implement
iinplement the Nile-SyncSQL prototype tto
o support SyncSQL
queries.
stream mailageineilt
management system by
queries. Nile-SyncSQL extends the Nile data streain
adding
(e.g., an operator that is responsiadding SyncSQL-specific
SyncSQL-specificsyntax and operators (e.g.,
ble for
for synchronization),
synchronization), developing generalized differential operators tto
o process
streams of modifications,
modifications, and adding aa. module to control view definition and
usage.
usa.ge.
--1Ve
'iVe conduct an extensive experimental study to evaluate the performance of
of
Nile-SyncSQL.
(1) show the effectiveness
Nile-SyncSQL. The experimental results are twofold: (1)
of our proposed framework to support continuous queries over data streams; and
(2)
stream
show significant performance
performailce gains when views are enabled in data streain
(2) show
management systems.
systems.

1.6 Outline
Outline
1.6
The
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
follows. Section
Sect,ion 2 discusses the related work
In Section 3, we give
in both the data
data. stream and database management
mana.genlent systems.
syst,ems. I11
aa summary
of the paper. Then, in Secsuinina.ry of the queries that are to be used in the rest of
tion 4,
Section 4 also includes an
4, we introduce
iiltroduce the semantics and syntax of SyncSQL.
SyncSQL.Sectioil4
t o highlight the features
features of SyncSQL.
SyncSQL. The synchronization
extensive set of examples to
synchronization
is introduced in Section 5. Section 6 presents the algebraic foundations for
principle is
SyncSQL. Section 7,
7: introduces a query matching algorithin
o deduce the containalgorithm tto
SyncSQL.
relatioilship among
anlong SyncSQL
SyncSQLexpressions. The design and inlplementatioil
ment relationship
implementation of
of
are introduced in Section 8.
8. In Section 9,
Nile-SyncSQL are
9, we present a cost model to
estimate the cost of SyncSQL
SyncSQLexecution pipelines. Nile-SyncSQL
estimate
Nile-SyncSQL is experimentally
10. Finally, Section 11
evaluated and the results are presented in Section 10.
11 concludes
future work.
the paper and discusses future

2. RELATED
RELATED WORK
2.
I11 this section,
section,
In
techniques that

we present
are related

an overview of the
t,he state-of-the-art data nlanagement
management
to views over data
data. streams. In order tto
o support views

ACI\? Transactions
Transact,ions on Database Systems. VoI.
AClvl
Va!. V. No. N:
N, Novernber
November 2007.
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over streams,
streams, it is necessary to address several aspects of stream processing, e.g.,
e.g.,
stream
streain query languages,
la.nguages, continuous
coiltinuous query processing, and shared execution of continuous queries.
queries. In the following,
following, we survey related work in the various aspects of
stream processing and contrast the related work with the techniques adopted by
the Nile-SyncSQL
Nile-SyncSQL prototype.
2.1
2.1

Continuous
Continuous Query Semantics and Languages
Languages

A continuous query is aa. persistent query that is issued once and runs continuously
contiiluously changing as
over a period of time. The answer of a continuous query is continuously
new tuples
t,uples arrive to the query input. The unique characteristics
characteristics of data streams and
continuous
coiltiiluous queries impose new requirements on query languages. In this section,
section:
we discuss several proposals for continuous
contiiluous query languages in both the data stream
and database literature.
literature.

2.1.1
Languages over Data Stream.s.
2.1.1 Continuous
Con.tinuous Query Lan.guages
stream.^. l'vlany
I\/lany research efforts
have developed semantics and query languages for continuous
cont.inuous queries over data
streams,
e.g., [Arasu
[Arasu et a1.
al. 2006;
2006; Bonnet et a1.
al. 2001;
2001; Carney et a1.
al. 2002;
2002; Chanstreams, e.g.,
drasekaran et a1.
a.1. 2003;
2003; Cranor et a1.
al. 2003;
2003; ESL ].1. The existing continuous query
languages define a stream as a representation of an append-only
a,ppend-only relation. The
append-only stream definition limits the set of queries that can
ca.11produce streams as
output. This is because, even if the input streams represent append-only relations,
relations,
a continuous
colltinuous query may produce non-append-only output.
output.. The non-append-only
output
oubput cannot then
t,hen be used as an input stream to other queries,
queries, hence limiting
liiniting
query composition.
Stream query languages
lailguages are required to support stream-specific operations in
addition to supporting relational operations (e.g.,
(e.g., filtering and join). W"indow
Window constructs are known to be the most common stream-specific operation. Basically,
Basically> a
nlost recent input
window is needed to limit the scope of a query to a window of the most
tuples. For example, a time-based sliding-window of size 10
711 time units limits the
focus
la.st 1J]
U I time units. As
focus of the query to the input tuples that arrive within the last
time advances,
advances, the window slides causing old tuples to expire from
fro111the window
wiildow and
new tuple to enter the window.
window. Window queries represent a vital class of queries
that
t,lla.t produces a non-append-only output.
output. For example,
example, as tuples expire from the
input stream's sliding window, the corresponding tuples need to be deleted from
the query output,
output, hence resulting in a non-append-only output stream. Different
languages follow
follow different approaches to handle the non-append-only output.
oubput. However,
ever, in aU
a.11 languages,
languages, the non-append-only output is interpreted differently from
the input streams.
In the following,
following, we survey the existing stream query languages
la,nguages and
a.nd highlight
the approaches that are
t,he
axe followed
followed to represent non-append-only outputs. Query
languages in the streaming literature are classified into
inbo two classes:
classes: SQL-Like
SQL-Like and
procedural languages.
languages.
SQL-Like
SQL-Like Query Languages
The query languages in this class are declarative as they use the same
sa.me SQL
declarative
declara.tive syntax,
syntax, however,
however, languages in this class use stream-specific semantics.
-Continuous
C
o n t i n u o u s Query Language-CQL [Arasu
[Arasu et a1.
al. 2006]:
20061: CQL is the query
language
1a.ngua.gethat is used by the STREAM data stream management
nlanagement systems.
sysbems. Query
ACIII
No. N:
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operators in CQL are classified into three classes, stream-to-relation, relation-torelation,
relation-to-stream. 'Vindow
rela.tion, and relation-to-stream.
Window operators belong to the stream-tost,ream-torelation class that is responsible for transforming
transforilling a stream to a corresponding
relation. Queries are then defined over the input streams'
strea.ins' corresponding
correspoilding relations
relatioils
and produce relations as output.
output. Output relations can be transformed to
t,o streams
via one of three operators:
operators: RStream,
RStrea.in, IStream,
IStreanl, or Dstream. The non-appendonly output is either divided into two streams or is interpreted in a way that,
that is
different from
from the input stream
streain interpretation.
interpretation. For example, the output stream
streain
from the RStream
RStrea.in operator represents concatenations
coilcatenatioils of time-varying versions
of the output relation and hence cannot be used as input stream to another
a.not11er
continuous query. Moreover,
RiIoreover, the output streams from
froin the IStream or DStream
DStreain
operators cannot be used as inputs to
t o other queries since they represent
represent. partial
query answers.
answers. The CQL proposal does not discuss the semantics
seinailtics of non-unary
operators (e.g.,
(e.g., join) over two streams
strea.ins with different slide parameters.
--ESL:
--ESL: Expressive Stream Language [ESL
[ESL ]:
1: ESL is used by the ATLaS data
stream 1naila.geinent
management system [ESL
[ESL ].1. ESL is designed mainly for data
data. mining
nliniilg and
time-series queries. In order to
streams: ESL
t o avoid the non-append-only output streams,
restricts the set of queries that can produce stream
streain outputs. For example,
example, only
unary operators (e.g.,
(e.g., selection and projection) can be used to produce output
output.
streams. Since a window function produces a 11011
non append-only output,
output, window
queries produce concrete views as output. A concrete view is basically a table
that is stored in the
modified as the input changes.
t,he system
systein and is continuously inodified
changes.
At any time
point, a query issuer, or an
tiine point,
a.n ad-hoc query,
query, can access the stored
view to
t,he current complete
con~pleteanswer of the window query. However,
However: concrete
t o get the
views are not streams and cannot be used as inputs to continuous queries.
queries. Join
is defined between streams and concrete views but the modifications
nlodifications in the view
aflects
affects only the future
future join outputs and do not affect the already produced join
output.
output. ESL focuses
focuses on aggregate queries but does not thoroughly address setbased operators and queries.
queries.
~GSQL [Cranor
-GSQL
[Cranor et a1.
al. 2003]:
20031: GSQL is used in the Gigascope stream
streain database that
is used for network monitoring. GSQL is
1s mostly a restriction of SQL with some
stream-specific extensions. For example,
example. GSQL restricts the join and aggregate
functions to be on an ordered (or time)
time) attributes to guarantee that the query
will not be blocked. GSQL has a restricted expressibility to guarantee that a
query cannot
caililot produce a non-append-only output.
output. Sliding-window
Sliding-window queries are
not supported directly but can be simulated using user-defined functions.
~StreaQuel
S
t r e a Q u e l [Chandrasekaran
[Chandrasekaran et a1.
al. 2003]:
20031: StreaQuel is used in the TelegraphCQ
stream
streain database system.
system. A StreaQuel query is expressed in SQL syntax and is
followed by a for-loop construct to express windows over input streams. The
output of a StreaQuel query is a sequence of timestamped
where each set
tiinestainped sets ~vhere
corresponds to the answer of the query at that time (similar
(similar to
t o CQL'S RStream
operator).
operator). The output stream of sets is not interpreted in the same way as the
input stream,
stream. hence cannot be used as input to another query.
query.
~StreamSQL [StreamSQL
-StreamSQL
[StreamSQL ]:1: StreamSQL is a query language that is developed by
computer
coinputer science and data management experts from various universities in conjunction with StreamBase Systems
Systems of Lexington,
Lexington, IvIA
hlIA [str
[str ].]. StreamSQL extends
junction
Dat.abase Syst.ems,
N, November 2007.
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SQL by adding new operations to manipulate streams. For example,
example, StreamSQL
defines two join operations, namely tuple join and VJoin,
VJoin. ttoo capture the windowper-stream and window-per-operator
window-per-operator semantics for the join. The output stream
from
froin a StreamSQL query is append-only and does not include delete or update
tuples. However,
specificatioils [StreamSQL
[StreamSQL 1
] does
However, the StreamSQL's language specifications
not address how non-append-only
non-append-only query output (e.g.,
(e.g., output from an
a n aggregate
query or a sliding-window query) is interpreted for query composition purposes.
pmposes.
For example,
example. the
t h e output from a sliding-window query will not reflect the tuples
that expire when
n-hell the window slides.
slides. There is no discussion in [StreamSQL
[StreamSQL ]
about how to
t o represent the output of a set-difference query between two streams.
streams.
-COUGAR's
C O U G A R ' S query language [Bonnet
[Bonnet et al.
al. 2001]:
20011: Cougar is a sensor database
management system. Cougar uses an object-based
object-based language
1a.ngua.gein which sensors are
modeled
as
abstract
data
types
(ADT)
and
sensors'
data is modeled as time
inodeled
(ADT)
series. Sensor queries are formulated in SQL with some
sonle modifications to the
language (e.g.,
including
sequence
operators).
A
sensor
query defines a view
(e.g.,
operators).
that
is
persistent
during
its
associated
time
interval.
This
persistent view is
that
interval.
maintained to reflect the updates on the sensor database. The langauge
1anga.uge has an
expression, termed
every(t),
where
t
is
a
parameter
to
indicate
the
frequency by
tel.med every(t),
to
which the persistent view needs ttoo be refreshed.
Procedural Query Languages
Languages
An
A11 alternative to declarative query languages is ttoo let the user specify the data
flow.
flow. For example,
example. in a procedural language,
language, users construct query plans via a
graphical interface by arranging boxes (corresponding
join(corresponding to query operators) and joining them
tllem with directed arcs to
t o specify data flow,
flow, though the system may
inay later
re-arrange, add,
re-arrange.
add, or remove operators in the optimization
optimizatioil phase. There are two
procedural query languages in the literature as follows.
follows.
-SQuAI
S Q u A l [Carney
[Carney et al. 2002]:
20021: SQuAl is used by the Aurora stream
streail1 management
systems.
systems. A query in SQuAl is expressed via a graphical interface by arranging
airanging
query
queiy operators and joining them with directed arcs to specify data flow.
flow. SQuAL
uses the window-per-operator
semantics in which each join or aggregate operator
~1-indow-per-operator
is assigned a window. SQuAl
SQuA1 operators are designed to
t o guarantee that a query
produces append-only output.
-Tribeca
T r i b e c a [Sullivan
[Sullivan and Heybey 1998]:
19981: is an extensible stream-oriented DBMS
designed to support network traffic analysis.
Aurora, Tribeca uses a
analysis. Similar
Siinilar to
t o Aurora.
graphical query interface. However, Tribeca presents a new set of stream-specific
operators (e.g.,
(e.g., qualification,
qualification. multiplex,
multiplex. demultiplex)
demultiplex) that are different from
froin the
relational operators.
operators.
Summary
Based on the survey of the various continuous
contiiluous query languages, we can identify
the following
followiilg approaches for handling non-append-only output streams:
-Restricted
-Restricted expressibility: To guarantee that the output of the query can be
he
incrementally
iilcreillentally produced as a stream,
strea.m, a language restricts the set of operators
that can be used to express queries over data streams.
streanls. Sliding windows, for
example,
example, are not allowed since they produce non-append-only output. Examples
ACIII
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A
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of systems that follow
follow this approach include Cougar [Bonnet
[Bonnet et al. 2001]'
20011, and
Gigascope [Cranor
[Cranor et a1.
al. 2003].
20031.
-Periodic
-Periodic output
o u t p u t streams:
s t r e a m s : In this approach the output of the query is produced
in a non-incremental
non-zncremental manner by periodically
periodically streaming out the output relation.
Notice that the 11011-incremental
non-incremental output stream does not follo-IN
follo\i~the input stream
definition
hence, cannot be used as input to another query.
definitioil and,
and. hence.
query. Examples of
systems
systeins that follo-IN
follo\ii this approach include TelegraphCQ [Chandrasekaran
[Chandrasekaran et al.
2003],
20031, and the RStream
RStreanl operator in CQL [Arasu
[Arasu et al.
al. 2006].
20061.
-Output
O u t p u t relations: In
I11 this approach,
approach, the query language does not allow the
non-append-only output
oubput to be produced as streams. Instead,
Inst,ead, only
oilly relations can
be produced from a non-append-only query. This approach is used in ESL [ESL
[ESL
].I.
-Divided
-Divided output:
o u t p u t : CQL [Arasu
[Arasu et al. 2006]
20061 divides the query into two separate
queries such that each
query
produces
an append-only stream. Basically, one
ea.ch
query produces aa. stream,
IStream,
to
represent
the inserted tuples and the other
stream, IStream,
query produces aa. stream,
DStream,
to
represent
the deleted tuples.
&ream,
The different interpretation or the division of the query output limits the ability of
the language to achieve query composition.
composition. In this paper, we propose the SyncSQL
SyncSQL
query language that avoids the append-only stream model
illode1 and allmvs
allo~ilsthe output
of any continuous
to be produced incrementally in aa. single stream.
coiltinuous query t,o
SyncSQL
SyncSQLbelongs to the class of SQL-like
SQL-like languages.
1a.nguages. An SQL-like
SQL-like language has
the following
follon~ingadvantages
a,dva.iltages[Stonebraker et al.
al. 2005]:
20051: (1)
(1) SQL is a widely used standard that is understood
programmers and
underst,ood by hundreds of thousands
thousai~dsof database programiners
is implemented by every database
based on a set
da.tabase management system, (2)
(2) SQL is ba.sed
of very po\i~erful
powerful data processing primitives and is explicit about how these primitives interact,
(3) SQL can be easily understood independent from the run-time
interact., (3)
conditions,
the rich database literature.
conditions, and
a.nd (4)
(4) opens the door to benefit from bhe

2.1.2 Continuous
Contzn.uous Queries in
i n Relational Databases. Continuous queries were
used in relational databases before being used over data streams. The following
follomiing
are exampIes
exainples of systems
systenls that support continuous queries over database tables:
-Tapestry
19921: In this system,
system, both inputs and outputs of the
T a p e s t r y [Terry
[Terry et al. 1992]:
continuous query are relations. Although the input relations in Tapestry are
append-only, queries may produce non append-only output if the query includes
either a reference to the current time (e.g.,
(e.g., GetDateO),
GetDateO), or a set-difference between
two relations. In order to
t o guarantee an append-only output,
output, Tapestry uses a
query transformation that transforms a given query into the minimum
ininiinum bounding
append-only query. The coarser refresh of the query is achieved via a "FOREVER
"FOREVER
DO, SLEEP" clause where the query is re-execut,ed
re-executed after every SLEEP period.
DO.
-OpenCQ
O p e n C Q [Liu
[Liu et a1.
al. 1999]:
19991: Both inputs and outputs of the continuous query
are relations. However,
Ho~vever,the input relations can
call be modified by general modify
operations.
periodically re-executed and the output is
operations. A continuous
coiltinuous query is periodically
produced as the delta between two consecutive query executions. Triggers are
used to schedule the
t.he query re-execution.
ACM
No.
N.. November 2007.
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Our notion of synchronization time points is similar to OpenCQ's
OpenCQ's triggers a.nd
and
to
Tapestry's
"FOREVER
DO,
SLEEP"
loop.
to
DO:
2.2

Views in Database Management Systems

Views
Views have been 'widely
widely used in database
data.base management systems. Basically, a view
defines
defines a function
function from a set of base tables ttoo a derived table. Once defined, the view
usually
can be used as
as input to
t o other queries or views. Views are needed because usually
the actual
implementation reasons and the
actual schema
scheina of the database is normalized for inlplementation
queries
intuit,ive using one or more denormalized relations tthat
h a t represent
queries are
are more intuitive
the real world [Gupta
[Gupta and Mumick
I~luinick1999].
19991. A materialized view is a view that is
~daterialized views
materialized by storing the tuples of the view in the database. Materialized
provide fast access to data
d a t a since the view is computed once and is stored. Then
any query can
:rviaterialized
call use the stored results without recomputing the view. hlaterialized
optimization since answering queries using
views have been widely used in query optinlization
an existing view yields more efficient query execution plans.
A materialized view becomes out of date when the underlying base relations are
modified. Hence,
Hence, view maintenance
m.ain,tenance is the process of updating the view in response
to
maintain a
t o changes
cl~angesin the underlying relations. In
I11 most cases, it is wasteful tto
o nlaintain
of the view changes in
view by recomputing it from scratch because only a part of
Mumick 19991.
1999]. Thus, it is
response to changes in the base relations [Gupta
[Gupta and I\llumick
usually cheaper to compute only changes in the view ttoo update its materialization.
Algorithms that
that. compute changes to a view in response to changes tto
o the base
relations
rela.tions are called incremental
in.cremen.ta1view maintenance
m.aintenance algorithms.
of materialized views to
View exploitation is the process of making efficient use of
[Goldstein and Larson 200:l.l.
speed up query processing [Goldstein
200:1.]. Basically, a query optimizer
of
examines the possibility of rewriting a given query expression using one or more of
mat,erialized views. Given aa. query expression, a.n
the existing materialized
an optimizer uses a view
ma.t,ching algorithm to
t o see which one of existing views can be used to rewrite the
matching
given expression.
rewriting that gives the
expression. The query optimizer then chooses the rewribing
illost efficient execution plan.
most
Nile-SyncSQL: we
me investigate how ttoo apply the the various materialized conIn Nile-SyncSQL,
(e.g., incremental
increillental maintenance
inaintenance and view matching) in da.ta
data st.rean1
stream managecepts (e.g.,
o work with
Basically, we extend the materialized view algorithins
ment systems. Basically,
algorithms tto
queries. l\iVe
i e extend the query matching algorithm from
streams and continuous queries.
traditional view exploitation (e.g.,
(e.g., [Goldstein
[Goldstein and Larson 20011)
traditional
2001]) by matcl~ing
matching the
t,o nlatching
refresh time points in addition to
matching the query expression. Moreover, tile
the
Nile-SyncSQL execution pipelines follows
physical design of Nile-SyncSQL
follows the increnlental
incremental main[Griffin and Libkin 1995].
19951.
tenance of materialized views [Griffin
2.3

Queries over Data Streams
Processing Continuous Queries

The emergence
enlergence of data streaming
streanling applications calls for new query processing techThe
t o cope with the high rate and the unbounded nature of
of data streams. A
niques to
coiltiiluous query is a persistent query tthat
h a t is issued once and the query answer is
continuous
coiltinuously updated to
t o reflect both new tuples entering the answer and old tuples
continuously
of new
expiring from the answer. New tuples enter the answer due to the arrival of
tuples, 'while
while an old tuple expires from the answer if
stream tuples,
if the tuple does not
t h e query predicate any more. A sliding-window query is one of
qualify the
of the most
AChl Transactions
Trans:rct,ions on Database Systems.
Systerns. Vol.
Vol. V:
ACJI,l
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popular types of queries over append-only streams [Babcock
[Ba.bcocket al. 2002;
2002; Golab and
Ozsu 2003].
20031. Sliding-window queries represent a special class of continuous queries
in which input tuples expire in aa. First-In-First-Out order.
2.3.1
Sliding-window Query Semantics.
Sem.an.tics. A sliding-window query is a continuous
2.3.1 Slidin,g-window
query over n
11, input data streams, S\
S1 to Sn'
S,. Each input data
da.ta stream Sj
Sj is assigned
a window of size 'Wj.
,wj.At any time instance T,
T, the answer of the sliding-window
query equals the answer of the snapshot query whose inputs are the elements
elelnents in
the current window for each input stream. At time T,
T , the current window for
stream Si
Si contains the tuples arriving
a.rriving between times T -- 'Wi
wi and T.
T . The same
notions of semantics for continuous sliding-window queries are used in other systems
(e.g.,
(e.g., [l'vlotwani
[hlotwani et a1.
al. 2003;
2003; Terry et al.
al. 1992]).
19921). In our discussion,
discussion, we focus
focus on
011 the
time-based sliding window that is the nlost
most commonly used sliding window type.
Input tuples from the input streams,
Sn, are timestamped upon arrival ttoo the
streams, S1
S1to
t o S,,
system
s~lstem(i.e.,
(i.e., we use the tuple's transaction timestamp [Snodgrass
[Snodgrass and AIm
Ahn 1985]).
19851).
The window 'Wi
'wiassociated
a.ssocia.ted'with
with stream Si
Si represents the lifetime of a tuple t from
Si'
may carry another timestamp that is assigned by the
Si. Notice that an input tuple nlay
data source (i.e.,
(i.e., valid timestamp [Snodgrass
[Snodgrass and Ahn 1985]).
19851). Operating over valid
timestamps poses some difficulties because tuples arrive ttoo system out-of-order 'with
with
respect
respect. to
t o the valid timestamps.
timestan~ps. The unordered arrival of tuples with respect to
the valid timestamp
tilnestalnp is because of one or more of the following
following reasons [Srivastava
[Srivastava.
and Widom.
Widom. 2004]:
20041: (1)
(1) unsynchronized clocks at
a t the various sources, (2)
(2) diflerent
different
network latencies from the various sources to
t o the system,
system, and (3)
(3) data transmission
traasmission
over a llon-order-preserving
non-order-preserving channel.
channel.
Handling timestamps: In a sliding-window query processor,
processor; aa. tuple t carries two
ETS.
t ~ v otimestamps,
timesta.mps, t's arrival time, TS,
T S , and t's expiration time,
time, E
T S . Operators in the query pipeline handle the timestamps of the input and output tuples
based on the operator's semantics.
sema.ntics. For example,
example, if a tuple t is generated from
the join
join of the two tuples tl(TS1,ETS1)
t l ( T S 1 , E T S 1 ) and t2(TS2,ETS2),
t2(TS2, E T S 2 ) , then t will have
TS
ETS == min(ETS1,
ETS2).
TS == rnox(TS1,
nza.x(TS1,TS2)
TS2) and ETS
min(ETS1, ETS2).
2.3.2
2.3.2 Executing Sliding-window
S1idin.g-window Queries over Data Streams. Two approaches
a.pproa.ches
have been conducted ttoo support sliding-window queries in data stream managema.nagement
nlent systems,
systems, namely,
namely, query re-evaluation [Abadi
[Abadi et al. 2003; Abadi et a1.
al. 2005]
20051
and incremental
the query
increm.en.ta1 evaluation [Arasu
[Arasu et a1.
al. 2006;
2006; Ghanem
Gha.nem et a1.
al. 2007].
20071. In tlle
re-evaluation
re-eva.luation.method, the query is re-evaluated over each window independent from
all other windows. Basically, buffers
buflers are opened to
t o collect tuples belonging to
t o the
various windows. Once a window is completed (i.e.,
(i.e., all the tuples in the window
are received),
bufler is processed by the query pipeline to
received): the completed
conlpleted window buffer
a,nswer. An input tuple may contribute to more than
produce the complete window answer.
one 'window
bufler at
window buffer
a t the same time. Examples of systems
syste~nsthat follow the query
re-evaluation method include Aurora [Abadi
20031 and Borealis [Abadi
[Abadi et a1.
a.1.
[Abadi et a1.
al. 2003]
2005].
20051. On the other hand, in the incremental evaluation method, 'when
when the window slides,
cha.nges in the window are processed by the query pipeline to
to
slides: only the changes
produce the answer of the next window. As the window slides,
slides, the changes in the
window are represented by two sets of inserted and expired tuples. Incremental operators are used in the pipeline ttoo process both the inserted and expired tuples and
AChI Transact.ions
Transact.ions 011
oil Database Syst.ems.
Syst.ems. Vol. V,
V: No. N:
AC1'vI
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to
t o produce the incremental
iilcremental changes
cha.nges to
t o the query answer as another
m o t h e r set of inserted
and expired tuples. Examples of systems that
t h a t follow
follow the incremental evaluation
approach include STREAM [Arasu
[Arasu et al. 2006]
20061 and Nile [Hammad
[Hammad et
e t a1.
al. 2004;
Ghanem
Gha.nem et
e t a1.
al. 2007].
20071.

2.3.3 Data Stream
Stream. Queuing Model. Data stream management
nlailagenlent systems use
a pipelined queuing model for tthe
h e incremental evaluation of sliding-window
sliding-window
queries [Arasu
20061. All query operators are connected via first-in-first[Arasu et al. 2006].
out queues.
queues. An operator,
operator, pp,, is scheduled once there is at
a t least one input tuple in p's
input queue. Upoil
Upon scheduling,
scheduling, p processes its input and produces output results
in p's output
output. queue. The stream SCAN (SSCAN) operator acts as an interface
interfa.ce
between the streaming
streamiilg source and the query pipeline. In a sliding-window
sliding-window query
processor, SSCAN assigns to
t o each input tuple two timestamps: ts,
t s , which equals
to the tuple
Ets,
t'uple arrival
a.rriva1 time,
time, and
a,nd E
t s , which equals to
t o ts
t.5 + Wi.
wi. Incoming tuples are
iilcreasiilg order of their arrival timestamps
tiinestamps ts.
processed in increasing
Stream query pipelines use incremental query operators. Incremental query operators process changes
cllailges in the input as a set of inserted and expired tuples and
produce the changes in the output as a set of inserted and expired tuples. An algebra for incremental
increineilt,al relational
rela.t,ional operators has been introduced in [Griffin
[Griffin and Libkin
1995]
19951 in the context of incremental maintenance of materialized views (expiration
corresponds to
t o deletions). In order ttoo process the inserted
insel-ted and expired tuples, some
query operators (e.g., Join,
Join, Aggregates,
Aggregates, and Distinct) are required to
t o store some
state information
infornlation ttoo keep track of all previous input tuples that
t h a t have not expired
yet.

+

2.3.4 In.crem.en.ta1
Incremental Evaluation of
of Sliding-window
S1idin.g-window Queries.
Queries. In this section, we review the incremental
in.crem.enta1 evaluation approaches for sliding-window queries. Basically,
Basically,
two
t.wo approaches have been adopted to
t o support incremental evaluation of slidingwindow
queries, namely,
namely, the
tlle input-triggered approach and the negative tuples apwiildow queries,
proach.
proa.ch.
The Input-triggered
Approach
Input-triggered A
p p r o a c h (ITA)
(ITA)
The main idea in ITA is to
t o communicate
conlmuilicate only positive tuples among the various
operators in the query pipeline [Gama
Hammad et a1.
[Gaina and Gaber 2007; Hainmad
al. 2003].
20031.
Operators in the pipeline (and the final query sink) use the
t h e timestamp
tiinestamp of the
t h e positive
tuples to
tuples from the state. Basically, tuple expiration in ITA is as
t o expire t,uples
follows:
(1) An operator learns about the expired tuples from the current time
follows: (1)
T
T that equals to
t o the
tlle newest positive tuple's timestamp.
timestamp. (2)
(2) Processing an expired
just purges the expired
tuple is operator-dependent. For example, the join operator just
join state.
of the operators (e.g., Distinct,
tuples from the join
state. On the other hand,
h a i ~ d most
,
Aggregates and Set-difference)
Set-difference) process every expired tuple and produce new output
tuples. (3)
froill
(3) An
A11 operator produces in the output only positive tuples resulted from
processing the expired tuple
tupIe (if any). The operator attaches the necessary time
pipeline
information
in the
infor~natio~l
tlle produced positive tuples so tthat
h a t upper operators in the
t h e pipeIine
perform the expiration accordingly.
accordingly.
perforin
The N
Negative
e g a t i v e Tuples
T u p l e s Approach
A p p r o a c h (NTA)
(NTA)
The main
illail1 goal of NTA is to separate tuple expiration from tthe
h e arrival of new
namely negative tuples,
tuples.
tuples. The main idea is to introduce a new type of tuples, na.mely
ACM
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to represent expired tuples [Arasu
2006; Hammad et al. 20041.
2004]. A special
[Arasu et al. 2006;
operator,
operator, EXPIRE,
EXPIRE: is added at the
tlle bottom of the query pipeline that emits a negative
tuple for
for every expired tuple. A negative tuple is responsible for undoing the effect
of a previously processed positive tuple. For example,
time-based sliding-window
example, in t,ime-based
queries,
of length
queries, a positive tuple t+
t+ with timestamp T from stream I jj with window of
'UIj,
'UIj. The negative tuple's
u ~,jwill be followed
followed by aa. negative tuple C
t- at time T + wj.
timestamp
C, each operator in
tiinestainp is
is set to T
T + VI).
ur,. Upon receiving a negative tuple t-'
the pipeline behaves accordingly to
operator's
t,o delete the expired tuple from the operator's
state and produce outputs to
of the expiration.
t o notify upper operators of
Invalid
Invalid Tuples
Tuples In ITA,
ITA: expired tuples are not explicitly generated for every
Ets
expired tuple from
froin the
t,he window but some tuples may expire before their E
t s due
to the semantics
sema,ntics of some
soine operators (e.g.,
(e.g., set-difference).
set-difference). Operators in ITA process
invalid tuples in the same
same way as negative
negat.ive tuples are processed by NTA and produce
outputs
outputs so
so that
tha,t other operators in the pipeline behave accordingly. This means that
even in ITA,
ITA, some
soille negative tuples
buples may flow
flow in the query pipeline.

+

+

2.3.5
(i.e.,
2.3.5 Positive and
an,d Negative Tuples.
Tu,ples. Streams of positive and negative tuples (i.e.,
insert and delete tuples)
tuples) are
a.re frequently used when addressing continuous query
processing [Abadi
2005; Ganguly et al. 2003;
2003; Ghanein
Ghanem et al.
[Abadi et al.
al. 2005:
2005; Babu et aI.
al. 2005;
2007].
20071. However,
However, query languages do not consider expressing queries over these
modify streams.
streams. This conflict
coilflict between the language and internal streams is the
main obstacle in achieving continuous query composition. In this dissert,ation,
dissertation, we
Nile-SyncSQL as
as the first stream processing engine that unifies the stream
present Nile-SyncSQL
t,he language and the execution model.
definition between the
2.4

Shared Execution of Continuous
Continuous Queries
Shared

A typical streaming environment
environinent. has a large number of
A
of concurrent overlapping continuous queries.
queries. Sharing
Sharing the query execution is a primary task for query optimizers
t,o address
address scalability.
sca.lability. The current efforts for shared query execution focus on sharto
opera.tor level.
level. For example,
example, shared aggregates are addressed
ing execution at the operator
[Arasu and \~Tidom
Widom 2004b]
2004bl where an aggregate operator is shared among multiple
in [Arasu
queries with different window ranges. The whole set of
queries
of aggregate functions should
known in advance in order to design the shared aggregate operator in [Arasu
be known
[Arasu
TVidoin 2004b].
2004bl.
and Widom
sllase the execution of window join
An algorithm to share
join operators is proposed
proposed
[Hammad et al.
al. 2003]
20031 where the
tlle join execution is shared a.mong
in [Hammad
among queries that are
wit.h different window clauses. The join
similar in the join predicate but with
join algorithm
impleinented via
via. a special join operator that has two additional components: a.
is implemented
is
a
join's scheduler is responsible for selecting the order
scheduler and a router. The join's
by the which the input tuples are joined. On the other hand'
hand, the join's
join's router is
for delivering the
t,he output tuples to the appropriate queries.
responsible for
[Chen et al.
al. 2000]
20001 proposes a framework to share the execution among
NiagraCQ [Chen
SPJ
queries. Hmvever.
However, the queries addressed by NiagraCQ uses a restricted set
SP
J queries.
Rlloreover, the senlantics
operators and cannot include windows. lVloreover,
of operators
semantics of
of the output,
output
streains are
are not discussed for the purpose of query composition. Shared predicate
streams
[Chandrasekaran and Franklin 20031
o enhance the performance
indexing is
is used in [Chandrasekaran
indexing
2003] tto
Agabn, [Chandrasekaran
[Chandrasekaran and Franklin
of a continuous query processor. Again,
F'l:anklin 20031
2003] a.dadA C N Tn\llsactioll'
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dresses the shared execution only for select operators and does not give a general
framework for sharing the execution among
anlong an arbitrary set of queries.
In this paper, we use views as aa. means
ineans for the shared execution of continuous
queries. Sharing the execution through views is distinguished from the existing
approaches in that: (1)
(1) it does not require the design or the addition of complex
window-aware operators.
windo~v-aware
opera.tors. However,
However: views are supported
supportzedusing differential operators
opera,tors
which are
axe general and can support the various
vasious types of windows. (2)
(2) queries are
examined for sharing
sha.ring based on a whole query expression not only at the operator
level,
level! and (3)
(3) it is not restricted
rest,ricted to a specific class of queries or operators, however,
ho~vever:
t o deduce shared execution decisions for any
the same framework can be used to
general query with any set of relational
re1a.tiona.l operator.
operator.
3.

SUMMARY
SUMMARY OF QUERIES
QUERIES IN THE PAPER

This section introduces the queries that we use in the rest of the paper to demonstrate the semantics and syntax of 8ync8QL.
SyncSQL. The illustrative queries are drawn from
from
three different applications: a parking-lot monitoring application,
application, a room temperature monitoring
inonitoring application,
application, and a road
r0a.d monitoring application. The applications
are selected to cover a wide variety
variet,y of characteristics
c11a.racteristics of streaming applications.
applica.tions.
Each
Ea.cl1 continuous
cont~inuousquery is defined by two parts: (1)
(1) the query functionality,
functional it,^, and
(2)
(2) the
t,he refresh condition
coildition that defines the time points at which the
t,he output of the
query needs to be refreshed.
3.1
3.1

Parking-lot Monitoring Application
Application

The first set of queries is drawn from the parking-lot monitoring application that
is discussed in Section 1.
1. The goal of this application is to show that the output of
a continuous query over streams may
nlay not be append-only even if the input streams
are
axe append-only.
append-only.
In the parking-lot monitoring
inollitoring application,
application: there are two sensors that continuously
monitor the lot's entrance and exit.
inonitor
exit. The sensors generate two streams of identifiers,
ident,ifiers,
say
sa.y 8S1
S2; for vehicles entering and exiting the lot, respectively. Both 8S1
S2
1 and 82,
1 and 82
follow
schema, that has
ha.s two attributes as follows:
follows: <VID, VType>, where
folloxi the same schema
"VID" gives
gives the vehicle's identifier and "VType" gives the vehicle type (e.g.,
(e.g., car,
ca.r'
bus, or truck). Table I gives
gives five
five example queries over the input streams. Queries
PI
PI and P
P3
functionality but differ in the query
quely refresh
3 are similar in the query functionality
4. P5
P s gives an example of an event-based
period. The same
saine is true for P 2 and P
P4.
refresh condition.
3.2
3.2

Room Temperature Monitoring
Monitoring Application
Application

The room-temperature monitoring application is an application in which input
input.
stream tuples represent modifica.tions
modifications to the temperatures of the various rooms.
The input stream follows
follows a schema of two attributes as follows:
follows: <RoomID,
Temperature> where "RoomID" gives
gives the room identifier that represents the pria.n input stream tuple is an update
mary key for the input stream.
stream. In
I11 other words, an
over the previous tuples with the same
sa.me "RoomID" value. The "Temperature" attribute gives
gives the room's current temperature.
t,einperature. The goal of the temperature monitoring application
to show that some data stream applications cannot be supported
applicatioil is t,o
ACId
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N,. November 2007.
A
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Table I.

1

Query Name

PI1
p
P 22
P

I
1

'

I

P3
p.3
P4
p4
Po
p:,

19

Parking-lot Monitoring Queries.

Semantics
Query Semantics
Continuously keep track of the identifiers of all vehicles
vehicles inside the
parking lot
Group the vehicles inside the parking lot by type (e.g.,
(e.g., trucks,
trucks,
cars,
cars: or buses). Continuously keep track of the number of vehicles
vehicles in
each group
P1
PI while refreshing the output every two time units
P2
P 2 while refreshing the output every four time units
P 2 while refreshing the output whenever aa police car enters the parking
P2
lot

Table II.
11. Temperature h!Jonit.oring
Ivlonitoring Queries.

I

Query Name
T
T I1

I

T 22
'T 3
T
T
T44
To
Ts

I
I
I

Query Semantics
Semantics
Continuously keep track of the rooms that have temperature greater
than 80
Continuously keep track of the rooms that have temperature greater
100
than 100
T1 while refreshing the answer every two time units
TI
T
T22 while refreshing the answer every four time units
T2
TP while refreshing the answer whenever a room reports a temperature
120
greater than 120

h e append-only semantics. Table II
I1 gives five exby a query model tthat
h a t assumes tthe
ample queries over tthe
and
T
h e input temperature stream.
stream. Notice tthat
hat T
T1
T3
1
3 are similar
t h e query functionality but with different refresh requirements.
h e same is true
requirements. T
The
in the
T2
T4.
T5
a n example
exanlple of an event-based refresh condition.
for T
2 and T
4 . Query T
5 gives an

3.3
3.3

Road Monitoring Application

T h e road inonitoring
a n application in which sensors are installed
The
monitoring application is an
at
a t an intersection of two roads ttoo monitor the
t h e traffic. The
T h e input stream tthat
h a t is
reported by the sensors is an
a n append-only stream tthat
h a t reports tthe
h e vehicles tthat
hat
streain follows a schema tthat
h a t consists of
of
pass through the
t h e intersection. The
T h e input stream
attribute. ternled
<VID>. tthat
h a t reports tthe
h e identifiers of tthe
h e passed vehicles.
one attribute,
termed <VID>,
The
demonstrate sliding-window queries.
III
T h e goal of this applications
applications is ttoo delllollstrate
queries. Table 111
exanlple queries.
queries. The
T h e first query R1
gives two example
R 1 is interested in the identifiers of all
h e second
t h a t passed through tthe
h e intersectio~l
vehicles that
intersection in the last five time units. T
The
all aggregate query that
t h a t is interested in the number of vehicles tthat
hat
R2 is an
query R2
pass through the
t h e intersection
illtersectioll in the last five time units.
ACM Transactions all
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D a t a b a s e Systems. Vol. V:
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Query Name
R1
RI
R2
R2

4.

I

1

Ta.ble
111. Road IVlonitoring
I\/Ionitoring Queries.
Table III.
Query Semantics
Semantics
identifiers that are reported
Continuously keep track of the vehicle identifiers
in the last five
five t,ime
time units
Continuously report the number of vehicles that are reported
in the last
last. five
five time units

STREAM, QUERY, AND VIEW SEMANTICS
SEMANTICS
STREAM,

4.1 Stream Semantics
4.1

A data
d a t a stream is defined as a sequence of tuples with a specified schema [Arasu
[Arasu
2006; Chandrasekaran et al.
al. 2003;
2003; ESL ].
1. The semantics
sema.ntics of the stream is
et al. 2006;
application-dependent:
application-depende~lt:that
t h a t is, the
t h e different applications may interpret the same
[Maier et al.
al. 20051.
stream in different ways [l\Iaier
2005]. For example, one sequence of tuples
may represent an infinite append only relation (e.g.,
(e.g., S1
S1 in the
t,he parking lot application
as discussed in Section 3.1).
011 the other hand, another sequence of tuples may
3.1). On
represent a concatenation
concat.ella.tion of t,ime-varying
(e.g., Casetime-varying states of a fixed size relation (e.g.,
streain in Section
Sectioil 1).
1). The semantics of a query depends on
011 the semantics
2's output stream
data. streams should first clearly
of the input streams. Hence,
Hence, aa. query language for data
seinaatics, then explain the query operations given the specified
streain semantics,
specify the stream
stream
strea.11 semantics.
streanling literature model a stream as a representation
Query 1a.nguages
languages in the streaming
[Arasu et
e t al. 2006; Chandrasekaran
Chaildrasekaran et
e t al. 2003;
for an infinite append-only relation [Arasu
model has the following
ESL ].
1. The append-only stream
st,rea.m nlodel
following limitations: (1)
(1) It
I t limits
model cannot represent
the applicability of the language since the append-only
a.ppend-only inodel
h a t represent
streams from the various domains (e.g., update streams or streams tthat
concatenation of tlle
the states of a fixed size relation),
relation), and (2)
(2) the append-only model
1angua.ge ttoo achieve query composition since the appendhinders t,lle
the ability of the language
only model cannot
represent ilon-a.ppend-only
non-append-only query outputs.
ca.nnot represent.
outputs.
liinita.t,ionsof tthe
h e append-only model,
To overcome the limitations
model, we introduce the tagged
stream semantics
model for representing streams in SyncSQL.
se~nailticsas a inodel
SyncSQL. Basically,
distiilguishes between t,wo
tagged. A TaW
raw stream
SyncSQL distinguishes
two types of streams: raw and tagged.
is a sequence of tuples that
remote data
t h a t is sent by renlote
data. sources (e.g., sensors).
sensors). On the
streain of modify operations (i.e.,
(i.e., insert (+),
(+), upother hand, aa. tagged stream is a stream
d a t e ( ~ ) and
,
delet,e(-)) against a relation with a specified schema. A raw stream
date(u),
delete(-))
must be transformed into a tagged stream before being used as input in a query.
The ramr-to-tagged
raw-to-tagged stream transforina.tion
transformation is similar to transforming raw data
d a t a into
tables in tra.ditiona1
traditional databases.
T h e function
functioil tthat
h a t transfornls
raui stream
st,reain ttoo a tagged stream is applicationThe
transforms a raw
Consider. for example, Pg
Sectioil 3.1. Since tthe
h e input streams in P3
dependent. Consider,
P3 in Section
P3
S1 (or S2)
S2)
(i.e., SI
S1 and S2)
S2) represent append-only rela.tions,
(Le.,
relations, the tagging function for S1
t o attach a "+"
"+I' tag t
SyncSQL query over a
is to
too every input tuple. The output of a SyncSQL
tagged stream
st,reanl is another
anot,her tagged stream.
strea.m. For example,
exanlple, the output of P3
P3 is a tagged
"4-"and "-"
"-" tuples where a "+" t,uple
stream with "+"
tuple is produced in P3's
P3 's output for
eiltering the lot and a "-"
"" tuple is produced for every vehicle exiting
every vehicle entering
P3'S tagged output gives an incremental answer for P3,
P3, and hence, can be
the lot. P3's

"+"
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used as input to another query (e.g.,
(e.g., P4).
P4). Notice that tagging functions
fuilctioils are needed
that are sent by remote data sources.
However, streams
sources. However,
only to transform streams t,hat
internally generated by the query processor (as
that are iilterilally
(as a result of executing a
query)
query) are already tagged.
tagged.
The tagged stream model enables SyncSQL
SyncSQLto
t o be a powerful and a general purpose
(1) query composition
conlpositioil is achieved due to the
language for the following
following reasons:
reasons: (1)
unified interpretation of query inputs and outputs as tagged streams,
streams, and (2) a
applica.tionscall
wider class of applications
can be supported since the tagged stream inodel
model is general
call represent streams
strea.ms from
froill various domains
dolllaills (e.g.,
(e.g., update streams or streams
and can
that represent concatenation
coilca.teilatioil of the states
sta.tes of a relation).
The tagged stream
streail1 inodel
call represent update streams as follows.
follows. Conmodel can
sider two different temperature-monitoring
temperature-monitol.ing applications,
applicatioils: say Applicationl and
Application2.
applicatioil has a raw input stream
streail1 with the following
following
Applicationz. Assuine
Assume each application
scheina
"<RoomID,Temperature>Timestamp~~.
Assume
also
that
Applicationl
schema "<RoomID, Temperature>Timestamp".
Application}
treats the input stream as an update stream
streail1 over the temperatures of the various
rooms (ApplicatiOll}
rooins
(Application1 is the application that is discussed in Section 3.2).
3.2). In
I11 this case,
case,
RoomID is considered a key and a tuple is considered an update over the previous
tuple with the same
t,uple
sa.me key value. On the other
otller hand, Application2
Applicationz treats the input
stream
streain as a series of temperature readings and the RoomID
RoomID attribute is ignored.
streains have the same
salne schema,
schema, the job of the tagging function
Given that the two streams
is to tell the query processor tl1a.t
that the two streams are interpreted differently.
111the query processing phase,
functioil is impleIn
phase. the trailsforinatioil
transformation (or tagging) function
Application}, the input
mented inside an operator,
operator, called Tagger.
Tagger. For example,
example: in Applicationl,
stream tuples are correlated based on the key (i.e.,
RoomID), hence the Tagger needs
(i.e., RoomID),
(i.e., RoomID)
far. In Applicationl,
to keep a list of all the observed key values (i.e.,
RoomID) so far.
RoomTempStr, that
the output from the Tagger operator is a tagged stream,
stream, say RoomTempStr,
consists of insert
Applicationl,
in.sert and update operations. Notice that in A
p p l i c a t i o n l , the functhat of the M
MERGE
UPSERT) opERGE (or UPSERT)
tionality of the Tagger operator is similar to t,hat
SQL: 2003 standard
standa.rd [Eisenberg
[Eisenberg et al.
al. 2004].
20041. On the other hand, in
erator in the SQL:
operat.01 does not need to keep any state since tuples
Application2,
Applicationz, the Tagger operator
are not correlated. In Applicationn,
Application2, the output froin
from the Tagger operator is a
tagged stream,
streain, say TempStr, that coilsists
in,ser-t operations.
consists of aa. sequence of insert
Defining raw streams: The
Tile following
follo~vingis the SyncSQL syntax for defining raw
strea.ins:
streams:

R
E G I S T E R SOURCE < m
u ! -- stream -- name
> «(< schema »>)
REGISTER
raw
name>
FROM
FROM < porti~um
portnum >
where <
stream, <
< schema
> is the
< raw -- streanz
stream -- nanle
na.me >
> is the ilalne
name of the stream,
schema>
schema
tuples, and <
< portnu~n
portnum >
scheina of the input stream
streain tuples.
> is the port at which the
streail1 tuples are received. For example,
example. the raw TemperatureSource
Temperaturesource stream
streain is
stream
defined in SyncSQL
SyncSQLby the following
follo\ving statement:

R
E G I S T E R SOURCE Ternpera.tureSource
TenzperatureSource (int
(int RoornID:
Temperature)
REGISTER
RoomID, int Temperature)
FRO hI port5501
FROM
AChl
?Yansact.ions on
or) Dat.abase Systems,
Syst,eins, Vol. V,
V. No. N:
2007.
ACl\l l)-allsact.iollS
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Defining tagged streams: The
T h e following
follolving is the SyncSQL syntax for defining
tagged streams over raw streams:
t,agged

CREATE TAGGED
STREkM < tagged
stream -- name>
TAGGED STREAM
ta.gged -- streanz
name >
OV
ER < raw
OVER
r a w -- sstream
t r e a m -- name>
nanze >
J{
EY < attrname
KEY
attrnaine >
>

where <
< tagged -- stream
streanz -- name>
nam.e > is the name
ilalne of the tagged stream and raw
r a w -stream -- name>
the base raw stream.
streain
na,nze > is the name of t,he
streain. Notice that
t h a t the raw stream
streain
should be defined first before being used in defining a tagged stream. The
The <
<
attrname
attr~zaine>
> is the name of the attribute (or
(or list of attributes) that represents the
the
primary key is required in order
primary key of the input stream. Notice that aa. prii~lary
ttoo generate a tagged stream
streail1 of insert (+), update (u),
(u), and delete (-) tuples. The
The
primary key is needed in order to
priinary
t o correlate the update and delete tuples to
t o their base
tuples. For example,
example, the first input tuple with a certain key value k is considered an
insert tuple and is tagged with a "+" sign.
sign. A subsequent
subsequeilt input tuple with the same
tagged with a "u" sign.
key value k is considered an update tuple
t.uple and is ta.gged
sign. Notice
also that
t h a t tthe
h e tagged
t,agged stream
streall1 may be interested in only a subset of the raw stream's
attributes. In
I11 this case,
case: the
t,he attributes of interest need to
t o be identified explicitly in
the statement
stateineilt that
t h a t defines the
t h e tagged
ta.gged stream.
streain. Two tagged streams can be defined
over the source TemperatureSource as follows:
follo~vs:

"+"

RoomTempStr:
RoomTempStr: CREATE TAGGED STREAM RoomTempStr
OVER TemperatureSource
KEY RoomID
TempStr:
TempStr :

CREATE TAGGED STREAM TempStr
OVER TemperatureSource
KEY NULL

EXAlvlPLE
1.
example
the
mapping
from
the
EXAMPLE
1. This
exaillple demonstrates
nlapping
TemperatureSource raw stream
streain to
t o the two tagged streams: RoomTempStr
and TempStr.
TempStr. Assume
Assuine that the following
following tuples arrive at the
t h e TemperatureSource
raw stream: "<a,99>1, <b,75>2,
The
ramr
<b,75>2, <c,80>3,
<c ,80>3, <a,95>4, <b,85>5."
<b,85>5."
following
followiilg tuples represent RoomTempStr:
RoomTempStr: "+<a,99>1,
"+<a, 99> 1, +<b,75>2,
+<b, 75>2, +<c,80>3,
+<c, 80>3,
u<a,95>4, u<b,85>5".
<a,99>1 is mapped
inapped to +<a,99>1
+<a, 99>1 while
u<a,95>4,
u<b,85>5". Notice that <a,99>1
<a,95>4
<a, 95>4 is is mapped
inapped ttoo u<a,95>4.
u<a, 95>4. The following
followiilg tuples represent TempStr:
TempStr:
lL+<a,99>1, +<b,75>2,
+<b,75>2, +<c,80>3,
+<c ,80>3, +<a,95>4, +<b,85>5".
+<b,85>5". Notice that all
"+<a,99>1,
the tuples in TempStr are insert
znsert tuples.

The complexity of the Tagger operator is application-dependent.
a.pplication-dependent. The
T h e tagging
function is very simple in case of streams
that represent append-only relations. The
st,rea.n~s
inore complex in the case of update streams because Tagger
tagging function is more
needs to
t o keep a state in order to
t o correlate
corre1at.e the input tuples. However, the size of the
Tagger's state has an upper bound
bouild that
that, equals to
t o the number of distinct objects.
For example,
Application] the Tagger's
exa.mple, in Applicationl
Tagger's state size cannot exceed the maximum
maximuin
number of rooms. Moreover,
hiloreover: Tagger does not need to
t o store rooms
rooins that do not
tenlperature updates. In
I11 other words,
words, the size of Tagger's state depends on
report temperature
AClv! Transactions on
Database Systems,
N.. November 2007.
ACh.1
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the update pattern
pa,ttern of the underlying stream. Implementing
Inlpleinentiilg the tagging function
function
as an operator opens the room for the query optimizer to
t o re-order the pipeline and
optimize the inenlory
memory consumption. As we will show in the experimental evaluation in Section 10,
10, the overhead of the tagging transformation
transfornlation can be minimized by
merging the functionality of the Tagger operator with the Select operator. For example, in Applicationl, the Tagger operator can be merged the Select
S e l e c t operator
so that only qualified rooills
rooms are
stored
in
the
state.
Notice
that
new
applications
a,re
state.
may
inay require the introduction
introduct~ionof new tagging transformations
transfornla~tionsand new tagging syntax. Each new
llenr tagging syntax requires the definition and implementation
iinpleinentatioll of aa. new
Tagger operator.
The relational view of aa tagged stream. The semantics
seinantics of query operators
(e.g.,
(e.g., Select
S e l e c t and Join)
J o i n ) are defined over relations. However,
However, inputs to
t o a SyncSQL
SyncSQL
query are tagged streams
where
each
stream
represents
modifications
against
aa.
strealns
relation. Hence,
selnantics of relational operators,
operators,
Hence, in order to
t o adopt the well-known semantics
SyncSQL
SyncSQL queries are expressed over the tagged streams'
strea.ms' corresponding relations.
relations.
of
insert
and
delete
tuples
are
frequently
used
when
addressing
Notice that streams
streains
delet'e
continuous query processing [Abadi
[Abadi et al.
al. 2005:
2005; Babu
Ba.bu et al. 2005;
2005; Ganguly et al.
2003; Ghanem et al. 2007;
2007; Ryvkina et al.
al. 2006].
20061. However,
However, SyncSQL
SyncSQL is the first
language that addresses query semantics
seinantics over tagged streams.
streams.
Basically, any
a.ny tagged stream,
streain, say S,
S, has a corresponding
correspondiiig time-varying relation,
termed ~(S),
X(S), that
tha,t is continuously
contiiluously modified by S's tuples. An
A11 input tuple in a
tagged stream
streain is denoted by "Type<Attributes>Timestamp",
"Type<Attributes>Timestamp'; where Type can be
either insert (+),
(+): update (u),
(u): or delete(-)
delete(-) and Timestamp indicates the time at
at
which the modification
nlodification takes place. The relational view is modified by the stream
tuples as
a.s follows:
follov~s:an insert tuple modifies the
t,he relation by inserting a new record, an
modifies the relatioil
relation by changing the attributes of an existing record,
update tuple nlodifies
while aa, delete tuple modifies the relation by deleting an existing tuple. X(S)'s
~(S) 's
schema consists of two parts
part,s as follows:
follows: (1)
(1) a set
set. of attributes that
tha.t corresponds ttoo
S's Attributes,
timestamp attribute,
termed TS,
A t t r i b u t e s , and (2)
(2) aa, timest,amp
attribute, ternled
TS: that corresponds to the
Timestamp field of S's tuples. Timestamp is mapped
nlapped to ~(S)
X(S) in order ttoo be able
to
t o express time-based windows over S as will be discussed in Section 4.4. At any
time point, say T,
T, ~(S)
X(S) is denoted by R[s(T)] and is the relation resulting from
applying S's operations with timestamps
timest,alnps less than or equal to T in an increasing
order of timestamp.
Definition 1.
1. Time-varying relation. A time-varying relation ~(S)
X(S) is the
relational view of a tagged
~(S)=
tag'ged stream
streain S such that 8
( S ) = R[S(T)]
R[S(T)] 't:j
V T,
T: where T is any
point in time.
time.
Definition 2. The schema of aa time-varying relation. If
If an input tuple
in a tagged stream S is denoted by "Type<Attributes>Timestamp",
~(S) 's
"Type<Attributes>Timestamp", then X(S)'s
schema is as follows:
TS>", where
\vhere TS corresponds to
follows: "<Attributes,
" < A t t r i b u t e s ,TS>",
t o the Timestamp
field of S's tuples.
EXAMPLE
2. This example demonstrates
EXALJIPLE
deinonstrates the mapping
nlapping from RoomTempStr
RoomTempStr (as
(as
defined in Example 1)
1) to a time-varying relation. Figure 1a
l a shows the following
following
input tuples: "+<a,99>1, +<b,75>2, +<c,80>3,
u<a,95>4". Figure1bgives
+ < c , 8 0 > 3 , u<a,95>4".
Figure l b gives
~(RoomTempStr) with a schema of three attributes:
%(RoomTempStr)
attributes: RoomID,
RoomID, Temperature, and TS.
Figure 1b
~ (RoomTempStr) reflects
l b shows that,
that! at
a t time 1,
1: X(RoomTempStr)
refleck the insertion of Room
Acr',]
N. November 2007.
A C h l Transact.ions
Trailsactions all
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D a t a b a s e S,'stems,
S y s t e ~ n s ,Vol. V,
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Fig. 1.
1. Illustrating Time-varying Relatiol~s
Relations.

"a" with temperature 99. At time 4,
4, %(RoomTempStr)
~(RoomTempStr) reflects the update of Room
"a" temperature ttoo 95.
95.

4.2

Semantics
Query Semantics

streanls: 51
S1 ..
. . ,. 5
S,:
A continuous query over n tagged streams,
n , is semantically equivalent
that, is defined by an SQL expression over the time-varying
ttoo a materialized view that
~ (51) ...
~ (5,,). ·Whenever
relations, R(S1)
. . . R(S,,).
Whenever any
ally of the underlying relations is modified
propagated ttoo produce the
by the arrival of a stream tuple, the modify
inodify operation is propaga.ted
corresponding set of modify operations in the answer in a way similar ttoo incremental
maiilteilance
[Griffin and Libkill
19951. The output of a query
maintenance of materialized views [Griffin
Libkin 1995].
call be provided in two forms
forills as follows:
follows:
can
where: at,
(1) COMPLETE
COMPLETE output,
output, where,
(1)
at any time point, the query issuer has access ttoo
a table tthat
h a t represents the complete
coinplete answer of the query.
query. The answer's table is
modified whenever any of the input relations
rela,tions is modified. Notice that
that. the output in
(2) STREAMED
STREAMED output, where the query issuer receives
this case is non-incremental. (2)
t,he deltas (i.e.,
(i.e., incremental changes)
clianges) in the answer.
that represent the
a tagged stream tlla,t.

EXAR~IPLE
SyncSQL. \&re
EXAMPLE
3. This exanlple
example illustrates the syntax of SyncSQL.
\iVe use the
keyword STREAMED
STREAMED to
t o indicate that the
t,he query asks for an incremental output. The
parking lot monitoriilg
query, PI from Section 3.1 is expressed as follows:
follows:
monitoring query,
P
SELECTSTREAMEDR1.VIDRl.VType
PiI :
SELECT
STREAMED R1.VID R1.VType
FROM
~(Si) R1
~(S2) R2
FROM R(S1)
R 1 -- X(S2)
Pi's
h a t includes a "+"
"+" tuple whenever a vehicle enters
PI'S output is a tagged stream tthat
the parking lot and a "-" tuple \vhenever
whenever a vehicle exits the lot. P1
PI gives an
example for expressing queries over append-only streams.
st,rea.ms. As another example
exa,mple
streams, the temperature-monitoring
temperature-monitoring query T
T1,
for expressing queries over upda,te
update streams,
I,
given in Section 3.2,
3.2: is expressed as follows:
follows:
SELECT STREAMED
STREAMED RoomID:
T
SELECT
RoomID, Temperature
TIi ::
FROM R(RoomTempStr)
FROM
~(RoomTempStr) R
R
W
HERE R.Temperature >
WHERE
> 80
EXAMPLE
4. This example demonstrates the execution of a SyncSQL
SyncSQL query
EXAMPLE
follo~vii~g
RoomTempStr's tuples have arrived to
t o T1
expression. Assuille
Assume t,hat
that the follmving
RoomTempStr's
TI
(T
(T1
Sectioil 3.2): "+<a,78>1,
"+<a,78>1, uu<a,105>2,
< a , 105>2, +<b,70>3,
+ < b , 7 0 > 3 , +<c,95>4,
+<c,95>4,
I is given in Section
u<a,76>5". Figure 2 gives the input
TI . The input tuinput, and output
out,put streams
streaim in T1.
u<a,76>5".
ple +
< a , 778>
8 > 11 does not result in producing any output, urhile
+<a,
while the input tuple
u<a,105>2 results in inserting
Room "a" into the answer via.
via the output tuple
u<a,105>2
in.sert2n.g Rooin
+<a,105>2 and the input tuple uu<a,76>5
< a , 7 6 > 5 results in
ill de1etin.g
deleting Room "a" via the
ACM Transact.ions
Transactions on Database Systems.
Vol. V. No. N?
N. November
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2007.
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RooITlTeITlpStr
RoomTempStr

Time
Time

Example on T]
Tj Execution.
Execution

output tuple -<a,
-<a, 105>5. Other tuples are processed similarly.
similarly.
4.3
4.3 Views over Streams
The unified interpretation of SyncSQL
SyncSQL query inputs and outputs enables SyncSQL
SyncSQL
to
exploit
views
over
streams.
Basically,
t o exploit. views
Ba.sically, a view over streams is a function that
maps a set of input base streams into an output derived stream. Then, aa query
nlaps
queiy can
reference the derived stream in a way similar to
t o referencing base streams.
streams. Notice
that the view is defined once and
a.nd then can be referenced by any other query if the
view's expression is contained in the query's expression.
expression. In Section 6,
6, we give an
a.n
algorithm to deduce the containment
relationships
among
SyncSQL
expressions.
cont~ainment
SyncSQL
EXAMPLE
5.
EXA~IPL
5.EThis example demonstrates
delllollstrates answering queries using views. As discussed in Section 3.1,
3.1, P2
P2 is an aggregate
a.ggrega.t,eover PI'S
P17soutput.
output. Hence, we can define aa.
vie-w, say ParkLot, as follows:
view,
follows:
CREATE STREAMED VIEW ParkLot A
AS
S
SELECT
R1.VID,
R1.VType
SELECT Rl.VID,
FROM
~(sd Rl
F
ROM %(S1)
R 1 -- ~(S2)
R(S2) R2
Then, bot.11
both PI
P1 and
a.nd P2
P2 can be re-written
re-~vrittenin terms of ParkLot as follows:
follo~vs:
PI:
SELECT
STREAMED
P.VID,
P.VType
Pl:
SELECT STREAMED P.VID:
FROM
~(ParkLot)
F
ROM %
( P a r k ~ o tP)
SELECT
P2:
SELECT STREAMED
STREAMED P.VType,
P.VType, Count(P.VID)
count (P.VID)
FROM
~(ParkLot) P
F
ROM %(ParkLot)
GROUP BY P.VType
EXAMPLE
6.
EXAMPLE
6. This example
exainple is another
ai~other demonstration
demonstrat~ion for answering
ans\vering queries
Consider
the
query
T2
from
the
temperature-monitoring
using
views.
T2
temperature-monitoring application
a.pplication
using
as explained in Section 3.2
.
Notice
that
T2's
selection
predicate is contained in TI
's
3.2.
T2's
T1's
selection predicate. Hence, we can define a view,
say
HotRoomsl'
as
follows:
view:
HotRoomsl:
follows:
CREATE STREAMED
HotRooms, AS
AS
STREAMED VIEW HotRoomsl
SELECT
RoomID, Temperature
SELECT RoomID,
FROM
~(RoomTempStr)
F
ROM %
( ~ o o m ~ e m p S tR
Rr )
WHERE
W
HERE R.Temperature >
> 80
Then,
both T
T1I and T2
T2 can be re-written in terms of HotRoomsl
HotRoomsl as follows:
follows:
Then, botli
SELECT
STREAMED
RoomID,
Temperature
T
:
SELECT
STREAMED
RoomID:
T1I :
FROM
~(HotRoomsl)
( H o t ~ o o m sR
R~ )
F
ROM %
SELECT
STREAMED
RoomID,
Temperature
T2:
SELECT
STREAMED
RoomID:
T2:
FROM
~(HotRoomsl) R
F
ROM %(HotRoomsl)
R
WHERE
W
HERE R.Temperature > 100
100
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4.4
4.4 Window Queries
In this section,
SyncSQL tto
sliding-window
o express sliding-window
section, we demonstrate
demonstrate the ability of SyncSQL
queries
parameters
queries over append-only streams. A sliding window is defined by two parameters
as
size, and (2) slide tthat
as follows:
follows: (1)
(1) range
ran.ge that
t h a t specifies window size,
h a t specifies the
step
step by which the window
wiildow moves. In
I11 existing query languages, windows are defined
using special constructs and may be assigned ttoo streams (e.g.,
(e.g., [Arasu
[Arasu eett al. 2006;
Chandrasekaran et
[Carney eett al. 2002; ESL I).
]). One
e t al.
al. 2003])
20031) or to
t o operators (e.g., [Carney
limitation of the specific window semantics
assumes tthe
semant,ics is tthat
h a t a language tthat
h a t assuines
he
window-per-stream
\vith a windowwindowwindow-per-st.reanl semantics,
semantics, for example,
example, cannot
canllot express a query with
per-operator
window join
join operator
operator
per-operator semantics and vice versa. For example, tthe
h e ~vindow
with window of size w
a1. 20021
2002] as an operator that joins
joins
w is defined in [Carney
[Carney et al.
the stream tuples that are within a w
w units from each other. Such windour
window join
join
operation cannot be
b e expressed by aa. language tthat
h a t assumes the window-per-stream
semantics.
a1. 20061, for example, two windows
I11 the window join in CQL [Arasu
[Arasu et al.
semantics. In
are
are defined independently
iildependeiltly for each input stream.
Unlike other languages,
assume specific window assignment.
languages, SyncSQL does not assunle
Instead, SyncSQL
[Ghanem et al. 20061
2006] in
SyncSqL employs the predicate-window
p r e d i c a t , e - ~ ~ i i n dmodel
o ~ ~ [Ghanem
which the window range
of
ran.ge is expressed as aa. regular predicate in the where clause of
the query. The window's slide is expressed using tlle
the synchroniza.tion
synchronization principle aass
will be explained in Section 5.
predicate-window inodel
model is a generalization of
of
5. The
T h e predica.te-a~indo~~
the existing window models, since all types of windows (e.g.,
(e.g., window-per-stream
and window-per-operator) can
windows. For example, a
call be expressed as predicate n;indows.
window
between ttwo
streams, Si
S; and Sj, where
wiildow join (i.e.,
(i.e., a window-per-operator)
windo\v-per-operator) bet\veen
n ~ ostrea.ms,
apart, can be expressed
two tuples are joined
joined only if they are at
a t most 5 time units a.part,
follo~vingpredicate: ~(S;).TS
%(Sf).TS -- 5 < R(Sj)
.TS < R(Si)
.TS+5. Similarly,
by the following
~(Sj).TS
~(S;).TS+5.
windo~vover an append-only
a.ppend-only st,ream,
a time-based sliding window
stream, say S:
S, (i.e., a windowper-st,rea.m) is expressed as
a s a predicate over %(S)'s
per-stream)
~ (S) 's TS attribute as shourn
shown in the
following example.
example.
following

E X A R ~ P7.
7.
L EConsider
Coilsider the
t,he road-monitoring
r0a.d-monitoring application as described in SecEXAMPLE
3.3. Consider
Coilsider also the query R
R11 that
t h a t reports t,he
tion 3.3.
the vehicle identifiers for vehicles
t h a t passed through
througll the
t h e intersection in t,he
that
the last 5 time units. R1
Rl is a sliding window
t,ha.t is essentially
essent,ially a view that,
tha.t, at
a t any tinle
query that
time point T:
T, contadns
contains the identifiers
of vehicles that are reported between times T -- 5 and T. Such window view is exSyncSqL as follows:
follows:
pressed in SyncSQL
VIEWFiveUnitsWindow
CREATE STREAMED
STREAMED VIEW
CREATE
FiveUnitsWindow AS
*
SELECT
SELECT
FROM ~(S)
%(S) R
FROM
WHERE Now -- 5 < R.TS ::; Now
WHERE
T h e view FiveUnitsWindow is refreshed when either R(S)
The
~(S) is modified or Now is
changed. Notice that
t h a t although the input strea.m
stream S is append-only, delete operachanged.
t o represent expired t,uples
h a t fall behind
he
tions are produced in the output to
tuples tthat
behind tthe
bounda.ries. In
I11 Section 5.4 we show that t,he
window boundaries.
the value of
of Now can also be
represeilted as aa, view.
represented

<

EXARJPLE
8. This example demonstrates
demonst,ra.tes query coillposition
EXAl'vIPLE
8.
composition by using of
of
FiveUnitsWindow
t o the other road monitoring query R2.
Fi
veUnitsWindow as input to
R2. As explained
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in Section 3.3,
of
3.3, R2 is an
a,n aggregate query tthat
h a t is interested in finding the number of
cars that
t h a t passed through the intersection in the last five time units. R2 is expressed
over FiveUnitsWindow as follows:
follows:
SELECT
*)
SELECT STREAMED
STREAMED COUNT(
COUNT(*)
FROM
FROM ~(FiveUnitsWindow)
% ( F i v e u n i tsWindow)
The output of R2
incremental
R:! is a stream of update operations tthat
h a t represent the increm,en.tal
query answer.
whenever a vehicle passes the interanswer. An update operation is produced ~7heilever
section or whenever a vehicle expires from the query answer due tto
o being reported
more
inore than 5 time units ago.
ago.
5.
5.

THE SYNCHRONIZATION PRINCIPLE

If we follow
SyncSQL query answer is
follo~rthe traditional materialized view semantics, a SyncSQL
refreshed whenever
any
of
the
input
relations
is
modified.
Unlike
materialized views,
~~llenever
inaterialized
in streaming applications, modifications may arrive aatt high rates. A colltinuous
continuous
query issuer may be interested in having
answer. For
hasring coarser refresh periods for the a.nswer.
example,
as we discuss in Section 3.1, P3'S
P3's issuer is interested in getting an update
example, as
of the answer every
of cha.nges
changes in the parking
eve? two minutes independent of tthe
h e rate of
lot state.
windows in other
stat,e. The coarser
coa.rser refresh periods are achieved using sliding wiildows
query languages
time- or t,uyle-based
tuple-based [Arasu aad
and
languages and
aad are restricted to
t o be either t,imeWidom
a1. 20051.
2005].
ad. 2003;
2003; Li et al.
Widoin 2004a;
2004a; Chandrasekaran
Chaildrasekaran et a1.
In this section,
a gei~eralization
generalization of
of
section, we introduce the synchronization
syilchronizatior~principle as a.
sliding windows.
formally specify
windows. The
T h e idea of the synchronization
syi~chroi~iza.tjon
principle is ttoo forillally
a t which the input strea.in
he
synchronization time points at
stream tuples are processed by tthe
query pipeline. Input tuples that
consecutive synchronization
t h a t arrive between two coilsecutive
points are
a.re not propagated immediately ttoo produce query outputs. Instead, the
a.ccumulated and
a,nd are propagated simultaneously
simultaileously aatt tthe
h e follo~~iilg
tuples are accumulated
following synchronization
SyncSQL by being
chroniza.tion point. The synchronization
synchroniza.tion principle distinguishes SyncSQL
to: (1)
(1) express queries with arbitrary refresh conditions, and (2)
able to:
(2) formally reaa.bout the containment
cont'aiilment relationships
relatioilships a.inong
son about
among colltiiluous
continuous queries with different
refresh periods.
periods.

5.1 Synchronized Relations
5.1
strean1 in the query,
query, the query issuer specifies time points aatt which
For each input stream
streain tuples need to
t o be reflected in the output. Basically, instead of
the input stream
of
stream, say S,
S, into a time-vasying
o a
mapping an input stream,
time-varying relation:
relation, S is mapped tto
syn.chronized relation,
relation., say ~Sync
%sync(S).
(S) . S's tuples are reflected in %sync
synchronized
~Sync (S) only at
t h a t are specified by the synchronization
syilchronization stream:
hat
the time points that
stream, Sync. Notice tthat
~Sync
~(S).
%sync(S)
( S ) is of coarser granularity
granula,rity than %(S).

E X A R ~ P9.
9.L E
EXAMPLE
This examples illustrates expressing queries with coarser refresh
t h e query T3
T3 from Section
Sectioil 3.2 tthat
h a t is interested
periods. Consider the
interested in refreshing
the query answer every two time units. To achieve the coarser refresh requirement
requirement
T3, we
tve use the synchronized
syilchronized relation %s,,,,c2(RoonzTe7npStr)
he
of T3,
~sync2(RoomTem]JStr) a,s
as input. T
The
Syncz is defined as: 0,
0 , 22,, 4
. .. Figure 3 illustrates
synchronization stream Sync2
4,, 66,, .....
%Syncz(RoomTempStr) is modified by RoomTempStr tuples every tm7o
that ~Sync2
two minutes.
1, ~Sync2
%sync, (RoomTempStr) is empty and "+<a,
99> 1" is not
example, at
a t time 1,
For example,
"+<a,99>1"
%sync, (RoomTempStr) until time 2.
inserted in ~Sync2
2. Tg
T3 is expressed as a view, say
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(RoomTempStr)
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(b)
<b)
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-
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Fig. 3.
Fig.

Sync

ucn.95>4

A

I
0

I
+cc.80>3

2

R'~omTernpSrr

3

4

Time

Illustrating
Synchronized Relations.
Illustra.ti~~g

HotRoomS2,
HotRooms2, as follows:
fo1loa;s:
CREATE
AS
CREATE STREAMED
STREAMED VIEW HotRooms2
HotRooms2 A
S
SELECT
RoomID: Temperature
SELECT RoomID,
FROM
~sync2(RoomTempStr)
FROM 8s,c2
(RoomTempStr) R
R
WHERE
WHERE R.Temperature >
> 80
HotRooms2 is not refreshed between t.he
the synchronization
synchroniza.tion time
Notice that HotRooms2
points. For example,
example, in Figure 3, at
a t time 3,
3; the contents of the relation
~Sync2 (RoomTempStr) is the same
XSync2
sanle as the contents
c0ntent.s of the relation at
a.t time 2 and
"+<
80>3" is not inserted in ~Sync2
(RoomTempStr) until tinle
time 4.
Xs,,,,
"+<cc,,80>3"
EXAMPLE
deinonstrates query composition
conlposition when using the
EXAMPLE10.
10. This example demonstrates
synchronization principle. Consider the queries P3
P4 from Section 3.1. Since
Pg and P4
the issuer of P3
P3 is interested
int,erested in getting a refresh for the query answer every 2
minutes, we use the
4, 6,
t h e synchronization
sync11roiliza.tionstream Sync2:
Sync2: 0,
0: 2,
2: 4:
6;....
. . to express the view
ParkLot2
ParkLot2 as follows:
follov~s:
CREATE
CREATE STREAMED
STREAMED VIEW ParkLot2
ParkLot2 AS
AS
SELECT R1.VID,
RI.VID, R1.VType
FROM
R l -- ~sync2(S2)
X ~ ~ n c > ( SR2
2)
F
ROM ~sync2(Sd
Xsync2(S1)R1
Then, we use the synchronization stream
strearn Sync4:
Sync4: 0,
0: 4,
4: 8,
8:....
. . ttoo express P4
P4 over
parkLot2 as follows:
parkLot2
follows:
P4:
SELECT STREAMED
P4 :
STREAMED P.VType,
P.VType, Count(P.VID)
Count (P.VID)
FROM ~SynC4
%s,c, (ParkLot2)
(ParkLot2) P
FROM
GROUP
VType
GROUP BY P.
P.VType
EXAMPLE
EXAMPLE11.
11. This example
e x a n l ~ l eis another demonstration for query composition
conlposition
when using the synchronization principle. Consider
Coilsider the query T4
T4 from
fro111 Section 3.2
that is interested in refreshing the query answer every 4
minutes. The
4 m.in,utes.
T h e coarser
granularity T
T4
HotRooms2 that
t h a t is defined in Example 9.
4 is contained in the view HotRooms2
The containment
containm.en,t relationship is decided based on two factors:
factors: (1)
(1) The
T h e selection
selectioil
predicate of T4
T4 (i.e.,
(i.e., tempemture
tem.perature greater than 100)
100) is contained
coiltailled in HotRooms2's
predicate, and (2)
selection predicate:
(2) T4'S
T4's refresh time points (i.e,
(i.e, every 4 minutes) form a
subset of HotRooms2's refresh points. As aa. result, T4
Tq can be expressed in terms
berms of
HotRooms2.
HotRooms2'
Example on execution: Figure 4 illustrates
illust,rates the execution of HotRooms2
HotRooms2 and
T4
refreshed every
T4 when using the synchronization principle. HotRooms2's
HotRoomsn's answer is refi-eshed
two time units. Assume that the following
follo\ving input stream RoomTempStr has arrived at
at
HotRooms2:
+<b,110>3,
u<a,75>7. In
HotRooms2: +<a,105>1,
+ < a , 105>1, +<b,
110>3, +<c,97>4,
+ < c , 9 7 > 4 , +<d,75>5,
+ < d , 7 5 > 5 , u<a,75>7.
I11
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Exa.mple
Exa.mple on Answering
Ans\vering Queries using Views.

Figure 4, Sync2 represents HotRooms2's synchronization
syilchronization stream while SI
S1 represents
HotRooms2's output. The input tuple +<a,
results
+ < a , 105>1
105>1 that arrives
a.rrives at
a t time 1I result,s
in producing the
t h e tuple +<a,105>2
+ < a , 105>2 at
a t time 2, which is the first synchronization
time point after 1.
tiine
I . Similarly,
Similasly, +<b,110>3
+<b, 110>3 results in producing +<b,
+<b, 110>4, and
u<a,
u
< a , 75>
75>77 results in producing -<a,
- < a , 105>8,
105>8.
Query composition:
c o m p o s i t i o n : SI
S1 is used as input to
t o T4,
T4, which uses the
tlle synchronization stream Sync4:
Sync4: 0,
0 , 4,
4 , 8,
8 , .,,.
. . .. S2
S2 represents
represent,^ T4'S
T4's output. As a result, tuple
+<a,
thne 2 results in producing the tuple +<a,
+ < a , 105>2 that arrives ttoo T4
Tq at
a t tiine
+ < a , 105>4
at
's pipeline.
a t time 4 in S2,
S2. Other
Otller tuples are processed similarly
sinlilarly by T4
T4's
5.2
5.2

Discussion

The
T h e idea of accumulating tthe
h e tuples of an input stream
st,rea.nl and propagating
propa,gating them in
[Srivastava
the query pipeline at
at. once is similar in spirit to
t o the idea of heartbeats [Srivastava
and Widom,
heartbeat is defined as aa.
Miidom. 2004J.
20041. In [Srivastava
[Srivastava and Widom. 2004]'
20041, a 11ea.rtbeat
special type of tuples that are embedded in the stream
streain such that,
t h a t , at
a t any instant, a
heartbeat Tr for a set of streams provides a guarantee to
t o the
tlle system tthat
h a t all tuples
arriving on those streams after that
instant
will
have
a
timestamp
greater
great,er than
tl1a.n
that
To
If
the
stream
sources
do
not
provide
heartbeats,
the
data
stream
management
r . If t h e
hea.rtbeats, t,he dat,a
nlanageillent.
system
t o deduce them based on the given stream
streanl characteristics,
characteristics.
syst,ein needs to
The
t,l~oseof the
tlle
T h e context and objectives of heartbeats is totally different than those
synchronization
time
points,
Basically,
heartbeats
are
low-level
constructs
that
synchroniza.tion
points. Basically,
a.re
construct~stha.t are
automatically generated by the query processor based on tthe
streail1
h e underlying stream
characteristics [Srivastava and Widom. 2004J,
20041. In other words, the
t,he query issuer
has no control over the generation of the heartbeats.
heartbeats. The goal of heartbeats
heartbeak is
strea.111 tuples and
a.nd to
t o produce an ordered query output. Battoo re-order the input stream
sically, changing
cha,nging the heartbeats does not change the semantics
senlantics nor the output of
a given query,
query. On the other hand, synchronization is a high-level concept that
that
is expressed by the query issuer through the query language,
Unlilte heartbeats,
language. Unlike
tlle semantics
sema.iltics of a query since the same
sanle query
the synchronization principle affects the
words,
has different outputs under different synchronization
synchroniza.tion time points. In other words:
the synchronization principle and heartbeats are orthogonal,
orthogonal, which
wliich means that
t h a t the
the
query processor can use heartbeats in order to generate a correct output
out,put for a given
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SyncSQL
SyncSQL query.
query.
5.3
5.3 Synchronization Streams

Before proceediilg
proceeding to the algebraic foundation
founda.tion of SyncSQL,
SyncSqL, this section
sectioil discusses synchronization
streains in more detail. A synchronization
syilchronization stream (e.g.,
(e.g., Sync2)
syncz) specchroniza,tion streams
ifies a sequence of time points. However,
However: a synchronization stream is represented
and
a.nd is treated
treabed as
a,s aa. tagged stream. The tagged
t,agged representation of aa. synchronization
stream
is
characterized
by
the
following.
(a)
st,rea.nl
(a) The underlying stream
streain schema
schema. has only
one attribute, termed TimePoint,
and
(b)
tuples
in
the
stream
are
insert
TimePoint,
(b)
in.sert operations
"+<TimePoint>Timestamp" indicates a synchronization
synchroniza,tion
where aa, tuple of the form "+<TimePoint>Timestamp"
= Timestamp. Like any other stream,
TinlePoint =
stream, a
time of value TimePoint where TimePoint
synchronization
stream
Sync
has
a
corresponding
time-varying
relation
W(Sync).
syilchronizatioll
a.
%(Sync).
The default
c l o c k S t r : +<0>0,
+ < 0 > 0 , +<1>1, +<2>2, +<3>3, ...
. . .,,
default clock stream, clockStr:
is the finest granularity synchronization
stream.
Coarser
synchronization
streams
syilcllroilization
synchronizatioil
can be constructed using SyncSQL
SyncSQL expressions over clockStr.
clockStr.
EXAI\IPLE
points
E X A M P L E12.
12. The synchronization
syilchroilizatioll stream
streain that
t h a t has a tick every i time poiilts
(e.g.,
Sync2) is constructed
coilst.ructed from clockStr
c l o c k S t r as follows:
follows:
(e.g., i=2 for Sync2)
CREATE STREAMED
AS
STREAMED VIEW Sync;
Synci A
S
SELECT
SELECT C.TimePoint
FROM
W((clockStr)
FROM %
clockStr) C
C
WHERE
WHERE C.TimePoint mod ii =
= 0
For i=2, aa. tuple is produced in the
t,he output of Sync2
Sync2 whenever an input tuW(clockStr)
c: is inserted in %
( c l o c k S t r ) and c.TimePoint qualifies the predicate
ple, say c:
"c.
TimePoint mod 2 == 0". The output of Sync2
lCc.TimePoint
Sync2 is as follows:
follows: +<0>0, +<2>2,
+<2>2,
+<4>4,
...
,
which
indicates
the
time
points:
0,2,4,
....
+ < 4 > 4 , . . .,
0 , 2 , 4 , . . ..

Composition of synchronization streams.
streams. The fact that synchronization
syilchronization
streams are treated as tagged streams allows SyncSQL
SyncSQL to compose synchronization
synchronizatioil
streams
to define a larger class of synchronization
syilchronization streams.
streams. For example,
example, a synstreains t,o
chronization
un.ion, or intersection
in.tersection. of two or more
inore
chroilizatioil stream
st,rea.m can be defined as the union
streams.
streams.
EXAI\IPLE
E X A ~ I P L13.
13.
E The following
followiilg view expression produces a synchronization stream
strean1
tthat
h a t is the union of two
taro input synchronization streams
streanls (Note
(Note that duplicate elimination
n.ation, is required so that every time
tiine point exists only once in the output stream):
stream):
create
as
c r e a t e STREAMED
STREAMED view UnionSyncStr as
select
s e l e c t DISTINCT(TimePoint)
DIS~INcT(Timepoint)
from W(Sync2)
%(Sync2) S2
S2 UNION
U N I O N W(SynC5)
%(Sync5) S5
S5
The output from
froin UnionSyncStr includes a time point T whenever T belongs to
to
either Sync2
Sync2 or Syncs.
Sync5.

Event-based synchronization.
The synchronization principle enables
SyncSQL
SyncSqL ttoo express queries with event-based refresh conditions. Synchronization
Synchroilization
streams
streains for event-based conditions
coilditioils can be constructed using SyncSQL
SyncSQL expressions
expressioils
as in the following
follo~vingexample.
exainple.
EXAMPLE
E X A ~ I I P 14.
1L4E. Consider
Coilsider the
t,lle query P
P5
3.1 that needs to be refreshed
s from Section 3.1
only when a police car enters the
t.he parking lot. We use the tagged stream Sl
S1 to generate a synchronization
s ~ ~ i ~ c l ~ r o n i z astream,
stream,
t i o n say PoliceSync, such that
tha.t PoliceSync includes time
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PoliceSync
points that correspond to
t o the entrance of a police car into the lot. P
o l i c e s y n c is
constructed as
as follows:
follows:
CREATE STREAMED
STREAMED VIEW PoliceSync
P o l i c e s y n c AS
AS
SELECT
R.TS
SELECT R.TS
FROM
~(Sl) R
FROM !R(Sl)
R
WHERE
WHERE R.VType == POLICE
An Sj
VType>Timestamp", results in producing a tuS1 tuple, of the form "+<VID,
"+<VID,VType>Timestamp",
taA11
t,he form
forin "+<Timestamp>Timestamp"
"+<Timestamp>Timestamp" in PoliceSync's
Policesync's output if "VType"
ple of the
TS reflects the Timestamp
is POLICE.
POLICE. As discussed in Section
Sectioil 4.1, the attribute R.
R.TS
attribute of the input stream tuple which corresponds to
t,o the time at
a t which a police
car is reported in Sj.
S1. Notice that,
that; assuming no delays,
delays, a police car is reported in
PoliceSync's
Policesync's output at
a t the same time instant at
a,t which the car is reported in Sj
S1
time Timestamp).
(i.e.,
Timestamp).
(i.e., at t,iine
EXAMPLE
15.
EXAI~IPLE
15. Consider the temperature-monitoring
temperahre-monitoring query Ts
T5 from Section 3.2
that needs to be refreshed only whenever a room reports a temperature
t.hat
tenlperature greater than
120.
Tliie use the tagged stream TempStr,
TempStr, as defined in Example 1,
1, to
t,o generate aa.
120. Vie
synchronization
syilchronization stream,
stream, say
saj7 HotSync, such that HotSync includes time points that
correspond to reporting a temperature greater than 120.
120. HotSync is constructed
R (TempStr) as follows:
using !~
create
as
c r e a t e STREAMED
STREAMED view HotSync as
select
s e l e c t R.TS
from %(TempStr)
~(TempStr) R
R
where R.Temperature >
> 120
120
An input t,uple
tuple from TempStr,
Temperature>Timestamp",
A11
TempStr, of the form "+<RoomID,
"+<RoomID,Temperature>Timestamp~~,
results in an output tuple,
tuple, "+<Timestamp>Timestamp",
"+<Timestamp>Timestamp", if "Temperature"
"Temperature" is
greater than 120.
Then7 HotSync can be used as a synchronization
syncl~ronizationstream
streain for
120. Then,
·
T
s
T5.

5.4

The N
Now
ow View

In Example 7,
7 ; FiveUnitsWindow's
FiveUnitsWindow's contents depend on Now. In order to be consistent with the SyncSQL
Now
SyncSQL semantics,
seinantics, N
ow is defined as
as a view that is continuously
coiltiiluously
streain clockStr.
c l o c k s t r . Notice that ~(clockStr)
% ( c l o c k S t r ) is an
a n appendmodified by the clock stream
only relation in which the last inserted tuple indicates the value of Now.
EXAMPLE
16.
NowView, over ~(clockStr)
EXAMPLE
16. The following view, NowView,
% ( c l o c k S t r ) always contains
the value of Now:
CREATE STREAMED
STREAMED VIEW NowView AS
AS
SELECT
MAX(T.TimePoint) as
a s KeyAttr, MA~(T.TimePoint)
a s currTime
SELECT 1I as
FROM
~(clockStr)
FROM %
(clockStr) T
O??: clockStr
c l o c k S t r is a synchronization stream with a schema
As discussed in Section O??,
that consists of one attribute, (i.e.,
(i.e., the TimePoint
Timepoint attribute).
attribute). The NowView is a
relation 'with
rela.tion
with two attributes,
attributes, namely KeyAttr and currTime where KeyAttr attribute is set as the primary key of the NowView relation. As a result of the prinlary
primary
the tuple is conkey constraint, NowView contains one tuple with key value 1,
1: and t,he
~(clockStr). The output
tinuously updated in response to new insertions into X(c1ockStr).
stream
u<1,2>2,
streain from NowView is as follows:
follows: +<1,0>0,
+ < I , 0 > 0 , u<1,1>1,
u<l,.l>l, u
< l , 2 > 2 , u<1,3>3,
u<1,3>3,
...
. . .,, where the tuple u<1,i>i,
u < l , i > i , means
ineans update the record with KeyAttr value L1, to
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have a currTime value i.
i . The view FiveUnitsWindow over stream S from Examrewritten in terms of NowView as follows:
ple 7 is remrit,ten
follows:
create
c r e a t e STREAMED
STREAMED view FiveUnitsWindow
FiveUnit sWindow as
as
R.*
s e l e c t R.*
select
from iR(S)
N)
%(S) R,
R. iR(NowView)
% ( ~ o w ~ i e Nw
where N.currTime -- 5 < R.TS
R.TS ::::;
5 N.currTime
Similar to using clockStr in expressing NowView,
NowView, the synchronization stream
Sync2
Syncz can be used to
t'o define
define a view, say SlideTwo.
SlideTwo. The SlideTwo view contains
coiltains
Now
the value of N
ow but is updated only every two time units. SlideTwo is used to
express a sliding window with slide parameter of size 2.
2.
EXAl\lPLE
E X A ~ I P17.
17.
L E This example shows how to use SyncSQL
SyncSQL to define a sliding window that is defined by both the range and slide parameters. Assume we extend the
definition of the sliding window in Example 7 such that the window is refreshed
time units instead of every point in time (this
every 2 tinle
(this corresponds to a sliding
units). In a way similar to using clockStr
window with range 5 units and slide 2 units).
NowView, we use the synchronization
to define
define NowView,
synchroniza.tion stream Sync2
Sync2 to define
define a view,
view, say
TwoUni
tsSlide, as follows:
TwoUnitsSlide,
follows:
create
tsSlide as
TwoUnitsSlide
as
c r e a t e STREAMED
STREAMED view TwoUni
select
a s KeyAttr,
KeyAttr, MAX(T.TimePoint)
~ ~ ~ ( T . T i m e ~ as
ao si ncurrTime
t)
s e l e c t 11 as
from iR(Sync2)
%(Syncz) T
%(Sync2) every two time units and the
Notice that
that. a new tuple is inserted in iR(SynC2)
TwoUnitsSlide view consists of only one tuple that represents
represent.^ the latest Sync2
Syncz
point. Then,
Then: the TwoUnitsSlide view can be used to express a sliding window of
as follows:
follows:
range 5 and slide 2 over a stream S as
create
as
c r e a t e STREAMED
STREAMED view RangeFiveSlideTwo as
select
s e l e c t R.*
R.*
from ~Rsync,(S)
(S) R. iR(TwoUnitsSlide)
% ( ~ w o ~ n i t s ~ l iNNd e )
where N.currTime -- 55 < R.TS
R.TS ::::;
_< N.currTime
Only when iR(TwoUnitsSlide)
%(TwoUnitsSlide) is updated to reflect the latest Syncz's
Syncz's time
tinie point,
RangeFiveSlideTwo's
RangeFiveSlideTwo7s output is refreshed ttoo include S's tuples that arrived in the
5 time units prior to the latest time point N.currTime. Notice that we used the
relation TwoUnitsSlide in expressing the sliding window because TwoUnitsSlide
rela.tion
includes ONLY the latest
1a.test SynC2'S
Syncz's time point. However,
However, the relation iR(SynC2)
%(Syncz)can%(Sync2)is append-only and
not be used in expressing the sliding window because iR(SynC2)
includes all the time points that belongs to Sync2'
Sync2.
6.
6.

ANSWERING CONTINUOUS QUERIES USING VIEWS OVER STREAMS

In
I11 this section,
section: we lay the algebraic foundation for SyncSQL
SyncSQL as the basis for efficient
execution of SyncSQL
SyncSQL is to
SyncSQL queries.
queries. One of our goals while developing SyncSQL
minimize the extensions over the regular relational algebra. By levering relational
nlii1inlize
algebra, SyncSQL's execution and optimization can benefit from the rich pool of
existing techniques for query processing and optimization of traditional databases.
Basically, we map
1ila.p continuous queries to traditional materialized views. However,
However,
we differentiate
differentia.te continuous
cont.inuous queries from materialized views
vieu~sby the synchronization
principle.
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Data
Data Types
Types

As
SyncSQL expressions are tagged
As discussed in Section 4,
4: although the inputs in SyncSQL
streams,
corresponding restreams, SyncSQL
SyncSQLqueries are expressed over the input streams' corresponding
lations.
lations. The output from
froin a SyncSQL
SyncSQL expression is another relation that can be
mapped
nlapped into a tagged stream.
stream. Basically, a synchronized relation is the main
data
dat,a type over which SyncSQL
SyncSQLexpressions are expressed. A synchronized relation
~Sync
(S)
%sync
(S) possesses
possesses two logical
logical properties:
-Data
D a t a that is
is represented by the tuples in the relation, where data is extracted
from
the
input
stream S.
from
S.
-Time
T i m e that is represented by the time points at which the relation is modified
by the underlying stream
st,ream S,
S, where time is extracted from the synchronization
stream Sync.
Sync.
A
A tuple of the form
form "+<TimePoint>Timepoint"
"+<TimePoint>Timepoint" in the synchronization stream
indicates
indicat.es a synchronization time with value TimePoint.
Timepoint. Time points along the
relation lifetime can
following way:
call be classified
classified into two classes in the following
--Full
--Full synchronization points: A point in time TT is termed a full synchronization
time point iff
(S;)
(i.e., %synci
~Synci (Si)
(S;) is
iff ~Synci
%sY7,,.,
(Si) reflects all S/s
Si's tuples up to time TT (i.e.,
up-to-date with S;).
Sync; represent the full
Si). Basically,
Ba.sically: the time points TT E Synci
(S;).
synchronization
syllchronizatioll points for ~SY71Ci
%sY,,,,
(Si).

-Partial
time TT is termed a partial syn-Partial synchronization points: A point in t.ime
chronization
(Si)
S; tuples up to time T (i.e.,
(i.e.,
%sVnCi
(Si) does not reflect all Si
c11roniza.tion point if ~Synci
~Synci
that lies between
%sy.nci (S;)
(Sf) is
is not up-to-date with S;).
Si). Basically, the time points tha.t
two
~Sync; (Si).
(S;).
two consecutive
consecut'ive Sync;
Synci represent the partial synchronization points for %s,nci
The
The distinction
distinction between
bet.ween "full"
"fu11~' and "partial" synchronization points is essential
to judge the relationship between the synchronized relation %s,,ci
~Synci (Si) and the
underlying stream Si'
synchronizaSi. For example, in Figure 3, time point 2 is a full synchroi~ization point for
(RoomTempStr)
time 2, ~SY71C2 (RoomTempStr)
(RoomTempStr)
for ~SY71C2
'%s,7,c2
(RoomTempStr) because, at t,inle
reflects aU
point 3
all RoomTempStr's tuples up to
t o time 2. On the other hand, time point
is
synchl.onization point for ~Sync2 (RoomTempStr)
(RoomTempStr) because, at time 3,
is aa partial synchronization
~SY71C2
!RSVnc2 (RoomTempStr)
(RoomTempStr) reflects RoomTempStr's
RoomTempStr's tuples only up to time 2 but does
"+<c,80>3"
not reflect the input tuple "+<c,
80>3" that arrives at time 3. Thus, a.t
at a full
synchroi~iza.tionpoint, the relation is up-to-date
up-to-date with the stream. However, at a
synchronization
partial
point, the relation is not conlpletely
completely up-to-date with the
pa.rtia1 synchronization
syi~c1~ronization
stream. Specifying the relationship between a synchronized relation and the understream.
strean1 is
is essential
essential for deducing containment relationships among synchronized
lying stream
as will
will be discussed in Section 7.
7.
relations as
6_2
6.2 Operators

this section,
section. we
xire discuss the logical SyncSQL
SyncSQLoperators. The physical operators
In this
8. Logical operators in SyncSQL
will be discussed in Section 8.
will
SyncSQL are classified into three
classes: Stream-to-Relation (S2R),
(S2R). Relation-to-Relation (R2R),
classes:
(R2R), and Relation-toStrean1 (R2S).
(R2S). This operator classification is similar to the classification used by
Stream
[Arasu et al
al. 2006],
20061. but with different instantiations of
CQL [Arasu
of the operators in each
class. The S2R class includes one operator that is used to express the desired
class.
ACh.1 Transactions
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synchronization
syncl~ronizationpoints. The R2R class includes the traditional relational operators.
operators.
Finally,
Finally. the R2S class includes one operator that is used by a query ttoo express the
desire of a STREAMED
STREAMED (or an incremental)
incren~ental)output.

6.2.1
6.2.1 The
Th.e Stream-to-Relation
Stream.-to-Relatior). Operator ~.
!R. The same
sa.me tagged stream can be
mapped to different synchronized relatioils
relations using different synchronization
streams.
ma.pped
syi~chronizatioi~
streams.
The operator ~
!R takes a synchronization stream Sync as a parameter and maps an
input stream S to
~Sync (S).
t o a synchronized
synchrollized relation !Rs,,,,
(S) . As discussed in Section O??,
O??, If
If
an input S tuple is denoted by "Type<Attributes>Timestamp",
"Type<Attributes>Timestamp , then ~Sync
!Rs,,, (S)
(S) 's
schema is as follows:
TS>", where TS corresponds
follows: "<Attributes,
" < A t t r i b u t e s ,TS>"
corresponds to
t o the Timestamp
field of S's tuples.
~ performs the following:
t,uples. !R
following: (1)
(1) buffers S's tuples, (2)
(2) modifies the
output
relation by the buffered tuples at every Sync's point, where the output
out.put relatioil
relation at
(T) ]. According to
relat,ioil
a t Sync's point
poiilt T is denoted by R[S
R[S(T)I.
t o the types of the
~ can modify !Rs,,,(S)
~Sync (S) by three different operations as follows:
follows:
buffered tuples, !R
(1)
~Sync (S),
(1) an insert "+" tuple causes ~
!R to
t o insert a new tuple into !RSync
(S) , (2)
(2) an update
"u" tuple
~ to
t,uple causes !R
t o change the values of some attributes of an existing tuple in
~Sync
(S),
and
(3)
a
~ tto
~Sync (S).
!RSy?,, (S):
(3) delete "-"
5" causes !R
o delete aa. tuple from %sync
(S). Notice
that update and delete operations
can
be
defined
only
for
relations
that
have a
operatioils call he
key.
primary key.

"+"

<

6.2.2
Relation-to-Stream Operator <.
~. The operator ~ is responsible
Th.e Relation.-to-Stream
respoilsible for pro6.2.2 The
ducing aa. STREAMED
STREAMED (or
(or Incremental)
1ncrementa.l) output of a relation. Any synchronized relation ~Sync
!Rs,,,, (S) can
call be transformed into
inbo only
oilly one tagged stream that
tha.t represents the
TVhenever the relation is modified,
modified, ~ performs the
modifications to
t o the relation. 'Whenever
following:
~Sync (S)
represeilt !Rs,,,
(S) 's modifications since the
following: generates delta tuples that represent
previous synchronization
synchroniza.tion point and assigns to every generated tuple a timestamp
that
modification time. ~ produces the minimum
t,hat.equals to the inodifica~t~ioil
miilimuin possible set of tuples
between two states of the relation. For example,
example, one update
that represent the delta bet~veen
tuple is produced for each key value k if k has different attribute values betweeil
between
the two consecutive
collsecutive ~Sync
!RSync (S) states although k may have been modified by a chain
of update operations. For example,
temperature-monitoring application,
exa,mple, in the tempera.ture-monitoriilg
application: the
same room may report more than
thaa one temperature
telnperature update in the same synchrosyncllrc~
nization period. However,
However: the set of delta
delta. tuples that is generated by ~ at
a t the later
nizatioil
synchronization
synchronizatioi point includes only one update tuple per room that represents the
latest temperature update. Notice that the delta
between two consecutive states of
delt,a.betweeil
the relation
relatioil may
1na.y be represented in several other ways. For example, ~ can produce
the detailed updates chain for a certain key k without
wit,hout performing any accumulation. However, in this paper,
paper, we assume that ~ generates the minimum possible set
t.ion.
of tuples that can
represent the
ca.n represent,
t'he delta
delt,a.between the two states of the relation.
th
Delta tuples generation: At the iitlL
synchronization
syncl~ronizationtime point T
Ti,
genera.tes
i , ~ generates
between !R(S(Ti-l)]
~[S(Ti-l)] and !R[S(Ti)]
~[S(Ti)] as follows.
the delta tuples betweeil
follows. For every key value
k do the following:
following: (1)
(1) If
If there is a tuple in ~[S(Ti-d]
!RIS(Ti-I)] with key k but there is no
~[S(Ti)] with key k,
k, then generate
genera.te a delete tuple for the key k. (2)
(2) If
If there
tuple in !R[S(Ti)]
is not
~[S(Ti-l)] with key k but there is a tuple in !R[S(T,:)]
~[S(Ti)] with key
not. a tuple in !RIS(T,-l)]
k,
tuple for the key k.
k , then generate an insert t'uple
k. (3)
(3) If
If there is a tuple with key k in
values, then generate an
both ~[S(Ti-l)]
!RIS(T,-l)] and ~[S(Ti)]
!R[S(Ti)]but with different attribute
a.ttribute values,
update tuple for t,he
the key k.
updabe

<
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<
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Fig. 5.5. The
The Relation-to-Stream
Relation-to-StreamOperator.
Operator.
EXAMPLE
18.
EXAMPLE
18. Figure
Figure 55 gives
gives the
t,he mapping
mapping from
from ~Sync2
!J?s,nc2(RoomTempStr),
(RoomTempStr), that
that
3: to
to the
the corresponding
corresponding stream,
stream, Sout
Sout (Le.,
(i.e., Sout
Sout ==
given in
in Figure
Figure 3,
isis given
(RoomTempStr) 1). For
For example,
example, at
at time
time 4,
4, ~[ produces
produces +<c,
+ < c ,80,3>4
80,3>4 and
and
~<(!J?sYnc2
(~Sync2 (RoomTempStr))).
u<a,
95 ,4>4 as
u<a ,95,4>4
as the
the differences
differences since
since the
the previous
previous synchronization
synchronization point,
point, 2.
2. Notice
Notice
that
assigns timestamps
timestainps to
to the
t,he output
output stream
stream tuples
tuples so
so that
that the
the output
output stream
stream
that ~E assigns
can be
be used
used as
as input
input in
in another
another continuous
cont,inuous query.
query.
can

6.2.3 Extended
6.2.3
Exten,ded R2R
R2R Operators.
Operators. The
The R2R
R2R class
class of
of operators
operators includes
includes extended
extended
versions of
of the
the traditional
traditioilal relational
relational operators
operators (e.g.,
(e.g., (7,
a , Jr,
n, 1Xl,
w, U,
U , n,
n, and
and -).
-). The
versions
The
SyncSQLare
are the
the same
saine as
as in
in the
t,hetraditional
traditional relational
relational
semantics of
of R2R
R2R operators
operators in
in SyncSQL
semantics
in SyncSQL
SyncSQLisis that
that an
a.noperator
operator is
is continuously
continuously running
running to
to
algebra. The
The difference
difference in
algebra.
reflect
with
materialized
reflect the
the continuous
cont~inuousmodifications
inodifications in
in the
the input
input relations.
rela.tions. As
As with materialized
from an
a,nR2R
R2R operator
operator isis refreshed
refreshed whenever
whenever any
any of
of the
the input
input rereviews, the
the output
output from
views,
(e.g., (7,
a,Jr),
T ) ,the
the output
output relation
relation is
is modified
modified
lationsisis modified.
modified. For
For aa unary
unary operator
operator (e.g.,
lations
at the
the input
input relation's
relation's synchronization
synchroilization points.
points. In
In other
other words,
words, the
the synchronization
synchronization
at
pa,rtial)for
for the
the output
output are
are the
the same
same as
as those
those for
for the
the input
input relation.
relation.
points (full
(full and
and partial)
points
problein arises
arises in
in non-unary
non-unary operators
operators if
if the
the input
input relations
relations have
have difdifHowever, aa problem
However,
ferent synchronization
synchronization points.
points. Notice
Notice that
that operating
operat,ing over
over relations
relations with
with different
different
ferent
sync1~roniza.tionpoints
points isis similar
similar to
to operating
operating over
over windowed
windowed streams
streams with
with different
different
synchronization
slide values.
values.
slide
For example,
example, consider
consider aa binary
binary operator,
operator, say
say 0,
0: that
that has
has two
two input
input synchronized
synchronized
For
relations, Rs
Rs,,,,,
(S1)
and
RsYnc,
(S2).
The
input
relation
RSyncl
(S1)
is modified
modified
relations,
)
(SI)
and
RS
(S2).
The
input
relation
Rs
)
(SI)
is
ync
ync2
ync
at every
every time
time point
point in
in SynCI
Syncl while
while RS
Rs,,,,ync2 (S2)
(S2) is
is modified
inodified at
at every
every point in
in Sync2'
Sync2.
at
As aa result,
result: the
the output
output.of
of 00 isis modified
inodified at
at every
every point
point TT EE (Syncl
(Syncl U
U Sync2).
Sync2). The
The
As
interpreted as
as follows:
follows:
output of
of 00 isis interpreted
output
time point
point TIE
T1 E (Syncl-For every
every time
(Syncl- Sync2),
Sync2),TTI1 is
is aa full
full synchronization
synchronization point for
for
-For
Rsgncl
(Si) (i.e.,
(i.e.:at
at time
time TTI
Rsync,
(S1 is
is up-to-date
u p - t ~ d a twith
with
e
S1). However,
However, the same
same
Rs
SI)'
ync ) (SI)
ync ) (SI)
1 ,:Rs
point Tl
TI isis aa partial
partial synchronization
synchronization point
point for
for RS
Rs,,,,ync2 (S2)
(S2) (i.e.,
(i.e., at
at T
TI,
RsYnc,
(S2)
point
1 , RS
ync2 (S2)
not up-to-date
up-to-dat'e with
with S2)'
Sz). Hence,
Hence, as
as aa. result,
result, T
T1
is aa partial synchronization
isis not
1 is
point for
for the
the output
output of
of 00 because
beca.use at
a t time
time TT17
the output
output of
of 00 is
is not up-to-date
point
1, the
with
all
input
streams.
with all input streams.
-Similarly, every
every time
time point
point T2
T2 EE (Sync2(Syncz- Syncl)
Syncl) is
is aa partial synchronization
-Similarly,
point for
for the
the output
out,put of
of 00 because
because itit. is
is not
not up-to-date
up-to-date with
with all
all input
input streams.
streams.
point
E v e r y time
time point
point TT EE (Syncl
(Syncl
Sync2) is
is aa full
full synchronization point for
for the
-Every
Sync2)
since it
it is
is up-to-date
up-to-date with
with all
all input
input streams.
streams.
output of
of 00 since
output

n

Definition 3.
3. Unary
Unary operators.
operators. The
The output of aa unary R2R operator e
O
Definition
over
a
synchronized
relation
!J?sYnc(S)
is
another
synchronized
relation,
denoted
over a synchronized relation ~Sync(S) is another synchronized relation,
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Joining Relations \with
v i t l ~Different
Different Synchronization.

8(~Sync(S)),
that:
by O
( % S y n c ( S )such
) : t,hat:
'd
E Sync,
i s a full
\if T E
Sync, T is
full sync point,and
point, and
8(~Sync(S)) =
= 8(R[S(T)])
O ( R [ S ( T ) ],: )while
O(%s,,,,(S))
\if T $
tf. Sync:
Sync, T is
partial sync point, and
V
i s a pal-tial
8(~Sync(S)) == 8(R[S(T)])
@(%s?pc(S))
c-)(R[s(~')~)
,whel-e T == max
77zaz (t
( t EE Sync and t <
< T)
T)
'where

Definition 4. Binary operators. The output of a binary R2R operator
operat,or
8O over two synchronized relations %syncl(S1)
~Syncl (SI) and %Sync2(S2)
~Sync2 (S2) is a synchronized
relation, denoted by ~Syncl (SI)
~Sync2 (S2),
( S 1 )8O YISync2
( S 2 ) ,such that:
(1)V
Sync2,
i s a full
(1)
\if T E Syncl
Sync I
Sync2, T is
full sync point, and
~Syncl(SI)
~Sync2(S2)
R[SI(T)]
R[S2(T)],
%syncl
( S I )8 %
~ y ? z(S2)
c~ =
= R
[ S l ( T ) ]8@ R
[SZ(T)]:
\if T E
Sync2), T is
partial sync point, and
(2)
(Syncl -- Sync2),
i s a partial
( 2 ) 'd
E (SyncI
~Syncl
~Sync2(S2) == R[Sl
R[SI (T)]
R[S2(T)],
%
~ ~(SI)
(S1)
n c8 ~%~ync2(S2)
( T I ]8 R
[sz(F)]~
,where
T == max(t
rnaz(t EE Sync2 and t <
< T),
T),
where T
(3) 'd
E (Sync2
(Sync2 -- Sync1):
(3)
\if T E
SyncI), T is a partial
partial sync point, and
~SyncI
(SI)
8
~Sync2(S2)
=
R[SI(T)]
R[S2(T)],
%s,ncl ( S I ) %sync2( 5 ' 2 ) = R [ S I( T ) ]8 R
[SZ(T)],
where T =
= max(t
max(t EE Syncl and t <
< T)
T)

n

T

3. at any time point, say t,
T. that does not belong to
According to Definition 3,
the output synchronization
syilchronization stream,
stream, the output synchroniz;;d
synchronized relation
froin a unary
relati~m from
T. Similarly,
operator reflects the input stream only up to a time point T
t where T
t :s; t.
according
4, at any time point.
point, say T,
t, that does not belong to the
accordiilg to Definition 4.
synchlonization stream,
stream. the output from a binary R2R operator reflects one
output synchronization
input
stream up to time point tT and reflects the other input stream only up to time
~nput str:am
Tt where Tt :s; t.
T.

<

<

EXA~.IPLE
19. This example
exalnple demonstrates
delllollstrates a join query between two relations,
EXAMPLE
19.
~Sync2 (S2)
~SynC3
%sync2
(S2) and %
s ~ , ,(S3),
(S3):
~ , where Sync2
Sync2 ticks every 2 units while Sync3
Syncs ticks
every 3 units. The SyncSQL
SyncSQLexpression is as follows:
follows:
s e l e c t STREAMED
STREAMED *
select
A
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Join's Partial and Full Synchronization Points.

from
(8 2 ) R
(8 3 ) R
2 , ~sync3
3
f r o m ~SynC2
&ync2(S2)
R27
@iyncs(S3)
R3
where
where R
R2.1D
= R
R3.1D
2 .ID =
3 .ID

Figure 7 gives
S2 and S3,
S3, and the output
gives the synchronization points for the inputs S2
0.
time points 2, 3, 4, and 6. Figure 6
0, is refreshed at
a t tinle
0 . The
The join output,
output, say 0,
to RR[8
(2) ] wR[S3
txlR [83 (011
(0) ] a.nd
and hence
illustrates the pipeline. The output at
a t 2 is equal t,o
[S2
2 (211
22 is
83 only up to time 0O.. Similarly,
is a partial synchronization point since it reflects S3
33 is
is a partial synchronization point since 3 reflects 8S2
2 up to time 2. Also, 4 is a
partial synchronization point since 4 reflects 83
S3 up ttoo time 3. In contrast, 6 is a full
synchronization point for the output since 6 reflects all input tuples up to time 6.
same synchronization stream
Notice that in practice it makes more sense to use the saine
with all
all the join inputs.
inputs. The synchronization
synchronizat.ion stream
strea.n~that is to be used with the
join inputs represent the time points at which the query issuer is interested
interested in the
query output.
Distinguishing the full
join
full and partial synchronization points is important ifif the join
output is
to
be
used
as
input
to
another
query.
For
example,
assume
a
query,
say
exa.inple,
is
query.
Om,
83 at time 6. Q,Om can obtain its
Q,, that is
is interested in the result of joining 8S2
2 and S3
desired join result from the output relation at time 6 in Figure G6 because 6 is a full
synchronization point and hence,
~Sync2 (S2)w!RSyncs
(82)txI~Sync3 (S3)
(83) is up-to-date
hence, at time 6,
6: !Rs,,,,
with respect to
.
In
other
"vords,
Om
join
t o both 82
S2 and 8S3.
words,
if
Q,
is
to
re-execute
the join
3
between 82
same rela,tion
relation as the output
S2 and 83
S3 at time 6,
6, then Om
Q, would get the sanle
relation at
another query, say Q,
On,
a,t time 6 in Figure 6.
6. On the other hand, assume mother
,
is interested in the result of joining
S2 and 83
S3 aatt time 3. Unlike Q,,,
that is
joining 82
Om, Q,On cannot
obtain its desired output from the output relation at time 3 in Figure 6 because at
time 3,
8 2 and S3.
8 3.
3, ~Sync2
!RSyncz (82)txI~Sync3
(S2)w!RSyncs(8
(S3)
coillpletely up-to-date with S2
3) is not completely

6.2.4
Based on the previous discussion, the
6.2.4 Derived Synchronized Relations.
Re1ation.s. Ba,sed
output of an R2R expression over synchronized relations is a derived synchronized
following logical properties:
relation. The output derived relation has the following

-Data (or state)
state) that is derived from the input rela.tions'
-Data
relations' states.
-Time that represents the time points at which the derived relation is modified.
-Time
o the union of
The derived relation is modified at
a t every time point T
The
T if T
T belongs tto
of
o distinguish between
the input relations' synchronization streams. It is essential tto
between
full and
a.nd partial synchronization points for the derived relation in order to
the full
o answer another query.
know the time points at which the relation can be used tto
Basically, the time points at which the derived relation are modified are further
Basically,
(1) Full synchronization
syn.chron,ization poin,t.s:
classified as
as follows:
follows: (1)
classified
points: a time point T
T is a.
a full
synchronization point for the derived relation only if T
T is a.
a full synchronization
synchronization
for all
all the input relations. (2) Partial syn,chron.ization
synchTOnization points:
points: a time point,
point for
ACM Transactions on
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say T,
if T is a partial
T, is a partial synchronization
syllchronizatioil point for the derived relation if
synchronization point for at least one of the input relations.

6.2.5
6.2.5 Expressing
Expressin.9 Queries.
Queries. In order ttoo express a query over a tagged stream,
the SyncSQL
expression
is constructed as follows.
follows. (1)
(1) S2R: transform each input
SyncSQL
stream to the corresponding synchronized relation via an %
~ operator using the
desired synchronization. (2)
R2R:
using
R2R
operators,
and
in a way similar tto
(2)
o
traditional SQL,
express
the
query
over
the
synchronized
relations.
The output
SQL,
synchronized
of of the R2R pipeline is a derived synchronized
(3) R2S: the output
syilchronized relation. (3)
synchronized
relation
is
transformed
into
an
incremental
output
via J.
~.
synchroilized
6.3
6.3

Equivalences
Equivalences and Relationships
Relationships

In this
this section,
section, we introduce preliminary relationships that are required by a query
optimizer to enumerate
eilumerate the query plans.

6.3.1
Synchronization Streams. A synchro6.3.1 Containment
C0n.tainmen.t Relationship
Relation.sh,ip among Synchronization.
nization
stream,
say
Sync
1,
is
contained
in
another synchronization stream, say
ilization stream, sa37 Syncl,
Sync2,
if
every
time
point
in
Sync]
is
also
a
time
point in Sync2
Sync2 (i.e., %(Syncl)
~(Syncl) C
~
Syncs,
Sync1
~(Sync2)).
For
example,
the
synchronization
stream
that
is
defined
over
clockStr
%(Sync2)).
exalnple,
sync1~ronization
by the predicate "TimePoint mod 4=0"
4=07' is contained in the stream that is defined
by the predicate "TimePoint mod 2=0".
2=0".
Proposition 1.
~(Sync2) i f
1. ~(Syncl)
%(Syncl) ~
C %(Sync2)
f
\j
2),
where
I
is
an insert operatioil
operation of
of the form
'd II (I
(I E
E Sync]
Syncl =? I E Sync
Sync2),
1
"+<T>TX.
"+<T>T".

+

6.3.2
6.3.2 Containment
Con,tainment Relationships
Relation.ships among Synchronized Relations. Reasoning
containnlent relationships between two synchronized
syilchronized relations must consider
about containment
the two logical properties,
properties, state and time, of the relation. For example, consider
synchronized relations,
relations, ~Synci (S) and ~Syncj (S),
(S), that are defined over the
two synchronized
same stream S.
S. Notice that the states of %s,,ci
same
~Synci (S) and %s,,,~
~Syncj (S) may not be
Synci and Syncj are not the same. However,
equal at every time point if Sync;
However, if
if Synci
Sync;
is contained in SynCj,
Syncj7then ~Sync;
Rs,,,, (S) is con,tained
is
contained in Rs,,,,
~Syncj (S).
(S). The coiltainment
containment
relationship means that every full
full synchronization time point of
relationship
of ~Synci (S) is also a
(S). The containlnent
full synchronization point of ~Syncj (S).
full
containment relationship is important
since ~Synci
!RsgnCi (S)
(S) can
call be computed
conlputed from %s,,cj
since
~Syncj (S) without accessing S.
S. The containment relationship is judged
judged based only on the full synchronization time points
of the relation because those are the time points at which the synchronized relation
is completely up-to-date 'with
with the underlying streams.
is
1. For any stream
strean1 S,
S, a synchronized relation !Rs,,,,(S)
Theorem 1.
~Synci (S) is contained
(S)if ~(Synci)
%(Synci> ~
C ~(Syncj)'
%(Syncj).
in ~Syncj(S)
Proof:
Proof:

(1) Based on Definition 3:
3:
(1)
~Syncj(S)
!Rs,,,,(S> == R[S(T)]
R[S(T)I \j
'd T E
E ~(Syncj);
%(Syncj);
(2) Given that ~(Sync;)
%(Synci) C
C ~(Syncj),
%(Syncj), then:
(2)
then, based on Proposition 1,
1,
'd T (T
(T E ~(Synci)
%(Synci> =? T E ~(Syncj));
%(Syncj));
\j
(3) From 11 and 2 above,
a.bove,
(3)
%sgnCj
(S) == R[S(T)]
R[S(T)I \j
'd T E R(Synci1;
~Syncj(S)
~(Sync;);

+
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Relation Containment.

( 4 ) Based on Definition 3,
3,
(4)
5Rs
(S)
=
R[S(T)]
\;f
%synci
=
R[S(T)I
'd T E 5R(SynCi);
%(Synci);
YnCi
( 5 ) From 3 and 4 above:
above:
(5)
5RSynci
= %syncj
5RSyncj (S)
(T) ]I
%synci(S)
( S )=
( S )=
= R [S (TI
'd T
T E 5R(Synci)'
%(Synci).
\;f
Corollary
1.
If
5R(SynCi)
~ 5R(Syncj),
then
1.
%(Synci> C
%(Syncj),
5Rs ynci (S)
5RSynci(~(5RSyncj(S))),
%synci
(s)cc %synci
(E(%syncj( S ) ) ) .
Corollary 1 means that 5Rs
from 5Rs
%synci
!RsYncj
mrithyncj (S) withYnCi (S) can be constructed froin
out accessing S. This is done by applying Synci over the output stream from
froin
5R Sync ; ([(%sYncj
(~(5RSyncj (S)))
E~ (5RSyncj
(%syncj(S».
(S) ) . Notice that 5RSynci
%synci(S)
( S ) does not equal %sync,
( S ) ) )but
5Rs YnCi (S)
5RSynci (E(XSyncj
(~(5RSyncj (S))).
( S ) is contained in gSynci
( S ) ) ) .The containment relationship is
because %synci
( S ) ) )has two timestamp attributes while %synci
( S ) has
5Rs ynci (E(RSyncj
(~(5RSyncj (S)))
5Rs ync ;(S)
only one timestamp attribute. The additional timestamp attribute is because in
5RSynci(~(5RSyncj(S))),
5R operators where each 5R
%Synci([(%Syncj
( S ) ) ) S, is passed by two %
% operator maps
the timestamp attribute of the input stream tuples into the TS attribute of the output relation (as
(as explained in Section 6.2).
6.2). The containment relationship is further
illustrated by Figure 8 where Figure 8a gives the derivation of 5RSync4 (S) while
Figure 8b gives
gives the derivation of !RsynC4
(S) 1).
5Rs ync4 (E(%SYIZC(~(5RSync2 (S»).
Proof:

xSynci

(1)
5R with a synchronization
(1) Based on the functionality of the 5R
% operator, applying %
synchroiliza.tion

stream Syncj
Syncj to a stream S does not result in inserting,
inserting, updating, or deleting
Then, 5RSyncj
!RsYncj(S)
( S ) exactly represents S \;f
'd T E Syncj'
Syncj.
any tuples from S
S.. Then,
( 2 ) Similarly,
Similwly, based on the functionality of the ~ operator,
operator, applying E~ to aa. relation
(2)
%,,,,, (S)
( S ) does not result in inserting, updating,
froin
5Rsyncj
updating, or deleting any tuples from
gsyncj(S).
( S ) . Hence, E(%,
,,
( S ) )exactly represents 5Rsyncj
%,yncj (S)
( S )\;f
'd point in time.
5Rsyncj
~(5Rsyncj
(S))
(3) From 1 and 2 above,
above, E(!RSyncj(S))
'd T E
E Syncj.
(3)
~(5Rsyncj(S)) exactly represents S \;f
Syncj'
(4) For a synchronization stream Synci such that 5R(Synci)
%(Sylzci) C
%(Sy7zcj),then, \;f
'd
(4)
~ 5R(Syncj),
T E
E Synci +
=} T E
Syncj.
E Sylzcj.
(5)
~(5Rsyncj(S)) exactly represents S \;f
( 5 ) From 3 and 4 above,
above, E(!Rsyncj(S))
'd T E Synci,
Synci, hence
5R
5R Sync ; (E(%syncj
(~(5RSyncj (S))).
Sync ;(S)
%syncj
( S )C
C %synci
(S))).
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EXAMPLE
20.
EXAMPLE
20. This example illustrates Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.
1. Consider
two synchronization streams,
streams, Sync2
Sync2 and Sync4,
Sync4, where %(Sync4)
c %(Sync2).
~(Sync4) C
~(Sync2)'
~Sync4 (S) while Figure 8b gives
Figure 8a gives
gives the derivation of %Sync,
gives the deriva~Sync4 (.;
(~Sync2 (S))).
(J(!XSVnc2
(S) 1 ) . Notice that all the full
full synchronization
syncllronization points for
tion of %sync4
XSync4
(S) are also full
full synchronization points for !RsV,,,,
( s ) . Moreover,
I\iIoreover, if only the
~Sync4 (S)
~Sync2 (S).
(i.e.. [(%s,,,c,
S2 in Figure 8b),
8b).
STREAMED version of %sync,
~Sync2 (S) is available (i.e.,
';(~SY71C2 (S)) or S2
~Sync4 (S) can be computed by applying Sync4
~Sync4 (S)
%sync4
Sync4 over S2
S2 (i.e.,
(i.e.. %s,,,c4
(S) at time 4
~Sync4 (J(%sync2
(';(~Sync2 (S)))
4). A query processor benefits from
is contained in %sync,
(S) 1) at time 4).
this containment
contaillrnent relationship by sharing the cost of maintaining
mailltailling %SY,,C,
(S) among
~SY71C2 (S)
,
(S) or ~Sync4 (S).
queries that need to maintain !Rs,
~Sync2
(S)
(S).

Commutabzlzty between Synchronzzatzon
Operators. R2R oper6.3.3
Synchronization and R2R Operators.
6.3.3 Gommutability
SyncSQL expression are executed over synchronized relations.
ators in a SyncSQL
relations. In this
section, we show that the order of applying the synchronization
synchronizatio~land R2R operators
coilllllutability between the synchronization
syilchro~lizatiolland R2R operacan be switched. The commutability
granularity relations and hence
tors allows
allows executing the query pipeline over finest grailularity
heilce
allows
have similar R2R operators but
allows sharing the execution
executioil among queries that ha\-e
with different synchronization.
Theorem
Theorem 2. For any unary R2R operator e,
O. \:j
V T such that T is a full
full synchronizafull synchronization point of %s,,,(J(O(%(S)))).
tion point of O(%s,,,(S)).
e(~Sync(S)), T is a full
~Sync(.;(e(~(S)))).
Proof:
Proof:
(1) From the definition of R2R operators, an R2R operator immediately
iillmediately reflects
(1)
t,hen the full
full synchronization
syilchroilizatioil points of
of
the changes in the input to t,he
the output, then
O(%s,,,(S))
e(~Sync(S)) are the full synchronization points of %s,.,,c(S).
~Sync(S). In other words,
the full
full synchronization points of O(%s,n,(S))
e(~Sync(S)) are the time points that belong
to the synchronization
Sync.
synchrollization stream Sync.
syilchroilization stream Sync
(2) Since applying the synchronization
Sync is the outermost operation in
~Sync(.;(e(~(S)))), then the full
~Sync(.;(e(~(S))))
%sync(J(O(%(S)))),
full synchronization
syllchronization points of %s,nc(J(O(%(S))))
synchroniza.tion stream Sync.
are the time points that belongs to the synchronization
Sync.
(3) From 1 and 2 above,
above, the full synchronization point,s
(3)
points of O(%s,,,,(S))
e(~Sync(S)) and
~Sync(.;(e(~(S)))) are the same and equa.1~
equals to the time points that belongs
%sync(J(O(%(S))))
to the synchronization stream
Sync.
st'realn Sync.
Theorem
binary R2R operator e,
Theorem 3. For any bin.ary
0, \:j
V T such that T is a full synchroniza.t,ionpoint of Rs,,,,
(5'1) e
O RsVn,,
( S 2 ) , T is a full
full synchronization
synchronizat~ionpoint of
chronization
~Syncl (Sl)
~Sync2(S2),
~Syncl (-,sync,
nSync2(';(~(Sd
e
~(S2)))'
(J(WS1)
0
WS2))).
, ,
Proof:
Proof:

sync,

(1) From the definition on non-unary R2R operator,
operator, a full
full synchronization point
(1)
is a time point at which the output is completely up-to-date with all the input
(S1)e
O %s,n,,(Sz)
relations. Then,
Then: the full
full synchronization point,s
points of Rs,,.,,
~Syncl (Sd
~Sync2(S2)
full synchronization points for both Rs,,,,,
(S1)
are the time points that are full
~Syncl (S
1)
and %
~Sync2
s y n c 2 (S2).
(S2).
(2)
~Syncl (Sl)
(2)From 1 above,
above, the full
full synchronization
synchronizatio~~
points of !RsV,,,,
(S1)e
O ~SynC2 (S2)
(S2)are
the time points that belong to the synchronization stream Sylrcl
Sync2.
Sync1
Sync2'
(3)
Sync1
Sync2 is the outermost
(3) Since applying the synchronization stream
strea.m Syncl
Sylrc2
out,ermost
operation
~SynCl nSY71c,(,;(~(Sl)
eO %(SP))),
~(S2))), then
the full
in 'sync1
~ ~ n([(%(SI)
c r
then the
full synchronization
synchronization
'peration in

n

n
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time points of~Syncl
(~(~(Sl) e
~(S2))) are the time points that belong
of %sync, Sy nc 2(C(!J?(Sl)
8 !R(S2)))
to the synchronization stream Syncl
Sync2 .
Sync2
(4)
full synchronization points of
of both
( 4 ) FFrom
r o m 2 and 3 above,
above, the full
~Syncl(Sl)
~SynclnSync2(~(~(Sl)
e ~~(S2)))
(C(R(S1) 8
( S Z )are
) ) the
%sync1(S1) e ~Sync2(S2)
%sync, (5'2) and
and gSyncl
sync2
same and equal the
synchronization stream
t,he time points that belong to the syncl~ronization
Syncl
Sync2.
Syncl

n

n

n

The main idea of Theorems
synchronization
Theoreins 2 and 3 is that we can pull the syilchroilizat~ioil
streams out of an R2R operator.
operat,or. Basically, an R2R operator can be executed over
the finest granularity relations and produce a finest granularity output. Then, the
desired synchronization
fine granularity output..
output. Not,ice
Notice that
synchronizatioil is applied
a.pplied over the fine
Theorems
optimizer
Theorems 2 and 3 can also be used in the opposite direction by a query opt,imizer
to push the synchronization
synchroniza.tion inside R2R operators and, hence, reducing the number
of operator executions.
executions.
7.
7. SYNCSQL
SYNCSQL QUERY MATCHING
In this section,
section, we introduce aa. query
quely matching algorithm for SyncSQL expressions.
The goal
Qi, the algorithm
algorithin is that, given a SyncSQL query, say Qi.
goal of the algorithm
determines whether Qi
view, say Qj.
Qj. If
If such
Qi (or
(or a part of it)
it) is contained in another view:
Qj
,vay sinlilar
similar to answering
Qj exists,
exists, the algorithm re-'writes
re-writes Qi
Qi in terms of Qj in a way
queries using views in traditional
traditiona.1 databases.

7.1 Peeling SyncSQL
SyncSQL Expressions
Expressions
7.1

To reason about containment of SyncSQL expressions, we isolate the synchronization
To
synchronization
streams
streams out of the expression's data.
data. The containment relationship is then tested
in two separate steps:
containment and another step to test.
test
steps: one step to test data conta.inn~ent
l i e term the resulting forin
synchronization containment. VYe
form of
of the expressions a.
a
"peeled" form.
form.
Definition 5. Peeled
of a SyncSQL
P e e l e d SyncSQL
SyncSQL Expression. The peeled form of
is a derived synchronized relation that is defined with: (a)
t a t e , which
expression is
(a) S
State,
SQL expression over finest granularity
granu1arit.y relations, and (b)
i m e , which is a.
is a SQL
is
(b) T
Time,
a
global synchronization stream
streanl that specifies
specifies t.he
global
the full synchronization points of
of the
expression.
Theorems 2 and 3 are used to transform any SyncSQL expression int,o
Theorems
into the correform. Notice that we can match two expressions only at the full
sponding peeled form.
synchronization points because they are the points at which the query answer is
up-to-date with all the input streams.
L e m m a . Any SyncSQL
SyncSQL expression has an equivalent peeled form.
Lemma.

EXAMPLE
21. This example derives the peeled for111
EXAMPLE
21.
form for the SyncSQL expressioil
expression
!RSylzcz(S2)).
Q == O"(~Syncl
~ ( X s y n c(Sl)
(S1)
,
w ~Sync2(S2))'
i><l
The derivation is performed in t,wo
two steps as
Q
follows:
follows:
-Using Theorem 3,
3, pull the synchronization
synchrollization streams out of
-Using
of the join
join operator.

,

n

Q == O"(~SynCl
ff(%sync,

Sync2
(~(~(Sd i><l
s,,,,,(C(~(Sl)
w ~(S2))))'
8(S2)))).
-Using Theorem 2,
2, pull the synchronization
synchroilizatioll streanl
-Using
stream out of
of the selection operator.
(C(a(wSl)i><l
P4 ~(S2))))'
WS2)))).
sync,
Q == ! ~Syncl
R sync, Sync2(~(0"(~(Sl)

n
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The constructed peeled form indicates that Q
Q is equivalent tto
o a synchronized
syilchronized
relation with the following:
~(S2)), and (2)
following: (1)
(1) Data: (JOR(SI)
n(%(S1) I><J
w %(S2)):
(2) Full synchronization time points: SyncI
Sync2'
Syncl
Sync2. Notice that the time component gives
the full
full synchronization
synchroilization points for the expression. All other time points that are
not full
points.
full synchronization points are considered to
t o be partial synchronization points.

n

7.2

Query Matching
Matching Algorithm

SyncSQL
SyncSQL query matching is similar ttoo view exploitation
exploitatioil in materialized views [Gold[Goldstein and Larson
2001;
Larson
and
Yang
1985].
Larsoil 2001: Larsoil
19851. However, a matching algorithm for
SyncSQL
forms: state and time.
SyncSQL expressions matches the two parts of the peeled forms:
After introducing
the
main
tools,
·we
now
give
the
high-level
steps of the query
iiltroducing
tools, we
gi\-e
matching algorithm.
SyncSQL query expression,
expression.
algorithm. The input to the algorithm is a SyncSQL
say Q,
Q, and
arid a set of peeled forms for the concurrent
concurreilt queries.
Algorithm SyncSQL-Expression-Matching:
SyncSQL-Expression-Matching:
(1)
(1) Using Theorems 2 and 3,
3, transform Q
Q to
t o a peeled form by constructing the two
components:
(1) Q's
Q's data, Qd,
Q ~and
, (2)
(2) Q's
Q's synchronization,
synchronization, SyncQ;
SyncQ;
components: (1)

(2)
(2) Match Qd
Q~ with data parts ofthe
of the other input peeled forms
forms using a view matching
algorithm
algorithill from the materialized view literature (e.g.,
(e.g.. [Goldstein
[Goldstein and Larson
2001]).
matching is a peeled form (if any)
20011). The result of the illatching
any) for a matching
expression,
expression. say 0,
Q.such that 0
4 consists of a data part Od
qd with synchronization
synchronizatioil
stream Syncij.
Synco.
(3)
(3) If
If such 0
Q exists,
exists. use proposition
propositioil 1 to check the containment
coiltaillment relationship
relatioilship between
betmeen
the synchronization
synchioi~izationstreams SyncQ
SyncQ and Syncij;
Syncq:
(4) If
If ~(SyncQ)
%(SyncQ) ~ ~(Sync-),
%(Sync-). then the query Q
Q can
call be rewritten in terms of 0
Q as
follows.
Q~ in terms of Od
follows. First,
First. rewrite QQ
Qd using the
tlle same algorithm used in Step
2 above. In other words.
words, find the function
F(Od).
functioil F such that Qd
Q~ =
=~
( 6 ~ ) .
(5)
(5) Apply Q's
4's synchronization SyncQ
S>rncg to the result of the
t,he rewrite in order to get the
tlle
desired Q's
have Q
(~(F(O))).
Q's output.
output. In
I11 other words, we liave
Q=
= ~sY71cQ
Rsy,,,,,(<(~(q))).

c

Query matching is used ttoo match an
a.n input query against
aga.inst a set of already existing
views.
k i ~ o ~the
v whole set
set. of queries in advance,
advance, the peeled
views. On the other hand, if we know
forms can be constructed using the greatest common
cornilloil divisor of all synchronization
streams instead of the default clock stream.
st.ream.
EXAMPLE
22. This example
EXAR~IPLE
exanlple illustrates the matching of the temperature monitoring query T4
T4 with the view HotRooms2
HotRooms2 as explained in Example 11.
11. Assume that
the input expressions are as follows:
follo~rs:
HotRooms2 == (JTemp
n~~~~ > 8o(~SY71C2(RoomTempStT))
SO(%Sync2(Roo~~zTempSt~-))
HotRooms2
T4
(RoomTempStr))
T4 == (JTemp
CTernp > lOO(~SY71C4
100(%~ync4
(RoonzTel7zpStr))
The corresponding peeled forms for the two expressions are as follows:
follows:
~sY71c2(~((JTemp
HotRooms2 == %sync2
( < ( n > ~8o(~(RoomTempSt7'»)))
80(%(Roo~7zTe~7zpStr))))
~ ~ ~ ~
T4
~SY71C4 ((~((JTemp
T4 == Z~zJnc4
( ( ~ T e r n p > lOo(~(RoomTempStr))))
100 ( % ( R O O ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ I P S ~ T ) ) ) )
By Comparing the two
)the synchrot,wo peeled forms
forms we can
call conclude
coilclude that: (1
(1)the
nization
contailled in the synchronization
synchroniza.tion stream Sync2.
Sync2. In
ilizatioll stream Sync4 is contained
other ·words,
~(Sync4) C
words: %(Sync4)
c ~(Sync2),
%(Sync2): and (2)
(2) using aa. view matching algorithm
(e.g., [Goldstein
[Goldstein and Larson 2001])
20011) shows that
that. the "Temp >
> 100" =+ "Temp >
>
(e.g.,
80". Then,
HotRooms2. Then, the data part of
Then, the algorithm concludes that T4
Tq C
c HotRooms2.
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TT4q can be re-written in terms of HotRooms2 as
a s follows:
follows:
100(~('iR(HotRooms2)))'
T4 == !JTemp
oTemp > 1
00(<(%(HotR00m~2))).
Then, T4'S
T4's synchronization is applied to the output of the re-write as follows:
follows:
T4 == 'iRsync4
%sync4 ((~(!JTemp
<(oTemp >
> 1100(~('iR(HotRooms2)))))
00(<(%(HotR00m~2)))))
EXAMPLE
23. This example illustra.tes
illustrates query matching. Assume that the
EXAMPLE
stream R
RoomTempStr
o o m T e m p S t r has an additional attribute, termed BBuilding,
u i l d i n g , that indicates
the building at which the room is located. Consider the following
following monitoring view
over RoomTempStr:
find the
R o o m T e m p S t r : "Group
" G r o u p rooms
r o o m s bbyy building
bui1din.g and
a n d temperature
t e m p e r a t u r e and
a n d find
t h e nnumber
umber
ooff rooms
r o o m s in
in. each
e a c h group. Update
U p d a t e the
t h e answer
a n s w e r every
e v e q 2 minutes".
m i n u t e s " . The aggregate view
S y n c S Q L as follows:
follows:
is expressed in SyncSQL
u i l d T e m p G r o u p s AS
CREATE STREAMED VIEW B
BuildTempGroups
R.Building, R
. T e m p e r a t u r e , Count(R.RoomID)
Count(R.Roorn1D) as cntRooms
cntRooms
SELECT R.Building,
R.Temperature,
(RoomTempStr) R
R
FROM !RSync2
'iRsync2 (RoomTempStr)
R . B u i l d i n g , R.Temp
GROUP BY
GROUP
BY R.Building,
Assume further
furt.her that the follomiing
6 , is later issued over
following aggregate query, say TT6,
RRoomTempStr:
o o m T e m p S t r : "Find
" F i n d the
t h e nnumber
u m b e r of
h o t rrooms
o o m s in eeach
a c h building,
buildin,g, update
u p d a t e the
t h e aanswer
nswer
of hot
eevery
v e q 44 m
i n u t e s " . T6 is expressed as follows:
follows:
minutes".
SELECT STREAMED R.Building,
R . B u i l d i n g : Count(R.RoomID)
Count(R.Room1D)
FROM 'iRsync4 (RoomTempStr)
(RoomTempStr) R
FROM
R
80
WHERE TTemperature
e m p e r a t u r e > 80
WHERE
R.Building
GROUP BY
BY R.Building
By Comparing T6 against the view BBuildTempGroups
u i l d T e m p G r o u p s we can conclude that:
(1)
(1) 'iR(Sync4)
'iQ(Sync4) C 'iR(Sync2),
% ( S y n c z ) , and
a.nd (2)
( 2 ) using a view matching algorithm (e.g.,
(e.g., [Gold[Goldstein and Larson 2001])
BuildTempGroup
20011) shows that the view B
u i l d T e m p G r o u p contains all the
T 6 . Then,
Then, T6 can be re-expressed as follows:
follows:
information required to answer T6.
SELECT
V
.
B
u
i
l
d
i
n
g
,
S
u
m
(
V
.
c
n
t
R
o
o
m
s
)
SELECT V.Building, Sum(V.cntRooms)
FROM !RSyncn
( ~ u i l d T e m p G r o u p sV
V)
FROM
'iRsync4 (BuildTempGroups)
. T e m p e r a t u r e > 80
80
WHERE VV.Temperature
WHERE
.Building
GROUP BY
BY V
V.Building
The Sum aggregate sums the number of rooms in each building. Notice that the
B u i l d T e m p G r o u p s can also be used to answer queries over R
o o m T e m p S t r that
view BuildTempGroups
RoomTempStr
requires grouping on the Temperature attribute. Consider, for example, the followfollowing query,
query, say T7:
T 7 : "Find
L L F i n dthe
t h e number
n.umber of
of rrooms
o o m s having
h a v i n g the
t h e ssame
a m e temperature,
t e m p e r a t u r e , uupdate
pdate
min.utes". T
T77 can be expressed in terms
uildTempGroups
t h e answer
a n s w e r every
e v e r y 2 minutes".
the
tenllS of B
BuildTempGroups
follows:
as follows:
V .Temperature,
T e m p e r a t u r e , Sum(V.cntRooms)
Sum(V.cntRooms)
SELECT V.
FROM
FROM 'iRSynC2 (BuildTempGroups)
(BuildTempGroups) V
V
GROUP BY
BY V
V.Temperature
.Temperature

8.

THE NILE-SYNCSQL
NILE-SYNCSQL PROTOTYPE
PROTOTYPE

Nile-SyncSQL,
In this section,
section, we present the design of N
i l e - S y n c S Q L , a prototype server to
support SyncSQL
Nile-SyncSQL
S y n c S Q L queries.
queries. The N
i l e - S y n c S Q L prototype is based on the Nile
strea.m management system that is developed at Purdue University [Hammad
[Hammad
data stream
et al.
Nile
al. 2004].
20041. N
i l e is designed to evaluate sliding-window queries over append-only
i l e - S y n c S Q L iilvolves
streams. The design of N
Nile-SyncSQL
involves the integration of new concepts
Aer',,1 Transactions on
N, November
ACR.1
or1 Database Systems, Vol. V,
V: No. N;

2007.
2007.
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synchronization, and views) along with
and components into Nile (e.g., tagging,
tagging, synchronization,
(e.g., tagging and synextending existing components ttoo capture the new concepts (e.g.,
chronization).
chronization).
8.1
8.1

SyncSQL Queries
Pipelined Execution of SyncSQL

4, we showed that continuous queries can be expressed using the same
In Section 4,
relational operators
opera.t,ors as snap-shot queries in relational database management systems. Expressing continuous queries using relational algebra has the advantage of
being very powerful and can be easily
ea.sily understood. However,
However, since the semantics
of relational operators are defined over relations;
relations, continuous queries over tagged
streams are expressed over the streams' corresponding relations. Notice that a
tagged stream
streail1 represents modifications ttoo a relation with a specific schema. Basically,
classified into three classes, stream-tosically, the logical SyncSQL
SyncSQL operators are classified
(S2R), relation-to-relation
(R2S). To express
relation (S2R),
relation-to-relation (R2R):
(R2R), a.nd
and relation-to-stream (R2S).
streams, we do the following:
following: (1)
( I ) transform the
a query over a set of input tagged streams,
streams into corresponding relations using S2R operators,
operators, (2)
(2) express the query
functionality over relations using the relational R2R operators.
operators. The output from
(3) transform the output relation back to
to a
the R2R expression is aa. relation, then (3)
tagged stream using an R2S operator.
operator.
operat,or (i.e.,
(i.e., an
ail R2R operator) takes relations as inputs and proA relationa1
relational operator
duces a relation as output. Logically speaking,
speaking, when any of the input relations is
modified by inserting,
inserting, updating, or deleting a tuple, the relational operator is "reexecuted" over the modified input relation in order to produce a modified output
However, usually the modificatioils
modifications in the input relation affect only a small
relation. However,
part of the output relation.
relat.ion. Hence, the re-execution of the operator involves a lot
of redundant computations.
con~putations. Moreover, in case of SyncSQL
SyncSQL queries,
queries, modifications
to the input relations arrive with high rates as tagged streams.
streams. Hence, a relational
streanl is to be re-executed with
operator (or a relational pipeline) over a tagged stream
every input stream tuple. As a result,
result, from the implementation and performance
point of view, the re-execution approach is not efficient.
efficient.
The physical implementation of SyncSQL
pipelines follows
SyncSQL pipeliiles
follows an incremental evaluation approach in order to avoid the re-execution
re-execution of the pipeline with every input
stream tuple. In
modifications in the
I11 the incremental
incremeiltal evaluation approach,
approach, only inodifications
relations are processed by the query pipeline in order to produce a correinput relatioils
sponding set of nlodifications
modifications in the output.
output. In other words, the input tagged
stream tuples are processed by the operators in the pipeline in order to
t o produce a
increinental query pipeline is constructed
tagged stream as output. Basically, an incremental
relational operators.
operators. Each R2R operator
using differential operators instead of the rela.tiona.1
(e.g.,
(e.g., (J
a and IXJ)
w ) has a corresponding incremental
increnlental (or differential)
differential) operator (e.g.,
(e.g., (Jd
ad
and IXJd).
w". An incremental operator receives an input stream of tagged tuples and
tagged stream as output.
produces another ta,gged
l i e can say that the physical SyncSQL
SyncSqL operators are
a.re incremental operators that
Vve
stream-t.0-stream (S2S)
(S2S) operators. Some of the incremental operator
form a class of stream-to-stream
may need ttoo keep an internal state to be used to process the input modifications and
output. In effect,
produce the corresponding modifications in the output.
effect, the functionality
S2S combines
conlbines three functions as follows:
follours: (1)
(1) takes
ta.kes an
a.n input modification
of an S2S
modification ttoo the operator's internal state
tuple (i.e.,
(i.e., +, u, or -) and applies the modifica,tion
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(if any),
any), (2)
(2) performs the relational operator's function over the operator's internal
(3) reports the modifications in the internal state as an output tagged
state, then (3)
state,
stream. We give detailed explanation of the functionality of the S2S
S2S operators in
O??.
Section O??
Nile-SyncSqL
of
Nile-SyncSQL uses a pipelined queuing model for the incremental evaluation of
SyncSqL queries where query pipelines are constructed using incremencontinuous SyncSQL
tal operators. Query operators in the pipeline are connected via first-in-first-out
queues. An operator, say p, is scheduled once there is at least one input tuple in
p's input queue. Upon scheduling,
scheduling, p processes its input and produces output tuples
in p's output queue, which is the input queue for the next operator in the pipeline.
Tuples that flow
flow in the pipeline are Tagged tuples and can be either insertion (+),
update (u),
(u), or deletion (-)
(-) tuples. The attributes part of a tagged tuple follows
follows the
stream's defined schema. An update tuple has an additional part ttoo hold the old
attribute values. The old attribute values are first attached by the Tagger operator
that is the first operator ttoo produce update tuples in the pipeline (as
(as explained in
Section O??).
O??). As the update tuples propagate in the pipeline, the old attributes are
operators. If
processed by the various operators.
If an operator is to produce an update tuple
output, the operator is responsible for attaching the old attributes to the outas output,
put update tuple according to the operator's semantics. A
11 operator gets the old
An
attributes either from the input tuple's old attributes or from the operator's
operator's stored
a.re needed by the various operators in the pipeline in order to
state. Old values are
maintain a correct query answer. For example, when an attribute is updated while
this attribute is a part of aa. SUM
SUM aggregate. The correct SUM
SUM value is constructed by
subtracting the old attribute value then adding the new attribute value.
In addition ttoo the incremental operators that implement the query functionality, two new operators are
a.re needed to
t o implement the tagging and synchronization
ity,
principles. The tagging principle is implemented via a Tagger operator.
operator. A Tagger
streams. Notice
operator is needed to transform the input raw streams into tagged streams.
that the tagging function is application-dependent
application-dependent and different Tagger operators
inay
may need to be implemented. On the other hand, the synchronization principle is
implemented via the Synchronizer operator.
operator. A synchronizer operator is needed
if the query has coarser refresh requirements. Synchronizer is a buffering operator
that buffers the input stream tuples and releases them to the query pipeline only
at specified synchronization
syilchronization points.

SyncSqL ex8.1.1 Exam,ple
8.1.1
Example Pipelines.
Pipelines. Figure 9 gives example pipelines for two SyncSQL
gives an example from the parking-lot monitorpressions from Section 4. Figure 9a gives
ing application while Figure 9b gives
gives an example from the temperature-monitoring
application.
The Parking-lot Monitoring Application
Figure 9a gives the pipeline for the parking-lot monitoring view ParkLot2
ParkLot2 and P4
P4
as discussed in Exanlple
Example 10.
that ParkLot2's
10. Figure 9a illustrates that.
ParkLot2's pipeline consists
of the following
following operators: (1)
(1) A Tagger operator is attached with each one of the
input streams.
streams. Tagger's output is a stream of "+" tuples since the input streams
(i.e., S1
S1 and S2)
S2) represent append-only relations. (2)
(2) A Synchronizer operator is
(i.e.,
Ta,gger operator. The Synchronizer's job is to
t o buffer the
placed on top of each Tagger
input tagged tuples and to produce them in the output every 2 minutes when a
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Examples
Examples on SyncSQL
SyncSQL Query Pipelines.
Pipelines.

synchronization
synchronizatioil point is received from Sync2.
Sync2. (3)
(3) A Set-difference operator that
a.nd produces a tagged stream as
as output. The Setprocesses the input "+" tuples and
difference's output stream represents ParkLot2's
ParkLotz's output that includes "+" tuples
for vehicles
vehicles entering the parking lot and "-"
"-" tuples for vehicles
vehicles exiting the parking
lot.
P4 is expressed in terms of the ParkLot2
10: Query P4
ParkLot2
lot. As discussed in Example 10,
view. As aa. result,
ParkLot2's output is used as input in P4'S
view.
result., ParkLots's
P4's pipeline that consists
of two operators, a Synchronizer and a Group-by. P4,s
P4's output stream is a tagged
stream that includes a "+" tuple for
for each new group, a "u" tuple for a group
whenever the number of vehicles in the group changes,
changes, and a "-"
"-" tuple whenever a
group needs to
t.o be deleted because all vehicles in that group exits the lot.
The
T h e Temperature
T e m p e r a t u r e Monitoring
M o n i t o r i n g Application
Figure 9b gives
gives the pipelines for the aggregate view BuildTempGroups and
T
TG:
expla.ined in Example 23. Figure 9b illustrates that the pipeline for
6, as explained
BuildTempGroups consists of the following
following operators: (1)
(1) A Tagger operator that
transforms the raw input stream into the tagged stream RoomTempStr that includes
transforills
"+" tuples for newly reported rooms and "u" tuples whenever a room reports a
temperature update. The Tagger operator attaches the old temperature values to
the "u" tuples because these old values are needed by the following
following operators in the
pipeline. (2)
(2) A Synchronizer
Syilchronizer operator that buffers the input tuples and produces
them in the output every 2 minutes, and (3)
(3) A Group-by
Groupby operator that groups the
rooms on the Building and Temperature attributes and maintains the number of
of
rooms in each group.
group. The output of the Group-by operator is a tagged stream that
consists of "+",, "u", and "-" tuples where a "+" tuple reports the addition of a new
group,
group, a "u" tuple reports the change of the number of rooms in a certain group,
and a "-"
"-'' tuple reports the deletion of a certain group due to all rooms in this group
having changed their temperatures.
temperatures. BuildTempGroups's output tagged stream is
used as
a.s input to T6'S
TG'Spipeline. T6'S
TG7spipeline consists of a Synchronizer operator,
operator,
a Select operator, and a Group-by operator.
operator. T6'S
TG's Synchronizer buffers the input
stream tuples and produces them
thein in the output queue every 4 time units. Select is
temperature>
responsible for
for selecting only the tuples that represent groups with temperature
>
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10. Nile-SyncSQL Architecture.

80.
80. T6'S
Ts's Group-by operator groups the input tuples based on the Building attribute.
8.2

Nile-SyncSQL
Abstract Architecture of Nile-SyncSQL

Nile-SyncSQL is based on Nile, a prototype data stream management system
University [Hammad
2004]. Figure 10
[Hammad et al. 20041.
10 gives the
that is developed at
a t Purdue Ui~iversity
architecture of Nile-SyncSQL.
Nile-SyncSQL. The highlighted boxes represent the modules that
are added or extended by Nile-SyncSQL.
Nile is a prototype data stream management system to process continuous
queries over data streams.
streams. Nile adopts a pipelined queuing model
model for the evalevalsliding-\vindow queries over append-only streams. Streams are registered
uatioil
uation of sliding-window
into Nile via "CREATE STREAM" statements. The Stream Manager is responsible for inainta,iiling
cat,alog information about the streams and receiving the input
maintaining catalog
stream tuples from the External Data Sources.
Sources. Queries are issued by External
Query
Query Manager. The
Query Sinks and are registered in the system through the Query
Query Manager is responsible for coi~structing
constructing the query pipeline while the Query
responsible for the continuous
contiiluous evaluation of the pipelines.
Execution Engine is respoilsible
bottom-most operator in any query pipeline is an SSCAN operator that reads
The bottoin-most
the input stream tuples from the Stream Manager. The output from the pipeline's
pipeline's
top-most operator is the output of the query and is forwarded to
t o the Query Manager
then to the External
E x t e r n a l Query
Query Sink.
Sink. Nile's query processing engine is designed
ACM Transactions on Database Systems,
Vol. V.
V, No. N,
N, November 2007.
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to process sliding-window queries over append-only streams. Notice that slidingwindow queries form
wiildow
forin a special class of SyncSQL
SyncSQLqueries that are characterized by
the fact that tuples expire from the window in a First-In-First-Out
First-In-First-Out order.
follow10, Nile-SyncSQL
As illustrated in Figure 10,
Nile-SyncSQL extends Nile by adding the following components: the Tagging Manager, Tagging Operators,
Operators, Synchronization
Operators, and the View Manager. At the same time, Nile-SyncSQL requires substantial modifications to Nile's Differential
D i f f e r e n t i a l Operators module. The Tagging
Manager is responsible implementing the tagging principle.
principle. The tagging functions
are defined to the Tagging Manager via the
tlle "CREATE TAGGED STREAM" state~neilt
ment as discussed in Section 4. Once a tagged stream is used as input to a query,
a Tagger operator is added as an interface operator between the input raw stream
and the query pipeline. The Tagger operator is responsible for transforming the
streain according to the pre-defined tagging function.
input raw stream to a tagged stream
synchroilization principle is implemented via Synchronizer Operators.
If
The synchronization
Operators. If
a query is interested in coarser refresh periods, a Synchronizer operator is inserted
streain and the query pipeline. The Synchronizer operator
between the input tagged stream
is responsible
respoilsible for buffering the input stream
streanl tuples and passing the tuples into the
query pipeline only at the synchronization time points.
The Differential
D i f f e r e n t i a l Operators module is responsible for the continuous evaluation of the query expression.
expression. Nile's differential operators are designed and opperformance to tlle
the special class of sliding-window queries.
timized to give best perfor~nance
queries.
SyncSQLqueries requires substantial modification to the design of difProcessing SyncSQL
follou~s:(1)
(1) generalizing
genera.lizing the design of the operators to process
ferential operators as follows:
tagged streams in which tuples are inserted or deleted in any arbitrary order, and
(2) extending the differentia.1
differential operators to support update tuples in addition ttoo the
insert
in.sert and delete tuples.
The View Manager is responsible for defining views and maintaining catalog information about views so that subsequent queries can be answered using the regdefined, the View Manager is responsible for conistered views.
views. Once aa. view is defined,
structing the view pipeline in a way similar to
t o constructing a query pipeline by the
Query
Query Manager. Once constructed,
constructed, the view pipeline is continuously executed by
the Query Processing Engine. The output of the view pipeline is fed to the View
Manager ttoo be forwarded back to the Stream Manager so that this output can be
used as input to other queries.
queries.
8.3
8.3

Query Execution Engine

The Query Execution Engine is respoilsible
responsible for the continuous evaluation of the
query pipelines. Each query pipeline is constructed from a set of operators that are
connected via FIFO queues and each operator runs as a separate thread. When an
operator's thread is scheduled, the operator reads a tagged tuple from the input
queue, processes the read tuple, and produces a set of tagged tuples in the operator's
queue,
output queue.
section' we discuss how the various operators processes the
queue. In this section,
(i.e., insert,
insert, update, and delete tuples).
three different types of tuples (i.e.,
8.3.1
8.3.1 The Tagger Operator. The Tagger operator receives a raw stream as input
streanl as output. The functionality of the Tagger operator
and produces a tagged stream
a.pplication-dependent. For example,
exa,mple,in the append-only stream semantics,
semantics, every
is application-dependent.
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ALGORITHM
1. Tagging
Algorithm for
Primary keys
ALGORITHM 1.
Taggmg AlgorIthm
tor Streams with
wIth PrImary
Input: t;
ti :: A raw input stream tuple
Input:
Algorithm
1)
I)
2)
2)
3)
3)
4)
4)
5)
5)
6)
6)
7)
7)

if a tuple,
tuple, say ti,
t,O, is found
i n state with the same identifer as t;
ti
Check if
found in
If
tq is found
If ti
found
Produce the update tuple:
tuple: u< t;,ii
ti,t,O >
Modify ti
ty in
i n the state to be ti
t;
Else
Produce a positive
-+<t;t i >
positive tuple +<
Insert t;
ti in
i n the state

Fig. 11.
Operator.
11. Algorithm of the Tagger Operator.

St,",

f

Sin

\

"

~

Sync

12. The Synchronizer
Syilchronizer Operator.
Fig. 12.
tuple represents an insertion. Hence,
Hence, the fuilctioilality
functionality of the TaggeI'
Tagger operator of an
append-only stream is as follows:
follows: (1)
(1) reads a tuple from
from the input queue,
(2) atqueue, (2)
taches a "+" sign to the tuple,
and
(3)
produces
the
tagged
tuple
in
the
output
tuple,
(3)
queue. On the other hand.
hand, another Tagger operator is needed for stream that has
a primary key to correlate the input tuples. The Tagger operator needs to store
one tuple for each key value and attaches tags to the input tuples according to
1. The first tuple with a certain key value is produced as a "+" tuple for
Algorithm 1.
following tuple is produced as a "u" tuple over the previous tuple
such object. A following
with the same key value. The Tagger operator is responsible for constructing the
update tuple by attaching both the old and the new values of the various attributes.
Notice that the Tagger's state size has an upper bound that equals ttoo the maximum
number of distinct key values.
values.

"+"

"+"

Synchronizer Operator. The Synchronizer operator is responsible for
8.3.2 The
The Syn,chron,izer
achieving the synchronization principle. As shown in Figure 12,
12, a Synchronizer
streams, Sin
Sin and
a.nd Sync,
Sync, and produces one output stream,
stream,
operator takes two input streams,
Sout. Sin
Sm is the tagged input stream
strea.m over which the query is expressed while Sync
Souto
syilchronization stream
strean] that consists
coilsists of a sequence of time points. Basically,
is a synchronization
the Synchronizer operator is a buffering operator that is responsible for buffering
Sin's tuples and producing them in Sout
Sout only wlleil
Sin'S
when a synchronization time point is
froin Sync.
Sync.
received from
For tagged streams,
streams, the Synchronizer operator performs summarization on the
input tuples. For example,
exampIe, if an object, say 0,
0, is inserted then deleted in the same
synchronization period, then 0 is not of interest to the query issuer and hence we can
avoid the processing of 0's
D's tuples. Hence, the Synchronizer operator digests both
0's insert and delete tuples and does not produce them in the output.
output. Moreover,
Moreover,
D's
AChI
Systems, Vol. V
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Table IV. Summarization Rules of the Synchronizer Operator.
Previous Operation Action ttoo Buffer
New Operation
This case cannot happen
+< Attrs >
+< Attrs,
Attrs p >
u< Attrs,.
happen
+< Attrs >
a. .~ ~ e n
Attrs p ., oldAttrs > This case cannot h
+< Attrs >
-< Attrs,
1 Insert +<
+< Attrs >
-<
Attrs p >
Nothing
Insert +<
+< Attrs >
+< Attrs >
uu<
< Attrs,
oldAttrs >
Delete +< Attrs,
Attrs,oldAttrs
Attrs p > and
+< Attrs,
Attrs p >
Insert +< Attrs >
< Attrs,,
< Attrs,,
oldAttrs,p > and
Attrs p , oldAttrs,
oldAttrs p > Delete uu<
Attrs p , oldAttrs
u< Attrs, oldAttrs > uu<
< Attrs.
oldAttrs,p >
Insert uu<
Attrs,oldAttrs
/ This case cannot hhappen
a. .~ ~ e n
u< Attrs, oldAttrs > I
-< Attrs,
-<
Attrs p >
Nothinguu<
< Attrs,oldAttrs > I
I Insert u< Attrs, oldAttrs >
-< Attrs >
Delete +< Attrs,
-<
Attrs p >
+< Attrs,
Attrs p >
-< Attrs >
uu<
< Attrs,,
< Attrs,,
oldAttrs,p > and
Attrsp , oldAttrs,
oldAttrs p > Delete uu<
Attrs p , oldAttrs
-<
Insert -<
-< Attrs >
This case cannot happen
-< Attrs >
-< Attrs,
-<
-<
Attrs p >
-< Attrs >
Nothing
-< Attrs >
Insert -<
-<
I

I
1

..

I

I

I

I

I

if another object receives two updates in the same synchronization period, then
we can avoid the processing of the earlier update since it is not of interest ttoo the
query issuer. Such summarizations reduce the number of tuples processed by the
query pipeline without affecting the correctness of the query answer.
answer. Table IV lists
the possible summarizations that can be performed by the Synchronizer operator.
Table IV is interpreted as follows: if an object receives a tuple as indicated in the
"New operation" column while the same object has already received the tuple as
indicated in the "Previous Operation" column,
column, then the Synchronizer performs
the actions listed in the "Action ttoo Buffer"
Buff e r n column. We assume correct semantics
of the input stream tuples. For example, once a stream tuple with key value k is
inserted, no second insertion tuple with key value k is received until after a delete
tuple with key k is received. Notice that when summarization is applied,
applied, each object
can have at most one modification aatt the end of every synchronization period. The
functionality of the Synchronizer operator can be considered as a special Group-by
or Aggregate operator that groups the input stream tuple based on the key attribute
and produces one output tuple for each group.
(1) receives an input tagged tuple
follows: (1)
The Synchronizer operator works as follows:
t o Table IV. (2) Once a Sync tuple is
from Sin
Sin and modifies the buffer according to
received, produced all the tuples in the buffer in SOut.
Souto Notice that at every synchronization time point, 3t(Sin)
%(St,) is the same as 3t(Sout).
%(S,,t). However,
However, the summarizations
that are performed by the Synchronizer operator result in reducing the number of
of
steps that are required to transform a stream to the corresponding relation. Also,
Also,
notice that for an append-only stream, the summarization process does not reduce
the number of output tuples because in append-only streams there are no update
However, synchronizing append-only streams results in producing
or delete tuples. However,
the query output aatt regular periods.
ACh4
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8.3.3
Operators. Similar to
t o the traditional SQL
SQL query
8.3.3 Differential Relational Operators.
SyncSQL query pipeline is constructed using relational operators (e.g.,
(e.g.,
pipelines, a SyncSQL
Select, Project, and Group-by).
Group-by). However,
However, SyncSQL pipelines employ incremental
Select,
evaluation and are constructed using differential versions of the operators. Each
relational operator (e.g.,
(e.g., Select and Join)
Join) has a corresponding differential operator where differential operators differ from traditional operators in that differential
operators process modifications (i.e.,
(i.e., insert, update, and delete)
delete) to relations. Two
issues should be distinguished when discussing differential operators: operator semantics and operator implementation. Operator semantics defines
defines the modificainserting,
tions in the operator's output when the operator's input is modified (by inserting,
updating or deleting a tuple). On the other hand,
defines
hand, operator implementation defines
the way that the operators realize their semantics. In this section,
section, we discuss the
semantics
semalltics of the various differential operators.
8.3.4
8.3.4 Incremental Evaluation. In this section, we use the incremental equations
from [Griffin
19951 as a guide for discussing the semantics
seinantics of the various
[Griffin and Libkin 1995]
differential operators. Tagged streams are used as inputs and outputs in differential
T , an input stream S
S can be seen as a relation that is
operators. At any time point T,
constructed from the input tuples that have arrived before time T.
T . After time T,
T,
t o S,
S, represented as (S
(Sf+ s),
an input positive tuple s+ indicates an insertion to
s), and an
S, represented as (S
(S-- ss).) . Two equations
expired tuple s- indicates a deletion from S,
operator, one equation gives the semantics when the input
are given for every operator,
changes by inserting a tuple and the other equation gives the semantics when the
input changes by deleting a tuple. There are no specific equations for the semantics
semailtics
when the input changes by updating a tuple since the "update" semantics can be
derived as the composition
co~npositionof two operations:
operations: "deletion of the old values" and
following, we assume the duplicate-preserving
"insertion of the new values". In the following,
semantics
semantics of the operators. Duplicate-preserving semantics means that duplicate
tuples are allowed in the input and output relations of an operator and duplicate
tuples are processed independently.
a,(S) and
a n d Differential Project
P r o j e c t 1fA(S)
nA(S)
Differential Select CJp(S)
a,(S+
( S ) ++a pCJp(s)
(s)
a , ( S --s )s)= =a pCJp(S)
( S ) - a-p (CJp(s)
s)
CJp(S
+ss)) ==a pCJp(S)
CJp(S
1fA(S
1fA(S
TA(S+
f s)
S) =
= 1fA(S)
T A (S) + 1fA(S)
T A (s)
T A ( s -- s)
S) =
= 1fA(S)
T A ( S ) -1fA(S)
- X A (s)
The incremental equations for Select and Project show that both positive and
negative tuples are processed in the same way. The only difference
difference is that positive
outputs.
inputs result in positive outputs and negative inputs result in negative outputs.
The equations also show that processing an input tuple does not require access to
previous inputs, hence Select and Project are non-stateful operators.
Processing an update tuple in the Select and Project operators is equivalent to
to
the deletion of the old tuple combined with the insertion of the new tuple. In
coilstructed from the old
operator, an output update tuple is constructed
case of the Project operator,
and new tuples after applying the projection. In case of the Select operator, four
different outputs can be produced as a result of processing an input "update" tuple
follows:
as follows:

+

-If both the old and the new values of the input tuple qualify the selection predi-If
cate,
cate, then the input update tuple is produced in the output.
A C M Transactions on
o n Database Systems.
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-If
-If neither the old nor the new values of the input tuple qualify the selection
predicate, no output is produced.
-If
-If only the old values of the input tuple qualifies the selection predicate, then the
old input tuple is produced in the output as
as a "delete" tuple.
tuple.

-If only the new values of the input tuple qualifies the selection predicate, then
-If
tuple.
the new input tuple is produced in the output as an "insertion" tuple.

w R)
R)
J o i n (5
( S IXl
Differential Join
( S+
+ s)
s ) IXl
w R == ((5
Sw
sw
( S -- ss)) w
S wIXlRR)
) - -( s(swIXlR R)
)
(5
IXlR
R)) ++((s
IXlR
R))
(5
IXl R
R ==( (5
syinmetric which means
ineans that processing a tuple is performed in the same
Join is symmetric
that, similar
way for both input tables. The incremental equations for Join show that,
Select. Join processes positive and negative tuples in the same way with the
to Select,
difference in the output sign.
sign. Unlike Select,
Select, Join is stateful since it accesses
accesses previous
difference
inputs while processing the newly incoming tuples. The join state can be expressed
as two multi-sets,
multi-sets. one for each input. Every input tuple t from
from each input need to be
stored in the corresponding
coriesponding input's state even ift
if t does not produce any join outputs.
outputs.
An input tuple need to be stored in the state because it may result in producing a
result, the size of each
join output with a future tuple from
from the other input. As a result.
multi-set equals to the number objects in the corresponding input. For example,
in the temperature-monitoring application (that
(that is discussed in Section 8.1.1),
8.1.1), if
if
RoomTempStr's corresponding
the RoomTempStr is used as input to Join, the size of RoomTempStr's
nuinber of rooms.
state has an upper bound that equals the maximum number
following steps:
Processing an update tuple in Join is performed through the following
(1)
(1)joins the old tuple with the other table. Assume that the output of this join is
(2) joins the new tuple with the other table. Assume that
tuples. say J,r,l
a set of tuples,
Jald' (2)
(3) produces output tuples
the output of this join is a set of tuples, say JJ,,,,,
new , then (3)
follows:
as follows:
u.pdate tuples that
t,hat correspond to
t o tuples E JaldnJ
J,~dnJ,,,,,.
-Produce 'Update
-Produce
new '
-Produce delete tuples that correspond to tuples E .laid
Jold -- JJneTc
-Produce
new .
-Produce insert
in.sert tuples that correspond to tuples EE JJ,,,,
-Produce
new

Jold.
-- .laid'

Differential Set
S e t Operations
Operations
We
consider
the
duplicate-preserving
semantics of the set operations as follows:
follows:
VVe
semantics
if stream 5S has n duplicates of tuple a and stream R has m duplicates of the same
tuple a,
a. the union stream (5
(S U
U R) has (n
( n + m)
m ) duplicates of a,
a , the intersection
stream (5
n, m)
(Sn R)
R) has mine
mzn(n,
m ) duplicates of a,
a , and the set-difference stream (5
(S-- R)
R)
max(0. n -- m) duplicates of a.
a.
has nwx(O,

+

-Differential
D i f f e r e n t i a l Union
U n i o n (5
( S U R)

( S+
+ s)
s )Uu R
R = (5
( S UUR)
R )++ s
( S - ss)) UU R
( S Uu R)
R ) -- ss
(5
(5
R== (5
An input tuple (insert,
(insert, update,
update, or delete)
delete) to the union operator is produced in
wit11 the same sign.
sign. Union is non-stateful since processing an input
the output with
tuple does not require accessing previous inputs.
inputs.
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Intersection(5 n R)

( S+
+ s)
s )nn R
R = (5
( Snn R)
R ) + ((ss n ((R
R - S5))
))
( S -- ss)) nn RR == (5
( Sn R
s - -( S(5- R- )R))
)
(5
(5
R)) - ( (s
The intersection operator is symmetric. When a tuple s is inserted into stream 5,
S,
s is produced in the output only if s has duplicates in the set "R -- 5"
S" ("R -- 5"
S"
S). On the other
includes the tuples that exist in R and does not exist in 5).
hand, when a tuple s expires,
expires, s should expire from the output only if s has no
"S-R".
duplicates in the set "5
- R". The differential intersection is stateful and the state
two multi-sets, one for each input.
is expressed as t,wo
input. Similar ttoo Join, Intersection
stores every input tuple from each input stream in the corresponding state. As
a result,,
result, the size of the Intersection's
Int,ersection's state depends on the number of objects in
the input stream.
An update tuple is processed by two independent operations:
operations: "deletion of the old
tuple''
tuple" and "insertion of the new tuple". The differential intersection operator
does not produce update t,uples
tuples as output. A positive tuple is produced in the
output of intersection if the tuple exists in the two input relations. However,
whenever aa.tuple is updated, the new tuple is checked for intersection independent
from
fro111 the old values. If
If the new tuple is ttoo be produced in the output, then an
insertion, tuple is produced in the output to
t o report the new tuple.
insertion
tuple.
( S -- R)
D i f f e r e n t i a l Set-Difference (5
~Differential

+

+

C a s e 1:
1: (5
(S+ s)
s) -- R == (5
(S-- R)
R) + (s
(s -- (R
(R -- 5))
S))
Case
C a s e 2:
2: (5
( S -- s)
s) -- R =
( S -- R)
R) (s n (5
(S -- R))
R))
Case
= (5
- (s
Case
= (5
- (1'
C a s e 3: 5S -- (R
( R+
+ rr)) =
( S - RR)
) ( r n ((5
S -- RR))
))
Case
= (5
C a s e 4:
4: 5
S -- (R
(R -- 1')
T) =
( S -- R)
R) + (1'
(r -- (R
(R -- 5))
S))
The set-difference operator is asymmetric, which means that processing an input
tuple depends on whether the tuple is from S or R. The four cases for the input
follows:
tuples are handled as follows:
~Case 1:
s+ from stream 5S is produced as a positive
-Case
1: An input positive tuple, sf
" R-- 5".
9'.
tuple in the output stream only if s does not exist in the set "R
~Case 2:
s- from stream 5S is produced in the output
-Case
2: An input negative tuple, sout,put
LLS
stream as aa. negative tuple only if s exists in the set "5
-- R".
R" .
~Case
-Case 3:
3: An input positive tuple, 1'+
rf from stream R results in producing a
s- for a previously produced positive tuple sf
s+ when s is a
negative tuple sduplicate for l'r and s exists in the set "5
"S -- R". Notice that the negative tuple
isaninvalidtup~.
s- is
an in,valid tuple.
~Case
tuple, 1'4: An input negative t,uple:
r- from stream R results in producing a
-Case 4:
positive tuple sf
s+ when s is a duplicate of l'r and s does not exist in the set
"R-5".
l(R - s;;.
Set'-difference is stateful since processing a positive or negative input tuple reSet-difference
multi-sets, one for
quires accessing previous inputs. The state is expressed as two multi-set,~,
t o Join, Set-difference stores every input tuple from each ineach input. Similar to
state. As a result, the size of the Set-difference's
put stream in the corresponding state.
state depends on the number of objects in the input stream.
Similar t'o
to the differential intersection, an update tuple in the differential set(i.e., deletion of the old
difference is processed as tn7o
two independent operations (i.e.,

+
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tuple and
a.nd insertion of the new tuple).
t,uple). Also,
Also, differential Set-difference does not
produce update tuples as output.
Differential Distinct
D i s t i n c t 6f
f(3
+ +s)S=) f(3)
- (3)S - S )f(3
E(S
= E (+S(s) +
E ( S-- ss)) ==Ef(3)
( S ) --( s(s- (-S (3
- s )-) s))
The semantics
tuple, s+,
s+,
seinantics of the distinct operator states that an input positive tuple,
is produced in the output only if s has no duplicates in 3S (Le.,
(i.e., ss exists in the set
"s -- 3").
S"). An input negative tuple,
t.uple, s-, is produced in the output only if s has no
duplicates in the set "3
"S -- s". The differential Distinct is stateful where is the state
stores the input stream tuples. Tuples in the state are organized as groups urhere
where
Distinct's
similar tuples belongs to the same group.
group. The number of groups in the Distinct's
state equals
equds to the number of distinct values in the input stream. The size of each
group depends on the number of objects that have the corresponding distinct value.
Each input object (e.g.,
(e.g., room)
room) belongs to at
a t most one distinct group.
group. As aa, result,
the overall size of the Distinct's state equals to the number of objects (e.g.,
(e.g., rooms)
rooms)
in the input stream.
stream.
Similar to the differential intersection,
intersection, an update tuple in the differential distinct
is processed as two independent operations and no update tuples can be produced
as output from the differential distinct.
Differential Aggregates and
a n d Group-by
Group-by
The Group-by operator maps each input stream
streain tuple to a group and produces
one output tuple for each non-empt,y
non-empty group G. The output tuples have the form
forin
Val >,
tag < G,
G,Val
>; where G is the group identifier and Val is the group's aggregate
value. Notice that the group identifier represents the key attribute for the
t,he output
stream.
Gii is modified whenever the set of
of
stream. The aggregate value Vali for group G
G;'s
Gf's tuples changes,
changes, by inserting,
inserting, updating or deleting a tuple. An update tuple
tup1.e
is produced to report the changed group's value. The behavior of Group-by is
as follows.
s+, Group-by maps ss
follows. \:\Then
When receiving an input positive tuple,
tuple, say s+,
to the corresponding group,
group, say G
G,,
G,,s , say
s , and produces an insertion tuple for G
<G
G,s:
>': if s+
s+ is the first tuple in G
G,.s . On the other hand, an update tuple is
s : Val >+,
s+ is not the
t,he first tuple in G
G,.s . Similarly, when a deletion tuple,
produced for G
G,s if s+
s-: is received, Group-by maps
say
sa.y s-:
inaps ss to the corresponding group G
G,,
s , and produces
a deletion tuple for G
G,s if ss is the last tuple in the group. On the other hand,
hand, an
s- is not the last tuple in G
update tuple is produced for G
G,s if sG,.s . An input update
tuple
to Group-by may
buple t,o
inay result in producing output tuples for two different groups
if the old and neur
new tuples belong to different groups.
groups.
Aggregate operator's
o p e r a t o r ' s state: Some aggregate operators (e.g.,
(e.g., Sum and Count)
Count)
\iVhen
do not require storing the input tuples.
tuples. These aggregates are composable.
composable. When
receiving a negative tuple,
tuple, the new aggregate value can be calculated without accessing the previous inputs.
increnlental
inputs. Similarly, when receiving an update tuple,
tuple: the incremental
operator uses the old values part to adjust the aggregate value. Other aggregates
(e.g.,
(e.g.: Max)
Max) require storing the whole input. In case of Group-by,
Group-by, the state is orroom) belongs to
ganized into groups where each input object (e.g.,
(e.g., room)
t.o at most one
group. The size of each group's state
st,at.eequals to the number of objects that
t,hat fall in
the
t,he group. As aa, result, the overall size of the stateful-aggregate's
stateful-aggregate's state equals to
number
nuinber of objects in the input stream.
stream.
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9.
PIPELINES
9. COST
COST ANALYSIS
AI\IALYSIS OF SYNCSQL
SYNCSqL QUERY PIPELINES
In this section,
optimizer
section, we present a cost model to be adopted by the query optiinizer
to estimate
estimate the cost of a given SyncSQL
SyncSqL execution pipeline. The optimizer is a
component in the query processing engine that transforms a,
a parsed input query
into an efficient
passed to the
efficient query execution plan. The execution plan is then pa.ssed
run-time engine for evaluation.
evaluation. The task of a query optimizer is to find the best
execution plan for aa, given query or a given set of
of queries. Usually, this goal is
and comparing
accomplished by examining
plans a.nd
exanlining a large space of possible execution plails
these plans according to their "estimated" execution cost. To estiinate
estimate t,he
the cost of
of
an execution plan,
plan, the optimizer adopts a cost model that takes several inputs, such
as
as the input arrival pattern, the
t.he estimated input size, and the estimated selectivity
of the individual operations, and estimates the total executioil
execution cost of
of the query.
The different generated plans come from the possibility
possibility of
of using different views to
answer the given query.
query.

9.1
9.1 CPU Cost Modeling
Modeling
The execution plan of a SyncSQL
of operators tl1a.t
that are
SyncSqL query consists of a pipeline of
connected via FIFO queues. As explained in Section 8:
8, operators in the pipeline
are
stream tuples and to produce t.he
the
are continuously running to process the input strea.m
Traditioilal database mailagenleilt
corresponding output stream tuples. Traditional
management systems
estin1at.e the cost of
of a given execution plan up to
use selectivity information to estimate
completion. However,
However, this cost metric does not apply to continuous queries, where
completion.
the time to complete the query is infinite [Kang
a!. 20031.
2003]. Hence, the cost model
[Ka.nget al.
presented in this section finds the cost of executing a given pipeline for a specified
following:
period of time.
time. The CPU cost of executing a given plan depends on the follo~ving:
(1)The number and the organization of operators in the pipeline, ((2)
2 ) the number
(1)
number
of tuples processed by each operator, and (3)
(3) the CPU cost of
of processing one tuple
operator. Basically,
Basically, the CPU cost of executing a pipeline bhat
in each operator.
that consists of
of n
for tt time
tiine units can be estimated
estimat,ed as follows:
operators for
follows:
Cpipeline(t)
= L~=l
Cy=lCoi(t)
CO,(~)
Cpipeline(t)
=
Co,(t)
where Co,
(t) is the CPU cost of running operator Oi
0i for tt tiine
time unibs.
units. Co(
Co; ((t)t ) can
follo\vs:
then be estimated as follows:
Coi(t)
( t ) == Tr(t)
Tjn(t) * Ci
ci
COi
T p ( t )is the number of input tuples that arrive to Oi
where Tiin(t)
0; during the execution
ci is the CPU cost.
period of tt time units and Ci
cost of processing one tuple in Oi.
0;. Notice
ci is an input parameter that depends on both the systeill
that Ci
system pa.ran1eters
parameters and
implementation. Let TtlJt(t)
T Y t ( t )be the number of
the implementation.
of output tuples from Oi
0; during
Tjn(t)== Tt.::f(t).
T:T!(t). Notice that T,in(t)
the execution period. Then Tr(t)
T{n(t) is also an input
gives the estimated number
ilumber of input tuples during tt units of
parameter that gives
of time.
Example:
Figure
13
gives
an
execution
pipeline
that
coilsists
of
three
operators,
Example:
13 gives
consists of
0 22 , and 0 3
namely 0 11 ,, O
units of
of
3 .. The CPU cost of executing this pipeline for 60 unit.s
time can be estimated by the following
following equation:
equation:
n (60)
C(60) == T{n(60)
T;""(60)* C1
cl + T~n(60)
Tin(60)* C2
c2 + T1
Tp
(60)* c3
C(60)
C3

+

+
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9.2

Estimating the
t h e Cost of SyncSQL Execution Pipelines.

Cardinality of the Various Operators
Estimating the Output Cardinality

In this section,
section, we
ure present a model to estimate the output cardinality of an operator
(i.e.,
(i.e., Tout).
Tout). The output cardinality of an operator depends on the number
nunlber of input
tuple (i.e.,
(i.e., Tin)
T") and on the operator functionality.
functionality. In the following,
follouring, we discuss
the relationship between Tin
T" and Tout
Tout for the various types of operators. The
number of input tuples for the bot.tom-most
bottom-most operator,
operator, denoted as Tfn(t),
Tjn(t); is an
input para.meter.
parameter. Notice that if the bottom-most operator is a non-unary operator,
then Tfn(t)
T p ( t ) is the summation of all the
t,he input tuples from
froin all the input streams.
Then, Tr(t)
Tjn(t) can
ca,n be used to estimate Tf'lt(t),
T,Ol"'(t); which in turn equals to the number of
input tuples of the above operator in the
tbe pipeline (i.e.,
(i.e., T~n(t)
T p ( t ) == Tfut(t)).
T T t ( t ) ) . Generally,
ure trace the pipeline bottom-up using T}':.l
T:Tl(t)
estiinate Tt(t).
qT(t).
we
(t) to estimate

The Synchronizer
Synchronzzer Operator. The synchronizer
syncl~ronizeroperator is responsible for
9.2.1 The
buffering the input stream tuples and for producing output tuples only at the
synchronization time points. If
If the input stream is append-only,
append-only. then the number
nuinber
of output tuples from the synchronizer operator
opeiator equals to
t o the number
nuinber of input
tuples (i.e.,
(i.e.. Tout(t)
Tout(t) =
= Tin(t)).
T" ( t ) ) . However,
However. if the input stream includes modification
(i.e., update and delete tuples),
tuples). then the synchronizer
syncl~ronizeroperator accumulates
tuples (i.e.,
near update from
from an object,
object, say
IV. where a new
the input tuples according to Table IV,
I(,j ,, overwrites the previous update to K
I(,j .. As a result,
iesult. the number
nunlber of output tuples
K
from
from the synchronizer operator is less than the number
nunlber of input tuples (i.e.,
(i.e., Tout(t)
ToUt(t)
<= Tin(t)).
T 7 n ( t ) ) .Tout(t)
T0ILt(t)depends on the update pattern of the various objects. Notice
that different objects may have different update patterns. For example, consider
an input stream that represents updates of K objects (e.g.,
(e.g.. K rooms).
rooms). Then,
Then, Tout
Tout
can be estimated as:
as:
Tout
Tout== L
C Tout(t)IK
T o U t ( t ) JjK j
where T out(t)IK
07"(t)t)lKjj is the number of output tuples in t time
t.iine units (i.e.,
(i.e., T out(t))
07"(t)) due
to K jj and Tout(t)IK
ToUt(t)IK jj depends on the relationship between Kj's update pattern and
the frequency of synchronization points. Remember
Reinember that the synchronizer operator
th
a.t the iit"
sync1~roniza.tionpoint,,
produces an update tuple for K jj at
synchronization
point, say xi,
Xi, if there
find
is at least one Kj's update that is reported betureen
between Xi-l and xi.
Xi. In order to find
the number of output tuples from
from the synchronizer operator we need to study both
ACM Transactions on Database
Dat,abase Syst.ems,
Systems: Vol. V,
V. No. N.
2007
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• Sync5
• Sy nc 7
• Sync5 U Sync 7

35

Fig.
Fig. 14.
14. Union of Two Synchronization Streams.

(1)
of synchronization points.
(1) the object update patterns, and (2)
(2) the patten of
Object Update Patterns
An object update pattern represents the pattern that is followed by an object
to report updates for
for its values. A single stream may represent updates for a
large number
ilunlber of objects. However,
However, the different objects may have different update
patterns. As a result,
result, Tout(t)IK
Tout(t)(K
j jis estimated for each K jj independently. The
output of the synchronizer operator is then estimated as follows:
follows:
Tout(t)
To""t) =
= Lv
C, j Tout(t)IK
Tout(t)lKj.
j.
Some
follows:
Soine of the common object update patterns are as follows:
-Uniform
K j , reports an update
-Uniform update pattern: In this pattern, an object, say Kj,
yj time units,
units, where yj's value differs
differs from one object tto
o another. Notice
every Yj
yj for
for the different objects are provided as input parameters.
that the values of Yj
temperature-monitoring application that monitors the
For example, consider aa temperature-monitoring
temperature
common input to such application
application
temperature for
for a certain number of rooms. A coinmon
as follows:
follows: a certain room,
room, say rl,
rl, reports a temperature update every
can be as
55 seconds,
seconds, however a different room,
room, say rr2,
2 , reports an update every 3 seconds,
so on.
on.
and so
-Poisson update pattern: In this pattern, the arrival rate of
-Poisson
of Kj7s
Kj's updates
follom~saa Poisson arrival model [Ahrens
[Ahrens and Dieter 19741.
follows
1974]. In other words, on
K jj reports .A
X updates per unit time and the interarrival time between
average, K
average,
follows the exponential distribution with mean 11
two consecutive updates follows
1/ A.
.A.
The probability a Kj's update will be produced at a synchronization point, say
xi, equals to the probability that
t,hat there is at least one K jj arrival iin
11 the interval
Xi,
xi and
a.nd the preceding synchronization point xi-1.
Xi-I. From the properties
properties
between Xi
t,he Poisson process,
process, the probability that there is at least one arrival in an
of the
A T.
interval of length l1 equals to 11 -- eeX

'.

Patterns of Synchronization Points
We can classify the synchronization streams according to the pattern
Vile
pattern of
of synchrofollows.
nization points into two classes as follows.
-Uniform synchronization: In this case, the synchronization points are equally
-Uniform
spaced. For example,
example, the synchronization stream Sync2
Sync2 that is used in the
spaced.
temperature-monitoring queries in Section 4 has a synchronization point every 2
uait,s.
time units.
-Non-uniform Synchronization: In this case, the distance between two con-Non-uniform
ACI\,l Transactions on Database
ACM
Dat.abase Systems,
Syst.ems, Vol. V!
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fixed. Such non-uniform synchronization can be the result
secutive points is not fixed.
of constructing synchronization streams as the union or intersection of other uniform synchronization streams. For example, consider Figure 14
14 that gives
gives two
synchronization streams,
Syncs that has a synchronization point every
streams, namely Sync5
5 time units and Sync7
Sync7 that has a synchronization point every 7 time units.
Figure 14
Syncs U
Sync7 that has a
U Sync7
14 also gives the synchronization stream Sync5
synchronization point every 5 or 7 time units. Notice that the synchronization
lengths. For the sake of analysis,
analysis,
intervals in Sync5
Syncs U Sync7
Sync7 are of different lengths.
we assume that for every synchronization stream, the synchronization points are
repeated every cycle of a given length. For example, the synchronization
synchroilization points
in Sync5
Syncs U
U Sync7 (Figure
(Figure 14)
14) are repeated in a cycle
cycle every 35 time units.
Estimating
E s t i m a t i n g Tout(t)IK
Tout(t)1 K j
The function that estimates Tout(t)IK
Kj's
Tout(t)I K j depends on both K
j l s update pattern
follows.
and the pattern of synchronization points as follows.
-Uniform
update
patterns:
that K
-Uniform u
p d a t e and
a n d synchronization p
a t t e r n s : Assume t11a.t
K jj reports
yj time units a.nd
an update every Yj
and that there is a synchronization time point
Then, there are two cases as follows:
follows:
every x time units. Then,
(1)
Kj's
(1) Yj
yj <= x: In this case, there is at least one K
j l s arrival between any two
synchronization points. As a result,
result, at every synchronization point, an update tuple is produced for Kj.
K j . Hence,
Hence, T out(t)IK
Out (t) lKj
of
j equals ttoo the number of
synchronization points or T out(t)IK
OUt(t)JKj
= I[ t/x
t l x l1.
j =
(2)
In this case, there is at least one synchronization point between
(2) Yj
yj > x: I11
every two subsequent K
Kj's
j l s updates. As a result, every K j update will be
produced in the output and no accumulation of tuples takes place in the
synchronizer operator.
Hence, Tout(t)IK
opera.tor. Hence,
Tout( t ) J Kj j equals ttoo the number of input
j == I[ t/Yj
ToUt(t)IKj
t/yj l·
1.
tuples from K j or Tout(t)IK
-Uniform
update
non-uniform synchronization p
patterns:
-Uniform u
p d a t e and
a n d non-uniform
a t t e r n s : Assume
that K j sends an upda.te
update every Yj
yj time units and that the synchronization
time points are repeated in a cycle of length L. In this case,
case, in order to
t o estimate Tout
K j , we need to perform a check at every synchronization
synchroilization point
Tout(t)
(t)IlKj,
in a cycle of length LCM(L,yj).
LCM(L,Yj)' For each synchronization point in the cycle,
say xi,
Xi, we
Kj's
Xi-l and
~ 7 echeck whether there is at least one K
j l s update between xi-1
Xi or not. In other words, an update is produced for K j at
Xi if and only if
xi
a t xi
l1 xxdYj
xi-I/Yj yjJJ > O.
ilyj J
1 -- l1 xi-llyj
0For example, consider the synchronization stream Sync5
Syncs U
Sync7 that
U Sync7
tha,t is given
K jj reports an update every 3 time units.
14. Assume that an object K
in Figure 14.
In order to find Tout(t)IK
ToUt(t)lKj,
j , we need ttoo analyze the synchronization points in
105. Figure 15
15 illustrates the result of the
a cycle of length LCM(35,3)
LCM(35,3) =
= 105.
analysis where the black circles indicate the synchronization points that produce
K jj .. Figure 15
15 illustrates that there are 33 synchronization points
an update for K
105 time units and only 27 synchronization
syncl~ronizationpoints proin each cycle of length 105
duce update tuples due to K
Then, for an execution period of length 630 time
K jj .. Then,
6301105 times or 6 times. As a result,
units, the cycle of length 105
105 is repeated 630/105
ToutlKj (630) =
ToutIKj(630)
= 27 * 6.
-Poisson
update
non-uniform synchronization p
patterns:
-Poisson u
p d a t e and
a n d non-uniform
a t t e r n s : Assume that
K
K jj sends updates according to a Poisson arrival pattern with an average rate of
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XAjj time units and that the synchronization
synchroilization time points are repeated in a cycle
cycle
of length L. In this case, we need to analyze
a.nalyze the synchronization points in aa.
cycle of length L such that for every synchronization
Xi, we find the
syilchronization point, say xi,
probability that there is at least one K
arrival
in
the
interval
between
Xi and
K jj
xi,
the preceding synchronization point xi-l.
Xi-I' Figure 14
14 illustrates that there aTe
are 11
11
intervals in each cycle of the synchronization stream SSync5
Sync7. There
yncs U
U Sync7.
are 3 intervals of length 5 and 2 intervals for each one of the following
following lengths:
4, 3,
3, 2, and 1.
1. By applying the formula 11 -- e->'
e-A I on the different intervals,
intervals: we
find that, on the average, 7 synchronization
synchroilization points in each cycle will result in
producing updates for K
K,.j .
-Poisson
-Poisson update and uniform synchronization patterns: Assume that K
K jj
sends updates according to a Poisson
Poissoil arrival pattern with an average rate of XAjj
time units and that the synchronization time points are uniform every Yj
y j time
units.
units. In this case,
case, all the synchronization intervals are of length Yj'
y j . Hence,
the number of output tuples at every synchronization point is estimated
estiinated by the
formula 11 -- e->'
e-A Yj.
yj.

'

9.2.2 The
T h e Tagger,
Tugger, Union,
Union, and Aggregate Operators. The Tagger, Union, and
suminaAggregate operators are alike in that they do not perform any filtration or summarization of the input tuples. In other words, every input tuple to any of these three
operators results in producing one tuple in the output stream,
=
i.e., T°'Ut(t)
Tout(t)
= Tin(t).
Ti,n(t).
stream, i.e.,
However,
However, these operators differ in the function that transforms an input tuple to
the corresponding output tuple. For example, the Tagger operator attaches a tag
to the input tuple and produces the tagged tuple in the output. However,
However, the
aggregate operator produces an update tuple with the new aggregate value after
aggregating the input tuple's value.
9.2.3
9.2.3 The
T h e Select Operator.
Operator. The Select operator applies a predicate on the input
8. The number of
tuples and produces tuples in the output as explained in Section 8.
output tuples from Select depends on
oil the predicate selectivity, say fI,, where fI is an
input parameter. Generally, T°'Ut(t)
T o U t ( t ) == If * Tin(t).
T i n ( t ) . Notice that an
ail input tuple to
Select can produce at most one output tuple. In other words, 0 :::;
:::;
5 Tout
TO1"
5 Tin.
Tin.
9.2.4
9.2.4 The
T h e Join Operator. Similar to Select,
Select, the number of output tuples from
the Join operator depends on a predefined join selectivity, say f.
f . However,
However, unlike
Select,
Select, an input tuple to Join may result in producing more than one output tuples
depending on the join multiplicity.
multiplicity. Assume that the sizes
sizes of the Join inputs in t
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time units are estimated by Tfn(t)
T~n(t).
T j n ( t ) and T
i n ( t ) . Then,
Then, the number of output tuples
T~n(t).
from Join is estimated by Tout(t)
Tout( t ) == f * Tfn(t)
T j n ( t )* T
in(t).

9.2.5 The Group-by Operator.
(e.g., insert, update, or delete
Operator. Every input tuple (e.g.,
tuple) to the Group-By operator modifies
modifies the aggregate value of at least
least. one group.
As a result, every input tuple to Group-By results in producing at least one output
tuple. However,
However, an input update tuple inay
may result in producing t~ilo
two output tuples
Group-by,
if the old and new values belong to two different groups. Generally, in Group-by,
Tin(t)
2Tin(t). Notice that if
T i n ( t ) :::;
5 Tout(t)
T o u t ( t ) :::;
5 2Tin(t).
if the grouping function is on the key
attribute), then both
attribute (or on an attribute that is dependent on the key attribute),
the old and new values of an update tuple belong ttoo the same group and only one
output tuple is produced in response to this input tuple. On the other hand, if the
attribute, then each
ea,ch one of the old and
grouping function involves an updateable attribute,
may belong to a different group and there nlay
may be
new values of an update tuple inay
two output tuples produced in response ttoo this input tuple.

Operators. The Set-difference,
Set,-difference,
9.2.6
Set-difference, Intersect,
Intersect, and Distinct Operators.
9.2.6 The Set-diflerence,
Intersect, and Distinct operators are similar in that each input tuple results in
Intersect,
are
producing zero, one,
one, or two output tuples. Generally, for these three operators, we
2Tin(t). The result of processiilg
processing an input tuple has three
have 0 :::;
5 Tout(t)
T o u t ( t ) :::;
<_ 2Ti7'"(t).
cases:
cases: (1)
(1)no output tuples, for example,
exainple, when an input insert tuple ttoo the Distinct
Distinct.
group, (2)
( 2 ) one output tuple, for
operator belongs ttoo an already existing distinct group,
example, when an input insert tuple to the Distinct operator represents the first
example,
tuple in its corresponding distinct group,
group, or (3) two output tuples, for example,
t o Distinct in which each one of the old and new values
when an input update tuple to
belongs to a different group. As a result, the new part may result in producing an
insert tuple for the corresponding group while the old part may result in producing
a delete tuple for a different group.
9.3
9.3

Example

In this section,
model is
exainple to illustrate how the proposed cost inodel
section, we give an example
used by the query optimizer to choose
clioose the best execution plan for a given set of
6, given a set of overlapping
concurrent overlapping queries. As discussed in Section 6,
define a view that represents the overlapping
concurrent queries,
queries, we can define
overlappiiig part of the
queries. Then,
Then, we use the output of the view as input to the various queries. As
execution of the view is shared among
However,
a result, the executioil
ainong the various queries. Hotvever.
views should be used only if
if they result in enhancing
eiihancing the performance of the query
processing engine.
followiilg two queries from the temperature-monitoring application:
appIication:
Consider the following

-Q1: Continuously monitor rooms with temperature greater than 95. Report.
-Ql:
Report
modifications in the answer every 2 time units.
-Q2:
rooms with temperature less than 80,
modifi-Q2: Continuously
ContinuousIy monitor rooins
80, report inodifications in the answer every 4 time units.

Q1 and Q2
Q 2 are queries over the RoomTempStr stream
strean1 that reports updates to t,lle
Ql
the
Q1 uses the synchronization stream
strean1 Sync2
Sync2 that.
temperatures of the various rooms. Ql
that
the synchronization
has aa. synchronization point every 2 time units, while Q2
Q 2 uses t,he
synchronizatioil
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f
2
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Pipeline)

Enumerations for a Set of Two Aggregate Queries.
Plan Enumel.ations

strea.111 Syrzq
16 gives
gives
stream
Sync4 that has a synchronization point every 4 time units. Figure 16
follows:
three possible execution scenarios for t'he
the two queries as follows:
Pipelinel in Figure 16a gives the independent execution of the two queries.
-Pipelinel
P i p e l i n e 2 in Figure 16b
16b gives
gives a shared execution plan in which a synchronizer
-Pipeline2
queries. The shared synchronizer operator
operator is shared bet.ween
between the two queries.
strean1 since Sync2
u Sync4.
uses Sync2
Sync2 as the synchronization stream
Sync2 represents Syncn
Sync2 U
Sync4.
-Pipelines in Figure 16c
16c gives another shared execution plan in which the shared
-Pipeline3
p1a.n
plan consists of two operators: a Synchronizer operator and a Select operator.
Notice that the shared Synchronizer
Syllchronizer uses Sync2
Sync2 as the synchronization stream
and the shared
predicate is union of the two disjoint predicates (i.e.,
sha.red Select predica.te
(i.e., Temp
> 90 or Temp
Teinp < 80).
80).
>
Assume that there are 2000 different rooins
rooms and that each room reports updates
in a uniforln
0.1 time units. Assume further that the CPU costs of
uniform pattern every 0.1
processing one t,uple
cl and C2,
c2,
tuple in the Synchronizer and the Select operators are Cl
respect,ively.
respectively. Let A'S
N S be the number of tuples that are processed by the Synchronizer operators and N L be the llulnber
number of tuples that are processed by the Select
operators. As a result,,
result, the CPU cost for running a pipeline for 65 time units can
be estimated
estinlated as Cpipeline(65)
Cpiperine(65)
=N
S * Cl
cl + AIL
c2.
=
NS
N L * C2.
A note
n o t e about
a b o u t Pipeline3:
Pipelines: In order to find the number of output tuples from
A
the upper synchronizer operator (with
(with synchronization stream Syncq),
Sync4), we need to
However, the
know the update patterns of the various objects in the input stream. However,
update patt,erns
tlle objects in input stream are not known since this stream
patterns of the
represent,^ the
t.he output
output. from a Select operator.
operator. Vole
We need to find the number of outrepresents
following expression: !RsYnc4
(RoomTempStr)))).
put tuples from t'he
the following
rRSync4 (<(u(!Rsync2
(~( 0'(rRSynC2 (RoomTempStr)))).
As discussed in Section 6,
6; since the order of the select and synchronization is
commutable, then:
commutable,
rRSync4 ((~(0'(Sync2(RoomTernpStr))))
=
rRSync4 (<(%sync2
(~(rRSync2 (O'(RoomTempStr)
RsY?2C4
<(~SY
(RoonzTenz~Str))))
~LC~
= Rsync4
( ~ ( R o o m T e m p S t r)))
))))
Moreover,
S
~ I ~ C ~E
Sync2,
then
we
since
Sync4
Sync2,
have:
rRSync4 (<(%sync?
(~(rRSync2 (O'(RoomTernpStr
)))) =
= %sync4
rRSync4 (<(ff(RoomTempStr)))
(~(O'(RoomTempStr)))
Rsync4
(ff(RoomTenz~Str))))
Again, by switching the order of synchronization
syncllronization and selection we have:
!RsVnc4
= 0'(rRSync4
a(!Rsync4(RoomTempStr)).
(RoomTempStr)).
rRSync4 (<(cr(RoonzTenzpStr)))
(~(O'(RoomTernpStr))) =

+
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Finding the number of output tuples from the pipeline a(Xsyn,,
(J(~Sync4 (RoomTempStr))
(RoomTempStr))
is
straightforward
since
the
update
patterns
of
objects
in
RoomTempStr
are known
is
and hence the number
of
output
tuples
from
the
synchronizer
operator
can be
nuinber
estimated.
Notice
that
the
switch
between
the
Synchronizer
and
Select
operator
Syilchronizer
estimated.
is
of output tuples from the
is used here to illustrate
illustrat,e how to estimate the number of
pipeline that corresponds to the expression %sync,
~Sync4 (~(a(Xsync,(RoomTempStr)))).
(~( (J (~Sync2 (RoomTempStr) ))).
However,
Synchronizer and
However, at the query execution
executioil time, the order of executing the Synchronizer
Select operators depends on the query parameters.
The cost for
follows.
for the three pipelines can be estimated as follows.
-Since
0.1 time units:
units, then the number of
of
-Since every room
rooin reports an update every 0.1
input RoomTempStr tuples in 65
= (65/0.1)*2000 =
= 1300000
1300000 tuples.
65 time units =
-In
Sync2 and there
6512 or 32 synchronization points in Syncz
-111 65
65 time units, there are 65/2
are
Sync4' Each Synchronizer produces one
are 65/4
6514 or 16
16 synchronization
syilchroi~izationpoints in Sync4.
output tuple for
a t each synchronization
syilchronization point. Hence, the number
for each room at
of output tuples from
Sync2 synchronization
synchronization
from the Synchronizer operator with the Sync2
stream
of output tuples from
strea.m are 32*2000
32*2000 =
= 64000
64000 tuples.
tuples. Similarly, the number of
the Synchronizer
Sync4 synchronization stream are 16*2000
16*2000 =
=
Syilchroilizer operator with the Sync4
32000
32000 tuples.
tuples.
-For
are processed twice by the the two
-For Pipelinej,
Pipelinel, RoomTempStr's input tuples a.re
NS =
= 2600000. The two Select
Synchronizer operators,
operators, then A'S
= 1300000
1300000 ** 2 =
operators
from t,he
the two Synchronizer operators. Then,
o l ~ t p u tuples
t
operators process the output
NL
(65) =
= 2600000 ** cl
Cl +
= 64000
64000 + 32000
32000 =
= 96000. As a result, CPipelinel
CPipelinel
(65)
NL =
96000
*
c2
C2
96000 *
-For
-For Pipeline2,
Pipeline2, RoomTempStr's tuples are processed by the lower Synchronizer
Sync2 synchronization
syilchronization stream) and the output tuples from the
(with Sync2
operator (with
operat.or are processed by the upper synchronizer
lower Synchronizer operator
synchronizer opera(with Sync4
Sync4 synchronization
synchronizatioil stream).
stream). Then,
S =
tor (with
Then, N
NS
= 1300000 + 64000 =
=
1364000. Similar to Pipelinej,
Pipelinel, the two Select operators process the output tu1364000.
froin the two
t,wo Synchronizer
Syi~cl~roi~izer
ples from
operators. Then, N L =
= 96000. As a result,
C~,,,line2
(65) =
= 1364000
1364000 ** Cl
~1 + 96000
96000 ** ~2
Cpip
C2
eline 2 (65)
F o r Pipeline3,
Pipelin,e3: RoomTempStr's
RoomTempStr's tuples are
al-e processed by the lower Synchronizer
-For
(with synchronization
syncl~ronizationstream Sync2).
operator (with
Sync2)' The upper Synchronizer operator
processes the output tuples from the shared Select operator. Assuine
Assume that the
selectivity of the shared Select operator is 0.5.
Hence,
the
nunlber
0.5.
number of
of output
tuples from
from the shared Select operator =
0.5
*
64000
=
32000.
Then,
NS =
= 0.5 *
=
=
1300000
32000
=
1332000.
The
number
of
input
tuples
to
the
shared
Select
1300000 +
= 1332000.
operat.or is
is 64000
64000 and the number of input tuples to the Select operator with
operator
predicate (Temp>
(Tenlp > 95)
95) is 0.5*64000
0.5*64000 =
= 32000.
32000. As explained in the note about
above:
the
number
of
input
tuples
to the Select operator with predicate
Pipeline3
Pipeline3 above,
(Temp
<
80)
is
32000
*0.5
=
16000.
Then
N
L
*0.5 = 16000.
NL =
= 64000+32000+16000
64000+32000+16000 =
= 112000.
112000.
(Temp < 80)
result: Cpipeline3
Cpipe,i,7,e,
(65)
As aa, result,
=
1332000
*
cl
112000
*
c2
(65) = 1332000 * Cl + 112000 * C2

+

+

+

+

+

+

aaalyzing the previous equations we conclude the following:
By analyzing
following: (1)
(1) Pipeline2
Pipeline2 has
less CPU cost than that of Pipelinej
Pipelinel because Pipeline2
less
Pipeline2 requires a fewer number
synchroilization operations. (2)
(2) The preference between Pipeline2
of synchronization
Pipeline2 and Pipeline3
cl and C2.
c2.
depends on the values of Cj
ACR.1 Transactions
Traiisactio~ison Database
Dat.abase Systems.
Systerns. Vol.
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(a) Pipelin'i
Pipeline,

(b) Pipeline
2

Fig.
Fig. 17.
17.

Effect of Input Parameters.

9.3.1
9.3.1 Effect
Eflect of
of the Input Parameters. Assume that we repeat the previous examQI is that the answer
ple but with a different set of input parameters. Assume that Q1
needs to be modified every 5 time units, and that Q2
Q2 is such that the answer needs
to be modified
inodified every 7 time units. In the case of independent execution (Pipeline 11
in Figure 16a),
Syncs synchronization stream
16a), Ql'S
Q17ssynchronizer operator uses the Sync5
that is
Sync7 synchronizais given in Figure 14.
14. Similarly, Q2'S
Q2's pipeline uses the Sync7
tion stream.
Sync5 U
U Sync7
Sync7
stream. Moreover,
i\/Ioreover,the shared synchronizer
synchroilizer operator uses the Syncs
synchronization
stream.
follows:
s~~nchronization
stream. Figure 17
17 gives
gives two possible execution scenarios as follows:
-Pipelinel
of the two queries.
-Pipelinel in Figure 17a gives the independent execution of
-Pipeline2
plan in which a synchronizer
-Pipeline2 in Figure 17b
17b gives a shared execution p1a.n
operator is
is shared between the two queries. The shared synchronizer operator
uses
uses Sync5
Sync5 U
U Sync7
Sync7 as the synchronization
synchronizatioil stream.
Assume that there
t,here are 2000 different rooms and each room report updates in a
uniform
pattern
every 3 time units. Using similar analysis to that of
of Figure 16:
16,
uiliforin
the CPU cost for
for running the two pipelines in Figure 17
17 for 650 time units can be
estiinated by the following
following equations:
estimated
(650)
-CPipclinc2 (650)

-CPipelinCl

866666 * Cl + 445714 * C2
1101904 * Cl + 445714 * C2

The
performance
Tlie analysis
ailalysis of these equations shows
shomrs that Pipelinel gives better perforlnance
Pipeline2 because Pipelinel uses less synchronization opera.t,ions.
than Pipeline2
operations. In other
words, in this scenario,
scenario, the shared execution of queries using views worsen the
words,
perforinailce of the system.
system. The conclusion is that the decision on whether to share
performance
the execution among queries using views or not depends on the input parameters.
Hence, the query optimizer uses the input parameters along with the proposed
Hence,
proposed cost
choose the most effective
effective query execution plan. I11
model to choose
In Section 10,
10, we gave
experiineiltal results to validate the proposed cost model.
experimental

10. EXPERIMENTAL
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
EVALUATION OF NILE-SYNCSQL
10.
section, we give
give an experimental evaluation of the Nile-SyncSQL prototype.
In this section,
goal of the experimental evaluation is to (1)
(1) a.nalyze
The goal
analyze the factors that affect the
performailce of SyncSQL
SyncSQL queries,
queries, and (2)
(2) demonstrate the effectiveiless
performance
effectiveness of
of supportvie~vsin data stream management systems. We
ing views
ing
Vve run experiments to evalua.t,e
evaluate
ACM Transactions on Database Systems.
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and compare various possible realizations for the newly introduced concepts (e.g.,
(e.g.,
tagging and synchronization).
synchronization). Another set of experimental results shows that views
can be used as
as an efficient means for the shared execution of continuous queries.
10.1
10.1 Experimental
Experimental Setup
The Nile-SyncSQL
Nile-SyncSQL prototype is implemented on Intel Pentium 4 CPU 2.4 GHz
with 512
512 MB RAM running Windows XP. A continuous query is evaluated via a
pipeline of operators where each operator in the pipeline runs as an independent
thread. The threads communicate with each others via FIFO queues.
queues. A producerconsumer locking mechanism is implemented to control the queue access in a way
that a queue is accessed by at most one thread at a time. Operators' threads
are scheduled using a round-robin scheduling where each operator runs for a fixed
fixed
amount of time to
t o consume tuples from the operator's input queue.
queue. Once the input
queue of the operator is exhausted or the operator's time slot is finished,
finished, the next
operator is scheduled.
scheduled.

10.1.1
10.1.1 Workload Queries. We use queries from the temperature-monitoring
application (that is discussed in Section 4) to evaluate the performance of
of
Nile-SyncSQL. The temperature-monitoring application allows
Nile-SyncSQL.
alIows us to study the performance
forinance of the tagging principle since a tagging function is defined to transform
the input streams into tagged streams by correlating the input tuples based on
the primary key attribute RoomID.
RoomID. Moreover, the temperature-monitoring application allows
us
to
test
the
performance while three different types of tuples (i.e.,
allows
(i.e.,
insert,
update
and
delete)
flow
in the query pipeline. Two input streams are generinsert,
ated,
ated, namely TemperatureSource and HumiditySource.
HumiditySource. The TemperatureSource
TemperatureSource
stream is a stream that reports the various rooms' temperature and has a schema
scheina,
of three attributes as follows:
follows: (RoomID,
(RoomID, Building, Temperature),
Temperature), where RoomID
is an integer attribute that gives
gives the room identifier,
identifier, Building is an integer atbuiIding in which the room resides,
resides, and Temperature
tribute that represents the building
is an integer attribute that gives the temperature reading of this room. Similarly,
Similarly,
Humiditysource is a stream that reports the various rooms' humidity and has a
schema of three attributes as follows:
follows: (RoomID,
(RoomID, Building, Humidity). The RoomID
is the key attribute
a,t,tributefor both the TemperatureSource
TemperatureSource and HumiditySource streams
sbreains
and an input stream tuple is an update over the previous tuple with the same RoomID
value. A tagging transformation is defined to transforms TemperatureSource and
HumditiySource
Humdit iySource streams into the tagged streams RoomTempStr and RoomHumStr,
RoomHumStr,
respectively. We use the following
following operators to construct various query pipelines
over TemperatureSource and HumiditySource: TaggeI',
Tagger, Synchronizer,
Synchronizer, Select,
Project,
Project, Join,
Join, Group-by,
Group-by, Aggregate. Then,
Then, we run the various query pipelines and
collect measurements (e.g.,
(e.g., execution time,
time, throughput, and memory consumption)
consumption)
and use the collected
colIected measurements to
t o evaluate the performance of Nile-SyncSQL.
10.1.2
10.1.2 Data Generation.
Generation. We use randomly generated synthetic data in our exexperiments. To generate the TemperatureSource
TemperatureSource stream,
stream, we specify the number of
distinct identifiers (i.e.,
(i.e., number of rooms) and the number of buildings,
buildings, where the
rooms are evenly distributed among buildings.
buildings. Then,
Then, we specify the arrival rate
for the stream where the arrival rate is defined as the number of stream tuples to
data.
be received by the system in one second.
second. The inter-arrival time between two data
ACM Transactions on Dat,abase
Database Systems, Vol. V,
N, November 2007.
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items follows
follo~7sthe exponential
expoilential distribution
distribut,ioil with mean X
A tuples/second. The arrival
rate of the input streams
st,reaals is changed by varying the parameter X
A of the exponential
distribution.
e generate the stream tuples such that the arrival rate is evenly disdistribution. M'
vVe
otherwise). For example, in a stream
tributed anlong
among tlle
the rooins
rooms (if not inentioiled
mentioned otherwise).
that reports readings from 200 rooms with arrival ra.te
rate 20000 Tuples/Second, each
room reports its temperature 100
readings are
rooin
100 times per second. The temperature rea.dings
varied from 73
73 ttoo 100
100 and are
axe extracted from a real temperature sensor readings
CMU [Pervasive
[Pervasive Infrastructure Sensor Networks ].1.
from t,he
the SensorNet projects at crvIU
10.2 Performance
10.2
Performance of the Tagger Operator
In this section,
section, we analyze
ailalyze the factors
fa.ct,ors that affect the performailce
performance of the Tagger operator and propose optimizations to minimize
miniinize the overhead of tagging. We
first run an experiments to measure
throughput, where the throughlneasure the Tagger's throughput,
put is defined as the inaxiinunl
ca.n be processed by the
maximum number of tuples that can
Tagger operator per time unit. Not,ice
TaggeI'
Notice tha.t
that Tagger's throughput depends on the
complexity
\Ve run a query pipeline that consists
coinplexity of the tagging
t,aggiilg transformation.
transformation. We
of only a Tagger operator where TemperatureSource is used as input. We run
the experiment several times \\ihile
while varying the number of distinct room identifier
in TemperatureSource. Tlle
follows: TaggeI'
Tagger reads a tuple from
The pipeline works as follows:
TemperatureSource, Ilses
uses t,he
state: attaches the correspondthe tuple to nlaintain
maintain the state,
the output.
ing tag, and produces the tagged tuple in t.he
Figure 18
18 gives the effect of the input arrival rate on the query execution time.
We
1.2 million input tuples
\Ve nleasure
measure the t,ime
time that is taken by the pipeline to process 1.2
while varying the arrival rate from
fro111 6000
6000 ttoo 20000 Tuples/Second. The graphs in
execut,ioil times. The "Input Times" graph illustrates
Figure 18
18 give the input and execution
that for the same number of input tuples,
tuples: the input time decreases as the arrival
However, the "Execution
that the execution
rate increases. However,
"Execut,ion Times" graphs
gra.phs illustrate tha.t
increase in the arrival rate then saturates when
time initially decreases with the increa.se
the arrival rates reaches 14000
14000 Tuples/second. Two "Execution Times" graphs are
illustrate the execution time ~vhen
when the updates in TemperatureSource are
given to illust,rate
saturatioil (i.e.,
(i.e., for arrival ra.tes
14000
sent by 200 and 600 rooms.
rooms. Before saturation
rates less than 14000
Tuples/Second) the execution
executioil time is the same as the input time, which means
ACRI
Trarisactions on
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ALGORITHM
ALGORITHM 2. The Merged Select-Tagger Operator
Input: ti :: A raw input stream tuple
Input:
Output: tto, :: A tagged stream tuple
Output:
Algorithm
1)
o n ttii
1 ) Apply the selection predicate on
2) If
If tti, does not qualify the predicate
predicate
2)

33))

44))

55))
6)
6)
7)
7)
8)
8)
g)
9)
10)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
14)
15)
15)
16)
16)

Check if
found in
if a tuple tf
120 is
i s found
i n state with the same identifer as ti
ti
If
If tp
tf is found
found
tf from state
Delete ti0
-< ttft >
Output the delete tuple -<
Else
ignore ttii
Else if
i f ttii qualifies the predicate
Check if
found in
if a tuple tf
t,D is found
i n state with the same identifer as ti
ti
If
If tp
tf is found
found
Produce the update tuple:
tuple: u< ti,t:
ti,tf >
Modify tp
i n the state to
t o be ttii
tf in
Else
f < ttii >
Produce a positive tuple +<
Insert ttii in
i n the state

Fig. 20. Algorithm of the Merged Select-Tagger
Fig.
Select-Tagger Operator.

that the system is not overloaded and that the input tuples are processed as fast
tha.t
saturation, the execution
executioil time is fixed
fixed at 90 seconds even if the
as they arrive. At saturation,
arrival
a.rriva1rate is larger than 14000
14000 Tuples/Second. The conclusion is that the maximal
throughput of the TaggeI'
Tagger operator is around 14000
14000 Tuples/Second. The graphs in
Figure 18
18 illustrate also that the Tagger's throughput is the same when the number
600. The throughput is independent from the number of distinct
of rooms is 200 or 600.
key values because both streams have the same number of input tuples and each
input tuple takes the same amount of time to be processed independent from 1how
1 0 ~ 7
nlaily
identifier.
many tuples are processed for the same room identifier.

10.2.1 Merged Select10.2.1
Tagger operator. In the temperature-inonitoriilg
temperature-monitoring applicaSelect-Tagger
tion:
tion, t,he
the Tagger
TaggeI' operator maintains information for all the distinct room identifiers
tuples. At the same time:
time, a query may be interested
in order ttoo correlate the input tuples.
sinall number of rooms (e.g.,
(e.g., by having a selection predicate on the RoomID
in only aa. small
attribute).
attribute). As a result, the overhead of the Tagger operator can be reduced if the
Tagger is aware of the query's selection predicate. In order to minimize the tagging
overhead,
overhead7we propose to merge the tagging functionality
functio11alit.ywith the Select operator.
The merged Select-Tagger
Select-Tagger operator receives the raw input stream tuples, evaluates the selection predicate, and assigns appropriate tags to the output tuples.
Algorithill
gives the pseudo code for the algorithm of the merged Select-Tagger
Select-Tagger
Algorithm 2 gives
operator.
operator.
14ie
HotRoomsl view from Example 6 (in Section 4) to
t,o evaluate the perfor\Ve use the HotRoomsl
Select-Tagger operator. The straightforward HotRoomsl's
HotRoomsl's
illailce
mance of the merged Select-Tagger
projection
pipeline consists of two operators: Tagger and Select.
Select. The required projectioil
predicate is implemented inside the Select
S e l e c t operator because in Nile-SyncSQL,
ACRI
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both the selection and projection predicates are implemented inside Select.
Temperaturesource is the input stream ttoo HotRoomsl's pipeline and the output
TemperatureSource
stream is a stream that represents the rooms with temperature > 80.
80. The Tagger
operator maintains a state that contains one entry for each distinct room identifier
and produces insert and update tuples for the various rooms. Notice that an update tuple contains two sets of attributes that represent the old and new values for
that tuple. The output from the Tagger operator is then used as input input ttoo Select. When processing an update tuple,
tuple, Select applies the selection and projection
predicates twice,
twice, once on the old values and once on the new values.
If
1 's
Select-Tagger optimization, the optimized HotRooms
HotRoomsl's
If we apply the merged Select-Tagger
pipeline will consist of one operator, namely the merged Select-Tagger
Select-Tagger operator.
The merged operator improves both the memory and CPU consumption of the
follows:
query as follows:
-Memory:
-Memory: only rooms that qualify the selection predicate are stored in the state.
ca,il be considerable
coilsiderable when the query employs highly selective
Memory savings can
predicates.

-CPU: The merged Select-Tagger
Select-Tagger operator reduces the CPU cost of the query
-CPU:
pipeline due to the following:
following: (1)
(1) avoid updating the state by tuples that cort o roonls
(2) avoid the
respond to
rooms that do not qualify the selection predicate, and (2)
re-execution of select and project predicates on the old part of an update tuple
by getting the result of processing the old part from the stored tagging state.
Figure 19
19 gives the execution
executioil times that are taken to process different input sizes
of roonls is set to 200 and the arrival rate is fixed
to HotRoomsl's view. The number ofrooms
t o 1.2
1.2 million
to 20000 Tuples/Second
Tuples/Second while the input size is varied from 400000 to
tuples. The three graphs in Figures 19
19 compare three cases:
cases: (1)
(1) a pipeline of two
operators, namely Tagger and Select,
Select, (2)
(2) a pipeline with one operator, namely the
operators,
merged Select-Tagger
Select-Tagger operator, and (3)
(3) a pipeline with only Select
S e l e c t operator.
Notice that the pipeline in case (3)
(3) does not give the desired query semantics since
attribute. However,
However, we
the input tuples are not correlated based on the RoomID attribute.
19 gives the throughinclude this case ttoo quantify the tagging overhead. Figure 19
(1) 12K Tuples/second
Tuples/second (2)
(2) 14K
put of the three different pipelines as follows:
follows: (1)
(3) 16K Tuples/second. These values of throughput indicate
Tuples/second, and (3)
Select-Tagger operator results in 15%
15% increase in the system
that the merged Select-Tagger
throughput compared
coinpared with the separate Tagger operator. The increase in system
throughput is due to the reduction in the number of state modifications, and in the
number of selection and projection evaluations. Moreover, Figure 19
19 illustrates that
the overhead of tagging reduces the throughput by 10%
10% reduction in contrast ttoo the
no-tagging pipeline (i.e.,
(i.e., Pipeline 3).
3). The conclusion is that although processing
update tuples doubles the number of selection and projection evaluations, it does
not double the execution time because it does not double the communication cost
nor the cost of constructing the output tuples.

10.2.2 EfSect
10.2.2
Effect of Selectivity.
Selectivity. In this section, we study the effect of selectivity on
Select-Tagger operator. Vile
We divide this study
the performance of the merged Select-Tagger
follows: key selectivity and non-key selectivity. Key-selectivity
into two sections as follows:
experiments are based on queries in which the selection predicate is defined on
AChl
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21. Effect of Key-selectivity
Key-selectivity on Tagger's

the key attribute of the input stream
RoomID). I11
In contrast, the non-key
streail1 (e.g.,
(e.g., RoomID).
selectivity
which tlie
the selection predicate is on
selectivity experiments are based on queries in u~hich
a non-key attribute (e.g.,
non-key selectivities differ in
(e.g., Temperature).
Temperature). The key and 11011-key
their effect
performa.nce. In
I11 the case of key selectivity, once an object
effect on the query performance.
(i.e.,
(i.e., room)
room) qualifies the predicate,
predica.te, the object continues tto
o qualify the predicate
for as
as long as
as the query is running. As a result:
for
result, once a.
a qualified object is inserted
in the Select-Tagger's
will not be deleted and the size of
of the
Select-Tagger's state,
state, the object u~ill
state will be fixed during the query runtiine.
Tagger's state
runtime. On the other hand, for noninay fluctuate
fluctuate between qualifying and disqualifyii~g
selectivity, an object may
key selectivity,
disqualifying the
query
Select-Tagger's state will vary during
query predicate. As a result, the size of the Select-Tagger's
the query runtime.
runtime.
Selectivity
Effect of Key Selectivity
21 gives the effect of key selectivity on the tagging cost. This experiment
Figure 21
is performed for
for a pipeline that is similar ttoo that of HotRoomsl's
is
HotRoomsl's view
vie,v pipeline
cha.nging the selection predicate.
predicate. The graphs in Figure 21
while changing
21 coinpares
compares the performance of the same
sa.me three pipelines in Figure 19.
19. Figure 21a gives the effect of
formance
of
tiine while Figure 21b gives the effect of
selectivity on the query execution time
of the
consun~ption.The input size in this experinlent
selectivity on the memory consumption.
experiment is 1.2
inillion tuples. The selection predicate is on RoomID attribute and selectivity is
million
froin a
0 to
t o 1.
1. Figure 21a illustrates that the merged Select-Tagger
varied from
Select-Tagger opera.tor
operator
30% improvement in the query execution time if
if compared with the sepaachieves 30%
Tagger operator.
operator. The reason is that
t,llat the separate Tagger
rate TaggeI'
TaggeI' operator performs a
lot of unneeded state maintenance operations since all room identifiers are stored
t o update the Tagger's state.
state. Figure 21a also illustrates that.
and used to
that for low se(less than 0.5)
0.5) the
t,he tagging overhead is almost zero and the inerged
lectivity values (less
merged
saine execution time as the No-Tagging
Select-Tagger pipeline has the same
Select-Tagger
No-Tagging pipeline.
t o appear from selectivity values larger than 0.5.
The tagging overhead started to
inerged operator performs slightly worse than the append-only
The merged
append-only perforinance
performance
because of the state maintenance operations.
21b
Figure 21
b gives the effect of the selectivity on the memory usage. For the
ACI\l Transactions
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Key- vs. Non-key Selectivity.

separate Tagger operator pipeline, the memory requirement is independent from the
(i.e, the maximum number of rooms) because
selectivity and equals to 200 tuples (i.e,
Tagger stores all rooms even the rooms that do not qualify the query predicate. For
Select-Tagger operator the state size is proportional to
t o the selectivity
the merged Select-Tagger
state.
because only rooms that qualify the selection predicate are stored in the state.
words: the merged Select-Tagger
Select-Tagger operator has the minimum possible
In other words,
memory requirement for the correct query evaluation. For the append-only stream
semantics there is no tagging
ta.gging and hence the memory requirements equal to zero.
However, in this case,
case, the output stream does not convey the required semantics.
However,
Effect of Non-key Selectivity
In this section,
section, we illustrate the difference
difference between key- and non-key- selectivity.
\iVe use a pipeline that consists of one merged Select-Tagger
We
Select-Tagger operator. Figure 22
compares the number of output tuples from the pipeline when the selection predi11011-key attribute.
attribute. The number of input tuples is 1.2
1.2 million
cate is on a key or on a non-key
1. A selectivity of value 0.2 for extuples and the selectivity is varied from 0 to 1.
tlie 1.2
1.2 million input tuples, there are 240000 tuples that
ample means that, out of the
qualify the selection predicate. When the selection predicate is on a key-attribute,
the number of output tuples exactly matches the selectivity factor.
factor. However,
However, the
number of output tuples may exceed the selectivity factor if the selection predicate
attribute. The extra tuples are basically negative tuples that are
is on a non-key attribute.
produced due to the fact that some rooms may be deleted from the output several
times depending on the object update pattern. Notice that the number of output
tuples gives an indication to
t o the query execution time. The execution time of a
query increases as the number of tuples in the pipeline increases since every tuple
needs to be constructed, communicated
coininunicated between the operators,
operators, and to be processed
by the various operators in the pipeline.
Select-Tagger pipeline in the case
23 compares
coinpares the performance of the Select-Tagger
Figure 23
selectivities. Moreover,
Moreover, Figure 23 illustrates the effect of the
of the key and non-key selectivities.
input data distribution on the performance. We run the same query with a non-key
selectivity predicate on two different input streams.
streams. The two input streams differ in
Ri,
room. For example,
example, assume that a certain room,
room, say R
the update pattern of each room.
i,
ACR.1 Transactions on
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reports 4 temperature readings in the following
following order: 89,
89, 87,
87, 79,
79, and 78. Assume
80. As a result,
result,
follows: Temperature>
Temperature > 80.
further that the selection predicate is as follows:
Room R
Rii will result in producing three output tuples as follows:
follows: +, u, -.
-. However,
However,
assume
assuine that in another distribution, Room R
Rii reports the same four readings but
in a different order as follows:
follows: 89,
89, 79,
79, 87,
87, 78. In this latter distribution, Room
Rii will result in produciilg
follows: +,
+, -,-, +,
+, -.-. Notice that
R
producing four output tuples as follows:
although Room R,
~ has the same number of qualified readings (i.e.,
(i.e., 0.5 selectivity),
selectivity),
the number of output tuples depends on the distribution of the qualified tuples.
Figure 23a gives the effect of data distribution on the execution time while Figure 23b gives the effect of data distribution on memory requirement. The input size
is 1.2
1. The graphs illustrate
1.2 million tuples and the selectivity is varied from 0 to 1.
that for the same selectivity value,
value, a query with a non-key predicate may encounter
more
inore processing time and memory than a query with a key predicate. Moreover,
execubion time of the non-key predicate varies from one data distribution
distributioil to
the execution
another. For example,
exa.n~ple,for non-key distribution 2,
2, objects fluctuate in and out of
another.
the
t,he query boundary more than that in distribution 1.
1. As a result, distribution 2
causes more
inore deletions and insertions into the state and hence more processing of
negative tuples.
Figure 23b illustrates that state size of the merged Select-Tagger operator may
reach the maximum
inaxiinum number of distinct key values which is the same as the separate
Tagger pipeline. This is because it can happen that all the rooms satisfy the query
predicate at the same time. However,
However, the CPU cost of the merged operator is
always better than
tha.n that of the separate operator due to the savings in the number
of selections and projections.

+,

10.2.3 Discussion.
10.2.3
Discussion. We can summarize the results from the tagging experiments
as follows:
follows: (1)
(1) the CPU overhead of the tagging principle is minimized by the
inerged Select-Tagger operator and is negligible in most of the queries,
queries, (2)
(2) the
merged
memory
inemory overhead of the tagging principle is limited and has an upper-bound that
equals to the number of key identifiers that satisfy the query predicate, (3)
(3) the
selectivity factor affects both the CPU and memory consumption. Notice that the
ACl\,!
ACM Transact.ions
Tra~isactiorison Database Systems,
Systems, Vol. V, No. N, November 2007.
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memory
menlory overhead of tagging is similar
sinlilar in spirit to the memory
meinory required by the
sliding-window operators (e.g.,
(e.g., SEQ-WINDOW
SEQ-WINDOW in [Arasu
[Arasu et al. 2006]
20061 and W-EXPIRE
W-EXPIRE
in [Ghanem
[Ghanein et al. 2007]).
20071). Moreover,
Moreover? processing a tuple twice (old
(old and new)
new) is also
similar to
t o processing a tuple twice in sliding-window queries (in
(in sliding-window
queries,
queries, a tuple is processed twice:
bwice: once as new and once as expired).
expired).

Synchronizer Operator
10.3
10.3 Performance of the Synchronizer
In this section, we analyze the factors
facbors that affect the performance of the SynchroSynchronizer operator and study the effect of synchronization
syilchronizatioil on query performance. We
t o study the effect of the synchronization period on the
first run an experiment to
executioil time. VVe
We run a query pipeline that consists of a TaggeI'
Tagger and a
query execution
t o the TaggeI'
Tagger
Synchronizer operators where TemperatureSource is used as input to
and the Tagger's output is used as input to the Synchronizer. The pipeline works as
follows: TaggeI'
Tagger reads a tuple from TemperatureSource,
TemperatureSource, attaches
atta.ches the
bhe correspondfollows:
ing tag,
tag, and produces the tagged tuple in the output. Then,
Then, Synchronizer reads
rea.ds a
bhe buffer by performing the corresponding summarizations
sun~n~arizatioils
tagged tuple, maintains the
as explained
expla.ined in Section 8,
8, and produces the buffered tuples as output when a tuple
syilchronizabion stream.
is received from the synchronization
Figure 24 gives the effect of the
bhe synchronization
syilchronization period on the
bhe number of output
tuples and on the query execution time. The number of distinct room identifiers in
TemperatureSource is set to
t o 200 and the input rate is fixed to 16000
16000 Tuples/Second
Tuples/Second
while the synchronization period is varied 0.1
0.1 to 1 second.
second. Figure 24a gives the
number of output tuples from
froin the
t,he Synchronizer
Synchroilizer operator while varying the synchronization step.
step. As the synchronization
sj~nchronizationperiod increases,
increases, the number of output
bhis decrease in the number of output tuples is
tuples decreases. The reason for this
that, in a bigger synchronization period, a larger number of update tuples are dithat,
(i.e., summarized)
summarized) by the Synchronizer operator, and hence fewer number of
gested (i.e.,
tuples are processed by the upper TaggeI'
Tagger operator.
opera.tor. At every synchronization
synchronizatioil step,
step,
at most one output tuple
buple can
call be produced for each room.
room. For example, when the
0.1 second, one tuple is produced for each room every 0.1
0.1
synchronization period is 0.1
AChI Transact.ions
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second.
second. However,
Hornlever, when the synchronization step is 0.2, one tuple is produced for
of output tuples for synchroeach room every 0.2
0.2 second. As a result, the number of
is
almost
half
the
number
of
tuples
for synchronization step 0.1.
nization step 0.2
0.2
The
The number of output tuples from
from the Synchronizer operator gives an indication for
the required query resources since these output tuples are processed by the upper
upper
operators in the pipeline.
Figure 24b gives
gives the processing rate of the query pipeline while varying the synstep. The processing rate is defined as the maximum number of
of tuples
chronization step.
that can be processed by the pipeline in one time unit. The graph in Figure 24b
Tuples/Second when the synillustrates that the pipeline can process up tto
o 15400
15400 Tuples/Second
chronization step is set to
t o 0 (i.e.,
(i.e., no buffering is needed). However,
However, once buffering
starts
(at
synchronization
period
0.1
second),
the
processing
rate of
starts (at
0.1 second),
of the pipeline
drops
to
13600
Tuples/Second.
The
decrease
in
the
processiilg
rate
is
due to the cost
processing
drops 13600
of updating the buffer in the Synchronizer operator. Figure 24b also illustrates that
processiilg rate of the Synchronizer
Syilchronizer operator is fixed to 13600 Tuples/Second
. the processing
Tuples/Second
independent of the synchronization
synchroilization step. The processing rate is fixed because the
same number of input tuples are processed by the Synchronizer operator indepensame
dent of the synchronization step.
step. Therefore, the synchronization step affects only
the number of output tuples.

10.3.1 Effect of
of the Synchronization
Syn.chron.ization Period
10.3.1
Period on.
on Query Performan.ce.
Performance. Figure 25
gives the effect of synchronization
synchroniza.t.ionon query execution time. Figure 25 gives the
gives
execution times that are needed to process 1.2
1.2 million for the following three different pipelines:
pipelines: (1)
(1) a pipeline that has only the Synchronizer operator, (2)
(2) a pipeline
that has two operators,
operators, Synchronizer and Select,
Select, and (3)a
pipeline
that
has three
(3)a
operators:
Synchronizer,
Select,
and
Group-By
operator.
The
same
tagged
stream
operators: Synchronizer, Select,
(that
corresponds
t
o
the
Temperaturesource
stream)
is
used
as
input
for
the
three
(that
to
TemperatureSource stream)
pipelines and the input rate is fixed to
t o 20000 Tuples/Second.
Figure 25
25 illustrates that
that. the query
queiy execution time decreases as the synchronization period increases. The reason for the decrease in execution time is the decrease
in the number of tuples processed by the query pipeline. Moreover, the percentage
ACA.1 Transact.ions
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of reduction in execution time depends on the coinplexity
complexity of
of the query. For example,
25% in
ple, when the synchronization step increases, the execution time drops by 25%
the case
10%.
case of Pipeline 3 while the execution time for Pipeline 2 drops by only 10%.
The
The execution time for Pipeline 1 includes the time for processing the input tuples
by the Synchronizer operator only.
only. As a result, the execution time for Pipeline 1
increases
of summarizincreases when the synchronization step increases because of the cost of
ing and buffering the input tuples by the Synchronizer operator. Notice that once
synchronization starts
starts (i.e.,
(i.e., at sync step 0.1),
0.1), only 200 tuples (one for each room)
are
are produced by the Synchronizer operator to be processed by the pipeline in every
synchronization step.
step. The small
sinall number of room identifiers leaves the pipeline not
overloaded and the input tuples
tupIes are processed as fast as they arrive.
In the following
following experiment, we study the effect of the synchronization period
on the query execution time of a join query.
query. Consider a join query between the
temperature and humidity streams,
streams, namely RoomTempStr and RoomHumStr, that is
interested in the continuous monitoring of the temperature and humidity readings
of the various
va.rious rooms.
rooms. Assume that the query is interested in reporting the modifications
cations in the answer every 2 minutes. Such join query is expressed in SyncSQL as
follows:
folloM~s:
select
R2 .Humidity
s e l e c t STREAMED
STREAMED R
R1.RoomID,
R1.Temperature,
1 .RoomID, R
1 .Temperature, R2.Humidity
from ~SynC2 (RoomTempStr)
(~oomTempStr)R
R1,
%sy,c,(RoomHumStr)
from
(RoomHumStr) R2
R2
1 , ~sync2
where R
R11 .RoomID
.RoomID == R
R22 .RoomID
.RoomID
Figure 26
26 gives
gives the query pipeline that consists of a join operator and two Syno 1400 and
chronizer operators. The number of distinct room identifiers is set tto
for each stream is 20000
20000 Tuples/Second
Tuples/Second (i.e., total input rate tto
o the
the input rate for
is 40000
40000 Tuples/Second).
Tuples/Second). Figure 27 gives the number of
pipeline is
of join
join tuples and the
t o process a total of 2.4 million input tuples (i.e., 1.2 million
execution times taken to
from each input stream).
stream). Figure 27a illustrates that the number of
tuples from
of tuples
processed by the join operator decreases as the synchronization step increases. As a
result: the CPU cost of the pipeline decreases as the synchronization step increases.
result,
27b confirms
confirms the previous results by showing that the query execution time
Figure 27b
also decreases as
as the synchronization step increases. Notice that the synchronizaalso
synchronization principle reduces the execution time of the query pipeline at the cost of
of giving
lower resolution query answers.
lower

of the
the Number
Num.ber of
of Distinct Key Values.
Values. The number of
10.3.2 Effect of
10.3.2
of distinct key
(e.g., number
nunlber of rooms in the temperature-monitoring application streams)
values (e.g.,
streams)
affects the number of output tuples from the Synchronizer operator. The reason
affects
is that at every synchronization point, Synchronizer produces at most one output
is
for every distinct key value. As a result, for the same number of
tuple for
of input tuples
syilchronization step,
step, the number of output tuples from the Synchroand the same synchronization
as the number of distinct key values increases. Figure 28a gives a
nizer increases as
compariso~lof the number of output tuples from the Synchronizer operator when
comparison
the number of objects in the underlying stream is 200 and 600 while varying the
synchroilization step from
from 0.1
0.1 to
t o 1 second. More tuples are produced from the Synsynchronization
chronizer operator when the underlying stream has 600 room identifiers. Notice
flow in the pipeline is an important measurement
that the number of tuples that flow
measurement
since it gives
gives an indication of the query execution time. Figure 28b gives a sumsince
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mary of the relationships among the number of key values, the synchronization
step,
(1)For the same
step, and the number of tuples. From the figure,
figure, we notice that: (1)
synchronization step, as the number of distinct key values increases,
increases, the number of
tuples in the pipeline increases (2)
(2) For the same number of key values,
values, as the synspchronization
flowing in the pipeline decreases.
~ l l r o n i z ~ t i ostep
n increases, the number of tuples flowing
Notice that in append-only streams, each tuple in the stream has a distinct key
value, hence the synchronization step has no effect on the number of tuples flowing
flowing
in the pipeline. However,
However, synchronizing an append-only stream has the effect of
refreshing the query answer at regular time intervals independent from the arrival
pattern of the input tuples. A synchronizer operator over an append-only stream
collects the input stream tuples and produces them at regular intervals.
10.4

Aggregate
Aggregate Queries and Pre-synchronization

Consider the following
following aggregate query from the temperature-monitoring application: "Find
" Find the number of hot rooms in each building,
building, report modifications
nlodifications in the
answer every 2 time units". This aggregate query is expressed in SyncSQL
SyncSqL in two
AC!v! Transactions on Database Systems.
Vol. V,
No. N.
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Pipeline of the BuildliotRoom
BuildHotRoom View.

steps
that finds the nuinber
number of
of hot rooins
rooms
steps as
as follows.
follows. First, we need to
t o define aa. view tha.t
in each building as follows:
follows:
CREATE
AS
CREATE STREAMED
STREAMED VIEW BuildHotRooms A
S
SELECT
SELECT R.Building, Count(R.RoomID)
C o u n t ( ~ . R o o m aas
~ s~ cntRooms
)
FROM
FROM R(RoomTempStr) R
R
WHERE
Temperature > 85
WHERETemperature
85
GROUP BY R.Building
GROUP
B u i l d i n g attribute represents the key a.t.tribute
Notice that the Building
attribute for the output.
output
A11 upda.te
from the BuildHotRooms view. An
stream from
update tuple is produced in the output
stream
a room enters or exits the query
streain from
from the
t h e BuildHotRooms view whenever a.
Not,ice that
t h a t the same
saine building receives several updates if
h e building has
range. Notice
if tthe
o be notified by
more than one hot room. Notice also that the query issuer asks tto
t h e modifications
inodifications in each building "once" every two tiine
o get tthe
he
the
time units. In order tto
output, we apply the desired synchronization
syi~cl~roniza.tion
(i.e.,
desired output,
(i.e., every 2 tiine
time units) on
follows:
BuildHotRooms's output as follows:
SELECT V.Building, V.cntRooms
SELECT
FROM Rsync2 (BuildHotRooms)
(BuildHot~ooms)V
FROM
V
T h e output stream from the last query includes aatt inost
The
most one update tuple for
each building on every synchronization time point, hence achieving the desired
h a t is used tto
o execute tthe
he
query semantics. Figure 29a gives the query pipeline tthat
t h e subsequent query. Notice that tthe
h e Synchronizer's
BuildHotRooms view and the
maximuill number
ilunlber of buildings because RR.. Building
B u i l d i n g represents
state size equals the maximum
state
represents
streain tuples BuildHotRooms.
the key field for the output stream
h e rooin
The Pre-synchronization Optimization: In tthe
room temperature monitorupda,tes ttoo its teinperature
ing application, each room sends updates
temperature inore
more than once every
expla.ined in the data
d a t a generation procedure in Section 10.1.
unit time as explained
10.1. As a result,
same room may
inay result in producing several update tuples in BuildHotRooms's
the same
BuildHotRooms's
h e update tuples that.
output stream for the corresponding building. T
The
that a.re
are proproACI\'I Transactions on Database Syst,ems,
AC]\1
Systems, \'ol.
Vol. V.
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duced from the same
sanle building are summarized
suininarized by the Synchronizer
Syllchronizer operator to
produce a single output for each building in every synchronization
syllchroilization step.
step. Notice
t,hat result from the same room belong to the same
that all the updates tuples that
building, and hence are summarized
well. This obsunlnlarized by the Synchronizer operator as well.
building,
servation highlights the possibility of pre-summarizing the updates for each single
room and
a.nd include only
oillg one update from
froin each room
rooin in the final building summarizapre-summarization can
pre-synchronization
call be achieved by performing a pre-synchronization
tion. The pre-sumn~arization
on the RoomTempStr
RoomTempStr stream
streain before being processed by BuildHotRooms's pipeline.
Figure 29b gives t.he
the optimized
pipeline by adding an additional Synchrooptinlized query pipelille
bottom of the pipeline. The added Synchronizer operator
nizer operator at
a t the bottonl
most one update tuple ttoo be processed by the
roo111 has at
a t nlost
results in that each room
aggregate operator in each synchronization period. As a result.:
result, each room affects
BuildHotRooms's output once in every synchronization
syilchroilizatioil period. Pre-synchronization
Pre-syi~cl~ronization
results also
a.lso in reducing the CPU time taken by the aggregate operator since less
tuples flow
is similar in spirit to
flow in the pipeline. Pre-synchronization
Pre-syi~cl~ronizatioi~
t o eager aggregation that is perfornled
performed to enhance the performance
perforn1a.nce of aggregate queries in
traditional databases
databa.ses rYan
[Yan and Larson 1995].
19951.
Figure 30 gives aa, comparison
performance of the two pipelines that are
coinparison of the perforinance
given in Figure 29,
29: when processing an input stream of 1.2
1.2 million tuples. The input
stream
strea.m has 200 distinct key values and the arrival rate is 20000 Tuples/Second.
Figure 30a gives the number
lluinber of tuples processed by the aggregate operator while
to 1.
syilchronizatioil step from 0 t,o
1. All the input tuples are processed
varying the synchronization
pre-synchronization is performed. However, the
by the aggregate operator when no pre-synchronization
when pre-synchronization
number of tuples is reduced significantly mihen
pre-synchronizatioi is applied
a.pplied since
the bottom Synchronizer operator digests many input tuples.
tuples. Figure 30b gives
gives the
query execution time that is proportional
number of tuples processed by
proportioilal to
t o the
t,he nunlber
the query pipeline. Pre-synchronization
Pre-synchroniza.tion reduces the
t,he execution time by about 50%.
50%.
The reduction in the execution time is due ttoo the
t,he reduction in the number of tuples
processed by the operators in the pipeline.
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10.5
Experimental Verification of the Cost Model
10.5 Experimental
In this section,
the proposed cost model to
section, we experimentally verify the accuracy of tlle
estimate the CPU cost
cost. of SyncSQL
SyncSQLexecution plans. The experiments in this section
are conducted over a given set of concurrent SyncSQL queries. We first enumerate
several execution pipelines for the given set of queries.
queries. Then, we estimate the
cost of executing the different pipelines while changing the following
following parameters:
the input update pattern, the input data distribution, the synchronization period,
and the number of queries. Next,
Next, we run the query pipelines in the Nile-SyncSQL
prototype and measure the execution times. The cost model
inodel is verified by matching
the
measured
results
with
the
estimated
results.
t.he
t,he

10.5.1
Enumeration. Experiments in this section
Workload Queries
Queries and Plan Enumeration.
10.5.1 Workload
are conducted over a set of Group-by queries from the temperature-monitoring
application.
application. The goal of these experiments is to
t o illustrate the benefits of using
views as a means
meails for the
tlle shared execution
executioi~of continuous queries.
queries. The results in this
section are conducted from the shared execution
executioll of two queries. Including more
queries is straightforward.
Assume that we have the following
straig1ltforwa.rd. Assuille
following two queries:
-BuildingGroups:
-BuildingGroups: For each building, find the number of rooms with temperature
greater than 80.
modifications in the answer every ii time units.
80. Report inodifications
-TemperatureGroups:
-TemperatureGroups: For each temperature value tt that is greater than 80,
80, find
the number of rooms that have tt as the room's temperature. Report modifications
tioils in the answer every jj time units.
Both the BuildingGroups and the TemperatureGroups queries are aggregate
queries over the input stream RoomTempStr.
RoomTempStr. However,
However, the BuildingGroups
query groups the input stream
tuples
based
on
the
Building attribute while the
st.reain
TemperatureGroups query groups the input tuples based on the Temperature attribute. Also,
Also, the two queries differ in the refresh granularity (i.e.,
(i.e., require different
synchronization
synchroilization streams).
streams). Notice that since the two queries are executed over the
same input stream
streail1 (i.e.,
(i.e., RoornTempStr),
RoomTempStr), it is worth to explore options for sharing
the execution of the two queries.
queries. We can think of four possible pipelines to execute
the two queries concurrently
coilcurrent,ly as follows
follows (the corresponding query pipelines are given
in
ill Figure 31):
31):
(1)
Non-shared execution: where the two queries are executed independently
(1) Non-shared
without sharing any operations
operat,ions as shown in Figure 31a.
b gives a shared pipeline where a Syn(2)
(2) Shared
S h a r e d synchronization:
synchronization: Figure 31
31b
chronizer operator
opera.tor is shared between the two queries.
queries. The shared Synchronizer
uses a synchronization
synchronizatio~lstream that represents the
tlle union of the two queries'
synchronization
synchronizatioil streams (i.e.,
(i.e., Sync;
Synci U Syncj).
Syncj).
pre-aggregation: Figure 31c gives
(3)
(3) Shared
S h a r e d pre-aggregation:
gives another shared pipeline where a
view is defined and then is used as input to both the
tlle BuildingGroups and
TemperatureGroups queries.
queries. The shared view consists of a Group-by operator
(the
(the operator that is labeled as "GBY:Building,
"GBY:Building, Temperature"
Temperaturen in Figure 31c)
31c)
that groups the input tuples based on both the Building and Temperature
attributes and counts
number of tuples in each group.
couilts the llunlber
group. The output groups
from the shared view are then aggregated by the upper Group-by operators
ACM
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~
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2

<

t
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(c) Shared Pre-Aggregation
Pre-Aggregation
Fig. 31.
31.

Synci

RoornTempStr
RoomTempStr

Sync.
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GBY:Building, Temperature
-

>

A

&
Sync

t

"\

Synci
'SynCi

uU Sync Jj.

RoomTempStr

(d) Shared Synchronization and Pre-Aggregation
Pre-Aggregation

Two
Possible Execution Plans for T
w o Concurrent Aggregate Queries.

(the
(the operators that are labeled
labeIed by "GBY:Building" and "GBY:Temperature"
"GBY:TemperatureX
in Figure 31)c to produce the required building and temperature groups. Notice
that the "GBY:Building"
"GBY:Buildingn and "GBY:Temperature"
"GBY:Temperaturen operators sums the number
of tupIes
tuples in the sub-groups ttoo produce the count of tuples in the final group.
Notice also that the output stream from the "GBY:Building,
"GBY:Building, Temperature"
operator has a primary key that consists of two attributes, namely the Building
and
Building-Temperature groups
a.nd Temperature attributes. If
If the number of Building-Temperature
is less than
tha,ll the number of rooms, then the number of tuples processed by the
upper Group-by operators is less than those of the corresponding operators in
However, the shared aggregate operator is considered an additional
Pipeline b. However,
overhead in Pipeline c.

gives another
(4) Shared synchronization and pre-aggregation: Figure 31d gives
shared pipeline where both aggregation and synchronization are shared between
ACf\1 Transactions or1
on Database Systems.
Vol. V:
V, No. N, November
November 2007.
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the two queries.
queries. A shared view is defined that consists of two operators, namely
operator. The shared view's Syna Synchronizer operator and an aggregate operator.
of
chronizer operator uses a synchronization stream that represents the union of
the two queries's synchronization streams. At the same time, the shared views'
aggregate
aggregate operator groups the input tuples based on both the Building and
Temperature attributes.
attributes. The benefits of sharing the pre-aggregation is similar
iloreover, as explained in Section O??,
to that of case 3.
O??, the shared Synchro3. 1hfloreover,
and hence reduces the number of
of
nizer operator performs pre-synchronization
pre-synchronization arid
input tuple to the view's aggregate operator.
The pipelines in Figure 31
Synchronizer and
31 consist of two types of operators, Synchroilizer
Group-by operators.
operators. Notice that two synchronizer operators are used with each
optimization as described
aggregate
aggregate operator to apply the pre-synchronization optimization
in Section 071.
O??. In order to estimate the cost of executing a pipeline, we need
to
of tuples processed
to estimate two numbers as follows:
follows: (1)
(1) N SS:: the number of
by the Synchronizer operators, and (2)
NG: the number of
of tuples processed by
(2) NG:
the Group-by operators.
operators. Assume that the cost of processing one tuple in any
Synchronizer operator equals Cl
cl while the cost of executing one tuple in any
Group-by operator equals
O??, the cost
equals C2.
c2. Hence,
Hence, using the equations in Section O??:
of executing any of the pipelines can be estimated by the following
following equation:
Cpipeline == NS
N S * Cl
CI + N
G * C2
c2
CPipeline
NG

+

S and NG
N G differ from one pipeline to another and depend on the
The values of N Sand
following parameters:
parameters: (1)
(1) the update pattern of the input streams,
following
streams, (2)
(2) the number
of key values in the input streams,
streams, (3)
(3) the number of Groups that are produced
by the Group-by operators,
operators, and (4)
(4) the synchronization periods. In the following
section, we study the effect of the various parameters on the execution cost of
of the
section,
various pipelines.
th,e Perform.ance
Performance using Views.
Views. In this section, we study the
10.5.2 Im.proving the
10.5.2
effect of using views
views as
as a means for the shared execution of
effect
of continuous queries. Vie
·We
run an experiment to compare the performance of the non-shared execution pipeline
in Figure 31a and the shared execution pipeline in Figure 31d. The parameters for
as follows:
follows:
this experiment are as
-Number of rooms is 2000, number of buiIdings
-Number
buildings is 20, the number of
of different
temperature values
values is 10.
10. As a result,
result, the maximum possible number of
temperature
of building200.
temperature groups is 200.
-Rooms report temperature updates in a uniform pattern where each room reports
-Rooms
an update every 1 time unit.
-BuildingGroups's
12 time units while
-BuildingGroups's
synchronization is every 12
15 time units.
TemperatureGroups's synchronization is every 15
and. using a similar analysis
Using the cost model that is presented in Section 9 and,using
to that of Figure 16,
16, the execution costs of running Pipelines a and d for 650 time
to
estimat.ed by the following
following equations:
units can be estimated
-C,,(650)
-Cd (650)

2798000 * Cl
1841300 * Cl

+ 198000 * C2
+ 191800 * C2
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vs. Shared Executioll
Execution of Aggregate Queries.
Non-shared vs.

The cost equations
equatioils show that the shared
slmred execution
executioil in Pipeline d causes 40%
N Sand
NC. The reason for the reduction in N S
reduction in A'S
and 10%
10% reduction in NG.
is that,
that, in Pipeline d,
d, the input tuples are processed by only one Synchronizer
operator (i.e.,
(i.e., the shared Synchronizer operator) in contrast ttoo being processed
twice in Pipeline a. The rea.son
reason for the reductioil
reduction in NG
NC is that in Pipeline d,
d, the
upper Group-by operators process only one tuple for each building-temperature
building-temperature
group at
to processing one tuple for each
a.t every synchronization
synchroiliza~t~ioil
point in contrast
coiltrast t.o
rooin
t.11a.t in this experiment the update rate of the objects
room in Pipeline a.
a. Notice that
(i.e.,
much higher than the synchronization points rate.
rate. This
(i.e., every 11 time unit) is nluch
point, several updates for the same object
means that at
a t every synchronization
syilchroilization point.,
are accumulated, hence causing a big reduction in the number of tuples that are
processed by the upper operators in the query pipeline.
Effect of
we change
cha.nge the input parameters such that
o f the
t h e Grouping
G r o u p i n g Factor: If
If \Ire
building-temperature groups can reach
there are
a.re 200 buildings, then the number of building-temperature
up to
t o 2000 at
a t \vhich
which the cost of Pipeline a is not affected while the cost of Pipeline
estima,ted by the following
following equations:
equations:
d is estimated
--Cd(650) = 2069000

* Cl + 370000 * C2

,,yhen
the nunlber
number of building-temperature
building-temperature groups is 2000,
When t.he
2000, the shared execution
consuilles 25%
25% less synchronization
syilchroniza.tioil operations and 1.8%
1.8% more aggregations
pipeline consumes
than the non-shased
executioil Pipeline a. Hence the preference between the two
non-shared execution
pipelines depends on the va.lues
values of cl
Cl and C2.
c2.
conlpa.rison of the execution tiines
a, Pipeline d with
Figure 32 gives a.
a comparison
times of Pipeline a,
200 building-temperature
building-temperature groups, and Pipeline d with 2000 building-temperature
aggrega.tion (i.e.,
(i.e.: changing c2's
groups while changing the cost of aggregation
C2'S value). The experinleiltal
ilunlber of groups is 200, the shared execution
imental results show that when the number
can achieve up ttoo 50%
saviilgs in the execution time than the non-shared execution.
execution.
50% savings
However,
However, when t,he
the nuillber
number of groups is 2000, the shared execution performs better
tha.n
executioil only for small
sillall values
va.lues of C2
c2 (i.e.,
(i.e., for cheap aggregate
a.ggregate
than the non-sha,red
non-shared execution
functions).
functions). As the cost of aggregation increases, the execution time of the shared
executioil is preferred since it can achieve up
pipeline increa.ses
increases and the 11011-shared
non-shared execution
reduction in t.he
the execution
ttoo 70%
70% reduct,ion
execut.ion time.
t,ime. The conclusion
coilclusion from this experiment is
on Database
Database Systems,
Vol.
V,. No. N:
N, November 2007.
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Fig. 34. Effect of using Views on Execution Time.

that the preference between sharing the execution or not depends on (1)
t,ha.t
(1) the grouping factor (i.e.,
(i.e., in the number of groups in each Group-by operator), and (2)
(2) the
function.
cost of the aggregation function.
Effect of the Input Parameters: The experiment
experiinent in this section illustrates
the effect of the input parameters on the performance. Assume that we run the
same experiment as before but wit.11
with the following
following parameters:
-Number
-Number of rooms is 5000,
5000, number of buildings is 100,
100, number of different temresult, the maximum number of building-temperature
perature values is 20. As a result:
2000.
groups is 2000.

-Rooms report temperature updates in a uniform pattern but different rooms have
-Rooms
different intervals between the updates as follows.
follows. 2500 rooms each reports an
update every 2 time units, 1500
1500 rooms each reports an update every 10
10 time
100 rooms each reports an update every 15
15 time units.
units, and 100
-BuildingGroups's
synchronization
-BuildingGroups's
syi~chronization is every 6 time
units while
TemperatureGroups's synchronization is every 12
12 time units.
TemperatureGroups's
Figure 33 illustrates that the shared execution pipeline improves the execution
time over that of the independent execution pipeline. However,
of
However, the percentage of
32. The percentage of reducexecution time reduction is less than that in Figure 32.
tion in execution time is 40% in contrast
coiltrast to 70%
70% in Figure 32.
32. The reason for the
difference in the performance gain is that in the earlier parameters settings the
update rate is much higher than the frequency of the synchronization points. However, in the parameters in this section,
section, the synchronization points are as frequent
ever,
as the object update rate.
rate. Hence,
Hence, not too many updates are accumulated by the
synchroniza.tion has only a small effect on the
operator. As a result, synchronization
Synchronizer operator.
number of tuples that flow in the query pipeline.

Can. Views
Views Worsen
Worsen the
th,e Perform.an,ce?.
10.5.3 Can
10.5.3
Perform.ance? The experiments of the previous
ilnproves the query performance. However,
However, the
section illustrate that using views improves
section, we show that for
improvement factor depends on the query settings. In this section,
some input parameters, using views may worsen the query performance. Consider
ACM
a t a b a s e Systems,
Systems, Vol. V:
ACf\·1 Transactions on D
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the two queries BuildingGroups and TemperatureGroups with the following
followii~ginput
parameters:
--Number
rooms is 2000,
2000, number of buildings is 100,
100, number of different tem- N u m b e r of roolns
perature values is 20. As a result, the number of building-temperature groups is
2000.
2000.
-Rooms
-Rooms report temperature updates in a uniform pattern but with different intervals as follows.
follows. 500 rooms each reports an update every 10
10 time units, 500
rooms each reports an update every 13
rooms each reports
13 time units, and 1000
1000 1-00111s
an update every 17
17 time units.
-BuildingGroups's
synchronization
-BuildingGroups's
syi~chronization is every 15
15 time
TemperatureGroups's synchronization is every 12
12 time units.

units

while

Using the proposed cost model and the equation that is presented in SecSection 10.5.1,
non-shared execution pipeline (Pipeline
10.5.1, the execution cost of the non-shared
(Pipeline a)
a)
and the shared execution pipeline (Pipeline
(Pipeline d)
d ) for 650 time units can be estimated
estiillated
by the following
following equations:
-Ca (650)

-Cd (650)

* Cl + 171886 * C2
743007 * Cl + 288318 * C2
444924

The cost equations show that the shared execution paradigm requires more synchronization operations and more aggregation operations
non-shared exoperatioils than the non-shared
ecution.
ecution. As a result,
result, in this case,
case. non-shared execution is always preferred over
shared execution. The analytical results are confirmed
confirined by the experimental results
that are given in Figure 34.
non-shared
34. The graphs in Figure 34 illustrate that 11011-shared
execution achieves
reduction in the execution time.
time. The reason for the
achieves up to 50%
50% reductioii
winning performance of non-shared execution is that the update rates for most of
the rooms are slower than that of the synchronization rate. As a result,
result, synchronization does not result in any accumulation
accumulatioil of updates and hence does not reduce
the number of tuples to be processed by the query pipeline. Ivloreover,
Noreover, the number
nuinber
of intermediate building-temperature groups is the same as the
tlie number of rooms.
Hence,
Hence, shared execution
executioil does not result in any reduction in the number of tuples.
The shared view is nothing
ilothiilg but an additional overhead, hence causes bad execution
executioil
times.
10.5.4
Effect of the Num,ber
Number of Queries.
10.5.4 EfSect
Queries. In this section we run experiments
experiments
to study the effect of the number
nuinber of queries that share the view execution on
the performance. Assume that we have several queries that are similar to the
BuildingGroups query in that they gTOUp
group on the building attribute. However,
Ho~riever,
the queries differ in the synchronization
syncl~ronizationstreams.
streams. Similarly, assume that there are
several queries that are similar to the TemperatureGroups query but with different
synchronization
synchroilization streams. Figure 35 gives
gives the effect of the number of queries on the
execution time. The results in Figure 35 illustrate that sharing
sha,rii~gthe execution of the
view between two queries improves the
t,he execution time by around 25%.
25%. However,
However,
sharing the execution of the view among
anlong 5 queries improves the
t,he execution time by
up to 70%.
that the more the queries that
70%. The conclusion
conclusioil from this experiment
experirileilt is tha.t
utilize the view,
performance.
view, the more the improvement in the perforina~lce.
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. V,
N, November
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Memory.

O??, some query operaMemo'f'1.j Requirem.ents.
Requirements. As discussed in Section O??,
10.5.5
10.5.5 Mern.org
mailltain a state in order to continuously keep track of the query answer.
tors need to maintain
The summation
sulnlnation of the state
st,ate sizes of the various operators represents the memory
meinory
requirements
requiremellts for a given execution pipeline. For example,
example, for the execution pipeline
31d, the memory
meinory requirement is calculated as the summathat is given in Figure 31d,
tion of the sizes of the states that are maintained by the three Group-by operators
(namely
(namely the GBY:Building, GBY:Temperature, and GBY:Building,Temperature
GBY:Building,Temperature
five Synchronizer operators. Notice that the Synchronizer's
operat,ors) and the five
operators)
stream.
state size is proportional to the number of distinct key values in the input stream.
However,
However, the size of the Group-by's state is proportional to the number of groups.
groups.
menlory requirement.
requirement.
Figure 36 gives the effect of the number of queries on the memory
Assume
Assuine that initially we have two queries,
queries, namely the BuildingGroups and the
queries. Assume further that we add queries that are similar
TemperatureGroups queries.
to either BuildingGroups or TemperatureGroups but V\rith
with different synchronization
t,ion stream.
stream. The number of rooms in this experiment
experinlent is set to 5000
5000 rooms. Notice
t,hat one Group-by and two Synchronizer operators are added for each additional
that
However: the states that are needed by the additional operators depend on
query. However,
nleinory requirements
the execution paradigm. Figure 36 gives a comparison of the memory
following three execution pipelines: non-shared execution, shared execution
for the following
with 200 building-temperature groups, and shared execution with 2000 buildingtemperature
tempera.t,ure groups.
groups. The graphs in Figure 36 illustrate that the non-shared execution requires more memory
menlory and the size of the additional memory
menlory is proportional
to the number
nunlber of queries.
queries. The reason is that an additional Synchronizer operator
stream, with a state
stat,e of size 5000,
5000, is added for each additional query.
over the input stream,
However, in the case of shared execution, an additional synchronizer operator is
However,
t o the number of building-temperature groups (i.e.,
added with a state size equals to
200 or 2000).
2000).
11.
11. CONCLUSIONS
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